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Chapter 1
General introduction

Sara Raj Pant

View from a beach on Cousin, with Praslin (Seychelles) in the distance.
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Chapter 1

1.1. Sexual reproduction

Sex is the prevailing form of reproduction among vertebrates and about 99% of eukaryotic 
species engage in it at least occasionally (Otto 2008). Sexual reproduction, however, comes 
with high costs, including the time and energy spent finding a partner, attracting it and mating 
with it (Daly 1978), in addition to the risks associated with such activities, such as predation 
(Wing 1988), disease transmission (Hurst and Sharpe 1995) and physical injury (Parker 
1979). The most striking among the costs of sex is probably its so-called ‘two-fold cost’: 
while asexual reproduction allows any one individual to generate one offspring (via genome 
replication), sex requires two individuals to produce one offspring, and each parent will only 
transmit 50% of their genes to the next generation. 

However, without sex and the resulting gene shuffling, populations suffer a reduction in 
genetic variation produced by different gene combinations (Weismann 1889). Fitness is also 
reduced over the generations in a ratchet-like manner (‘Muller’s ratchet’): individuals, most 
of which carry at least some deleterious mutations, are bound to transfer these to offspring 
when reproducing asexually; the mutation load therefore increases at each generation 
(Muller 1964). Recombination can purge deleterious alleles (Fisher 1930; Muller 1964) 
and gather disparate fit alleles from different individuals and combine them into the next 
generation (Fisher 1930; Muller 1932), therefore restoring genetic variation and enabling 
selection (Weismann 1889). Moreover, since individuals live in a changing environment, 
sex and recombination enable the breakage of gene combinations that are detrimental, or 
no longer suited to the current conditions, and the creation of new and advantageous gene 
associations (Otto 2009). Therefore, despite the costs, sex persist because it confers a strong 
advantage to those engaging in it, i.e. it provides greater scope for adaptation. Whether this 
is achieved via the ability to evolve novel genotypes for parasite resistance (Hamilton 1980), 
to cope with spatially and/or temporally varying selection (Otto and Lenormand 2002; Otto 
2009), the capacity to fix beneficial alleles (Fisher 1930; Muller 1932) or the ability to purge 
deleterious mutations (Fisher 1930; Muller 1964), is still unclear and is likely to result from 
a combination of mechanisms, with variation across taxa. 
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1.2. Promiscuity 

Although necessary for reproduction in sexual species and most likely adaptive, mating is 
costly. Therefore, it may seem surprising that multiple mating (i.e. engaging in several sexual 
encounters within the same reproductive cycle) is a common behaviour across taxa. Females 
often mate at rates higher than those necessary to ensure fertilization, and there is some 
evidence that this can improve individual fitness (Arnqvist and Nilsson 2000). The mating act 
itself (Opp and Prokopy 1986) and the presence of viable sperm in the female reproductive 
tract (Gromko et al. 1984) can increase female fecundity and, consequently, also fertility 
(Thornhill and Alcock 1983; Choe and Crespi 1997). However, multiple mating may cause 
polyspermy (i.e. the fertilization of one egg by more than one sperm) and consequent embryo 
mortality (Eberhard 1996).

Although in some cases individuals re-mate with the same partner during a single reproductive 
cycle, multiple mating with several partners (promiscuity) is very common across taxa 
(Tregenza and Wedell 1998; Arnqvist and Nilsson 2000; Jennions and Petrie 2000; Griffith 
et al. 2002). Why individuals would be promiscuous and thus endure, in addition to the costs 
involved in multiple mating, those caused by mating with more than one partner, e.g. the 
larger amount of time, energy and risks involved in finding and copulating with multiple 
mates (Daly 1978; Parker 1979; Wing 1988; Hurst and Sharpe 1995), is yet to be fully 
resolved. 

Why individuals may be promiscuous will vary between the sexes. That is, because in 
multicellular eukaryotes, sex is the fusion of two dissimilar gametes – male and female – 
unequal in size (anisogamy) and, hence, differing in the amount of energy required for their 
production. This disparity – sperm being smaller and therefore cheaper to produce compared 
to eggs – sets in place an evolutionary cascade leading to a difference in mating strategies 
between the two sexes (Bateman 1948; Arnqvist and Rowe 2005). Males are expected to 
invest less energy than females in the production of each gamete, which should enable them 
to generate a greater number of gametes per reproductive cycle and to produce a higher 
number of offspring by inseminating as many mates as possible (Bateman 1948). Females, 
on the other hand, produce fewer, larger and more expensive gametes. Moreover, due to their 
reproductive physiology, females are limited in the number of young they can produce per 
cycle, regardless of the  number of sexual partners (Bateman 1948). Therefore, the sexes are 
predicted to differ in their mating strategy: females should be interested in copulating with 
the best male available, rather than with many mates, while males should try and mate with 
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as many females as possible in order to increase their reproductive success (Bateman 1948). 
This disparity is expected to cause higher potential reproductive rate (i.e. the maximum 
reproductive rate when access to mates is unconstrained; Clutton-Brock and Vincent 1991) 
in males and, consequently, higher competition for mates and higher variance in reproductive 
success compared to females (Bateman 1948).

1.3. Polyandry

It seems intuitive that promiscuity should be adaptive to males, because mating with more 
females should allow them to sire a higher number of young. On the other hand, females 
cannot normally increase offspring production by having more sexual partners and, due to 
anisogamy, should also incur higher costs of reproduction than males. Moreover, across taxa, 
studies have shown that females may experience additional costs of mating due to male 
manipulation, including mechanical injury suffered during copulations (Blanckenhorn et al. 
2002) and chemical damage caused by ejaculate toxins promoting sperm success (Wigby 
and Chapman 2005). Explanations for the occurrence of polyandry (i.e. females mating with 
multiple males) have therefore been sought since the 1980s, when new molecular techniques 
allowing parentage assignment helped reveal how widespread this behaviour is, even in 
socially monogamous species (Griffith et al. 2002). Although various hypotheses for the 
benefits of polyandry have been formulated, no consensus has been reached to date. Most 
explanations for the evolution and maintenance of polyandry in nature can be grouped in two 
broad categories: adaptive vs non-adaptive hypotheses.

1.3.1. Adaptive models
Adaptive explanations assume that polyandry has evolved under direct selection increasing 
female fitness by either limiting the costs of re-mating (Thornhill and Alcock 1983; Smuts 
and Smuts 1993) or providing benefits which could be either material (Sheldon 1994; 
Birkhead 1995; Wedell 1997; Lombardo and Thorpe 2000) or genetic (Hamilton and Zuk 
1982; Watson 1991; Zeh and Zeh 1996; Brown 1997). 

COST LIMITATION. Female promiscuity could limit the costs associated with sexual conflict 
over mating rates (Thornhill and Alcock 1983), which are predicted to be higher for males 
compared to females (Trivers 1972). It has been postulated that, in species where females are 
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coerced into copulation, the costs of resisting male mating attempts can be higher than those 
resulting from allowing additional copulations. When a threshold of harassment is reached, 
female promiscuity could be convenient (Rowe 1992; Lee and Hays 2004). However, studies 
addressing this ‘convenience polyandry’ hypothesis (Thornhill and Alcock 1983) have either 
only provided indirect evidence via observational field data (e.g. Lee and Hays 2004; Wright 
et al. 2013), or contrasting results in laboratory settings (reviewed in Rowe et al. 1994; 
Sakurai and Kasuya 2008; Janowitz and Fischer 2012; Boulton et al. 2015). Moreover, most 
experimental studies did not differentiate between the effects of mating multiply with one 
male (see Hunter et al. 1993 for hypotheses behind this) and copulating with several different 
males (Slatyer et al. 2012). 

Another cost limitation hypothesis maintains that polyandry evolved as an infanticide 
avoidance mechanism, in species where this is a common practice (Smuts and Smuts 1993; 
Wolff and MacDonald 2004). This model predicts that extra-pair males that have mated with 
a female will refrain from killing her young, as they might be sires. Such a hypothesis might 
hold true for certain mammal and bird species, in which multiple males interact socially with 
females due to home range overlap or multi-male group living (Ebensperger and Blumstein 
2007). A review of studies on 133 mammal species highlighted that polyandry occurs in 87% 
of carnivore species and 62% of primate species where infanticide is common, while only 
9% of non-infanticidal primate species were promiscuous (Wolff and MacDonald 2004). 
Moreover, Wolff and Macdonald (2004) stressed that copulations with multiple males are 
usually solicited by females, though they did not provide an explicit quantification of this 
(but see Table 2 in Wolff and MacDonald 2004). A few studies have provided experimental 
evidence in support of the infanticide avoidance theory, including work on bank voles 
(Myodes Glareolus; Klemme and Ylönen 2010) and on tree swallows (Tachyneta bicolor; 
Robertson and Stutchbury 1988). Such results, coupled with the strong benefit entailed by 
offspring survival, lend some support to this hypothesis. 

DIRECT MATERTIAL BENEFITS. Polyandry could be selected for if females obtained 
material (non-genetic) benefits from their sexual partners (reviewed in e.g. Jennions and 
Petrie 2000; Forstmeier et al. 2014). Such benefits could include adequate sperm supply for 
fertilization (fertility assurance hypothesis; Sheldon 1994), nutrients (e.g. nuptial gifts) or 
other substances increasing egg production (Wedell 1997), advantageous sexually transmitted 
microbes (Lombardo and Thorpe 2000) or additional access to resources or parental care 
from more than one male (Birkhead 1995). 
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Empirical studies in reptiles, mammals and birds have provided contrasting evidence for 
the fertility assurance hypothesis and have often been observational (Uller and Olsson 
2008; Hasson and Stone 2009). The only experimental study that, to my knowledge, tested 
this hypothesis, found no support for it. This study showed that, in captive zebra finches 
(Taeniopygia guttata), females who had experienced hatching failure were not more likely 
to engage in extra-pair copulations subsequently (Ihle et al. 2013). Theoretical models have 
shown that females should benefit from fertility assurance via polyandry, but only under 
specific circumstances, i.e. when they are paired with truly infertile males featuring a low 
sperm count and/or motility (Hasson and Stone 2009). Given that there is strong selection 
against true infertility in nature, this trait is likely to be very rare. Therefore, it has been 
argued that the potential costs associated with infidelity (including polyspermy) are probably 
not offset for most females (see Forstmeier et al. 2014).

In insects, a meta-analysis (Arnqvist and Nilsson 2000) of 122 experimental studies testing 
for direct fitness effects of singly vs multiply mated females (under different mating rate 
treatments) showed a general trend of increased fecundity and fertility in promiscuous subjects. 
Moreover, female longevity was higher under polyandry, but only for females in taxa with 
nuptial gifts (i.e. nourishment during/after copulations). Interestingly, Arnqvist and Nilsson 
(2000) found that female fitness increased up until an optimum copulation rate, beyond which 
additional mating had detrimental effects, such as decreased lifespan. They interpreted this as 
the result of sexually antagonistic co-evolution. However, the lack of phylogenetic correction 
in the analyses may have undermined the robustness of the results. Moreover, this study did 
not account for potential genetic effects deriving from copulations with males of different 
genetic composition. Therefore, the detected fertility enhancement in promiscuous females 
may have been caused by genetic benefits resulting, for instance, from fertilizations by less 
inbred (more compatible) males, a mechanism known to improve population fitness and to 
slow down extinction rates in inbred systems (Michalczyk et al. 2011; Lumley et al. 2015). 

INDIRECT GENETIC BENEFITS. The indirect genetic benefits theories maintain that 
polyandry biases paternity towards genotypes that augment offspring fitness via increased 
genetic quality, thus providing fitness benefits to promiscuous females (Hamilton and Zuk 
1982; Zeh and Zeh 1996; Brown 1997; reviews: Andersson 1994; Jennions and Petrie 2000; 
Forstmeier et al. 2014). Given several ecological constraints, such as low population density 
or nest site availability, females might mate and, in socially monogamous species, pair up 
with males that are not necessarily of the highest genetic quality. Polyandry could therefore 
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be a ‘trading up’ mechanism allowing females to copulate with preferred males as they 
become available to them (Jennions and Petrie 2000). 
One of the most popular indirect genetic benefits theories is ‘the good genes’ hypothesis 
(Hamilton and Zuk 1982), which maintains that polyandry enables the acquisition of high 
quality paternal gene variants in offspring (i.e. alleles that increase offspring fitness by 
additive effect, independent of the genome architecture of the parents). This is expected to 
occur via female choice based on male phenotypic features signalling genetic quality, such 
as body size, ornaments and/or age (e.g. Westneat 1990; Hasselquist et al. 1996; Ackay and 
Roughgarden 2007; Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012; Hsu et al. 2015; E et al. 2017).

The ‘compatible genes’ hypothesis (Zeh and Zeh 1996; Brown 1997), on the other hand, 
maintains that female preference (pre- or post-copulation) is based on the level of genetic 
compatibility between maternal and paternal genomes – ‘compatible alleles’ being those 
that increase fitness via either epistasis, dominance or over-dominance. According to this 
hypothesis females are under selective pressure to avoid males carrying genetic elements 
which would cause intra-genomic conflict in the embryo (Zeh and Zeh 1996; Tregenza and 
Wedell 2000; Zeh and Zeh 2001). Additionally, females are expected to avoid inbreeding, as 
this may lower offspring fitness by increasing the expression of deleterious recessive alleles 
and by decreasing heterozygosity (Thornhill 1993; Brown 1997; Kempenaers 2007). For 
this reason, females are also predicted to seek fertilizations from males that are genetically 
dissimilar to them or that share an intermediate amount of similarity, in order to maximise, 
or optimise, offspring heterozygosity (Brown 1997; Milinski 2006). Moreover, polyandrous 
females may increase offspring heterozygosity by choosing males that are heterozygous at 
many loci or a few loci in key genomic areas, e.g. at the major histocompatibility complex 
(MHC; Brown 1997). 

Studies evaluating indirect genetic hypotheses have mainly focused on socially monogamous 
species (particularly birds) and have provided mixed evidence so far. In particular, research 
relating variation in extra-pair paternity (EPP) to variation in specific male traits linked 
to quality (a common approach in assessing the good genes hypothesis) has provided no 
clear evidence. While some studies found a correlation between EPP and traits signalling 
genetic quality, including ornamentation, song structure, body size and immune response 
(Hasselquist et al. 1996; Forstmeier et al. 2002; E et al. 2017), other studies did not (e.g. 
Krokene 1998; Charmantier et al. 2004; Dietrich et al. 2004a). Meta-analyses (Ackay and 
Roughgarden 2007; Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012; Hsu et al. 2015) also failed to detect 
evidence for the good genes hypothesis. This could result from the lack of indirect genetic 
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benefits to promiscuous females, but also from the meta-analytic approach itself, which 
homogenizes results across taxa, when in fact male quality could be signalled differently 
depending on the species. However, one consistent result that has been often been picked 
out in studies on individual species (e.g. Wagner et al. 1996; Richardson and Burke 1999) as 
well as meta-analyses (Ackay and Roughgarden 2007; Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012; Hsu et 
al. 2015) is the positive relationship between EPP acquisition and male age. Old age could 
indicate a higher probability that an individual is able to overcome disease, predation and 
other selection pressures in its environment, yet it is still debated whether age truly signals an 
individual’s genetic quality (see e.g. Kokko 1998; Johnson and Gemmell 2012). 

Recent studies have shown that polyandry is an effective means of improving population 
fitness and of slowing down extinction rate in inbred populations (Michalczyk et al. 2011; 
Lumley et al. 2015), which suggests that promiscuity could evolve as an inbreeding avoidance 
mechanism. Research addressing a potential correlation between within-pair relatedness/
genetic similarity and EPP in socially monogamous species – the most commonly used 
way to assess the genetic compatibility hypothesis (via inbreeding avoidance, Ackay & 
Roughgarden 2007) – has provided mixed evidence (e.g. Blomqvist et al. 2002; Eimes et 
al. 2005; Schmoll, Quellmalz, et al. 2005; Edly-Wright et al. 2007). Studies comparing 
the pairwise genetic similarity of females to their social males vs the extra-pair sires (that 
cuckolded the social males) provided differing results (e.g. Foerster et al. 2003; but see e.g. 
Freeman-Gallant et al. 2006). Akcay and Roughgarden (2007) investigated such relationship 
in their meta-analysis and found no support for it across bird species. However, a more 
recent meta-analysis (Arct et al. 2015) found that within-pair relatedness predicted EPP 
in birds. Despite this, several authors have criticized this study and have urged caution in 
interpreting such results as evidence for inbreeding avoidance via extra-pair copulations. One 
of the criticisms to Arct et al. (2015)’s meta-analysis was that this study found a significant 
positive relationship between pairwise genetic relatedness and EPP only when including 
studies based on microsatellite markers (many of which relied on few such markers; Reid 
2015). Heterozygosity and relatedness can feature sampling bias when estimated from 
a few microsatellite markers (Reid 2015), especially when these markers are also used to 
assign paternity (Wetzel and Westneat 2009) and when samples contains inbred or related 
individuals (Wang 2014). Another methodological critique (Griffith 2015) to Arct et al. 
(2015)’s meta-analysis was the inclusion of a species that is not socially monogamous so 
EPP could not take place by definition. 
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Comparisons of fitness between within- and extra-pair young have provided a perhaps more 
direct approach to assess both the genetic compatibility and the good genes hypotheses. Once 
again, results are contrasting (e.g. Sheldon et al. 1997; Kempenaers et al. 1999; Foerster et 
al. 2003; but see e.g. Krokene 1998; Whittingham et al. 2001; Kleven et al. 2006). Akcay 
and Roughgarden (2007)’s meta-analysis found no significant relationship between offspring 
viability and EPP in birds. A more recent meta-analysis (Slatyer et al. 2012) of studies 
conducted in vertebrate and invertebrate taxa also failed to detect any significant difference 
in the performance of offspring of monoandrous vs polyandrous females. However, many 
studies comparing fitness components of within- and extra-pair offspring fitness have done so 
by assessing hatching success or fledging success and ignoring viability (and/or reproduction) 
in later life stages, such as survival to breeding age (but see e.g. Foerster et al. 2003; 
Edly-Wright et al. 2007; Hsu et al. 2014) and life-span/lifetime reproductive success (but see 
e.g. Schmoll et al. 2009; Annavi 2012; Hsu et al. 2014). However, an individual’s fitness may 
be confounded by other factors (e.g. environmental, social) and may be condition-dependent 
(Schmoll, Dietrich, et al. 2005) or sex-specific (Annavi 2012). Moreover, fitness comparisons 
of within- and extra-pair offspring do not strictly test whether extra-pair offspring are fitter 
than the within-pair offspring that that a female would have produced had she only copulated 
with the pair male (i.e. the true assumption of indirect genetic benefit models). To my 
knowledge, only one study has performed such a comparison, availing itself of an extensive 
pedigree from a natural population of song sparrows (Melospiza melodia; Reid and Sardell 
2012). This study estimated the additive genetic value for recruitment (i.e. the sum of the 
average additive effect of an individual’s alleles on recruitment) of the extra-pair offspring 
and their hypothetical within-pair siblings. Interestingly, Reid and Sardell (2012) found that 
extra-pair offspring had lower additive genetic value for recruitment and suggested that 
there may be a (weak) indirect selection against female extra-pair reproduction in the song 
sparrow. More studies like this are needed if we are to better understand whether EPP confers 
indirect (additive) genetic benefits to promiscuous females. 

Another explanation for polyandry within the indirect genetic benefits framework is the 
genetic diversity hypothesis (Ridley 1993; Schmid-Hempel 1994; Keller 1995; Sherman 
et al. 1998; Aguirre and Marshall 2012). This hypothesis predicts that polyandry provides 
indirect benefits by increasing the amount of genetic diversity within a female’s entire brood, 
which leads to increased mean offspring fitness. This mechanism has been hypothesised 
to evolve more easily in systems where half-siblings remain in contact after birth, so that 
genetic diversity can alleviate sibling competition, e.g. in parasitoid wasps (Ridley 1993; 
Aguirre and Marshall 2012), and/or reduce disease and parasite spread in colonial species 
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(Schmid-Hempel 1994; Aguirre and Marshall 2012). Most evidence in support of this 
hypothesis comes from research on eusocial insects (Jennions and Petrie 2000; McLeod and 
Marshall 2009). Such studies showed that, in addition to being more resistant to infection/
parasites, genetically diverse colonies are also more productive (Liersch and Schmid-Hempel 
1998; Baer and Schmid-Hempel 1999). Moreover, while multi-queen colonies feature 
monogamous queens, single-queen colonies are governed by promiscuous queens (Keller 
1995). Although quite compelling, evidence is indirect and mainly limited to social insects. 
Experimental studies across a range of taxa are therefore needed to assess the validity of the 
genetic diversity model.

The bet-hedging theory is an additional, and controversial, genetic benefits hypothesis for 
the evolution of polyandry (Watson 1991; Yasui 1998; Yasui 2001; Fox and Rauter 2003; 
Sarhan and Kokko 2007; Garcia-Gonzalez et al. 2015; Holman 2015). This theory was first 
brought forward as a risk-spreading strategy in economics, where goods are divided for 
their protection in a risky environment (Bernoulli 1954). The bet-hedging theory was first 
conceptualised into an evolutionary framework by Gillespie (1974). Since then, it has been 
invoked by evolutionary biologists as an explanation for the evolution of many life-history 
traits, including polyandry. Bet-hedging explanations can be considered as hypotheses 
gathering elements from other genetic benefits theories. In particular, the ‘genetic bet-hedging 
hypothesis’ maintains that polyandry should evolve in a stable environment when females 
are incapable of selecting mates that carry good and/or compatible genes (Garcia-Gonzalez 
et al. 2015). In this case, polyandry would improve female fitness by reducing the risk that 
eggs are fertilised by males with low quality and/or incompatible genes (Yasui 1998; Fox 
and Rauter 2003). The ‘genetic diversity bet-hedging hypothesis’ posits that in a fluctuating/
unpredictable environment polyandry lowers the risk that all ova are fertilised by males who 
are not adapted to current environmental conditions (Yasui 1998). There is some evidence for 
these models in invertebrates but, owing to their difficulty, studies testing such hypotheses are 
too scarce to validate the underlying assumptions (Garcia-Gonzalez et al. 2015). Moreover, 
a recent meta-analysis of bet-hedging studies (Holmes 2015) did not support this theory. 
Holman (2015) quantified the selective advantage of polyandry vs monoandry via diminished 
variance of offspring fitness within promiscuous systems. He found that any advantage in 
offspring fitness was probably too low to contribute to the evolution of polyandry through 
bet-hedging.

Finally, the kin-selection hypothesis – based on Hamilton’s (1964) theory – posits that 
polyandry may be promoted by selection on inclusive fitness benefits gained by females 
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mating with extra-pair relatives (regardless of the within-pair level of relatedness) when such 
benefits outweigh inbreeding costs (Kokko and Ots 2006). Studies testing this hypothesis are 
limited in number and in the amount of taxa targeted (e.g. only 20 out of all cooperative avian 
species; Wang and Lu 2011). Moreover, to my knowledge, only two empirical studies so far 
have provided evidence in support of this hypothesis, in barn swallows (Hirundo rustica; 
Kleven et al. 2005) and in Tibetan ground tits (Pseudopoces humilis; Wang and Lu 2011). 
More research is needed to assess this hypothesis.

1.3.2. Non-adaptive models
Non-adaptive hypotheses for the evolution and maintenance of polyandry assume that 
polyandry is not adaptive, or indeed may be maladaptive, to females but maintained as a 
by-product of positive selection on traits in the same or opposite sex (Halliday and Arnold 
1987; Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Forstmeier et al. 2011; Forstmeier et al. 2014). These 
hypotheses have been given little attention yet and very few studies to date have assessed 
their validity. 

It has been postulated that polyandry evolved under sexually antagonistic selection with 
traits enhancing male reproductive competitiveness (Jennions and Petrie 2000; Arnqvist and 
Kirkpatrick 2005). An influential hypothesis posits that the evolution and maintenance of 
promiscuity in females is favoured by genetic covariance between polyandry and paternity 
success, in a system where male-male competition occurs. Such covariance could arise 
via linkage disequilibrium deriving from assortative mating between promiscuous females 
and successful sires (Keller and Reeve 1995). A recent study (Reid, Arcese, and Losdat 
2014) on the socially monogamous song sparrow showed no genetic/phenotypic trade-off 
between male within-pair and extra-pair reproductive success and estimated a positive 
genetic covariance between these two reproductive components. This is expected to promote 
polygyny and may contribute to the evolution of polyandry via indirect selection. Reid et al. 
(2014) tested this idea and found a positive genetic covariance between female propensity 
for extra-pair copulations and male within-pair paternity success, but this was not significant. 
This result is perhaps not surprising, as assortative mating is unlikely to be complete in 
socially monogamous species, where many within-pair offspring are produced (Forstmeier et 
al. 2011; Forstmeier et al. 2014).

An alternative hypothesis maintains that the possible genetic covariance between polyandry 
and male paternity success is due to pleiotropic effects. In this case, alleles promoting 
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polyandry could be responsible for male traits enhancing paternity acquisition (Halliday 
and Arnold 1987; Forstmeier et al. 2011; Forstmeier et al. 2014). This hypothesis seems 
plausible for socially monogamous species, as sexes usually share a similar behavioural 
repertoire and therefore the same genetic machinery possibly underlies pair bonding and the 
propensity for extra-pair copulations (Forstmeier et al. 2014).This theory received support 
from a study on captive zebra finches, which showed high positive between-sex genetic 
correlation for the propensity for extra-pair copulations (Forstmeier et al. 2011). However, 
in a natural population of the song sparrow, female propensity for extra-pair reproduction 
showed a near-zero genetic correlation with male lifetime reproductive success (Reid and 
Wolak 2018). Moreover, a study in humans failed to find a cross-sex correlation in extra-pair 
mating, suggesting that the predisposition of women for polyandry was unlikely to result 
from selection on men (Zietsch et al. 2015). 

Another explanation for the evolution and maintenance of polyandry is that this behaviour 
is genetically linked to female traits under positive selection. In fact, a few recent studies 
have suggested a link between promiscuity and specific female personality traits, such as 
aggression  (shown in the lizard Egernia whitii; Geoffrey M While et al. 2009) and exploratory 
behaviour (suggested in great tits, Parus maior; Patrick et al. 2012). In their work on captive 
zebra finches, Forstmeier et al. (2011) tested whether polyandry had pleiotropic effects on 
responsiveness to the social male, a trait that enhances female reproductive success. However, 
these authors (2011) failed to find such genetic correlation and were unable to validate this 
hypothesis. Moreover, a study by Reid (2012) also failed to find a genetic correlation between 
polyandry and two female fitness components in a natural population of the song sparrow.

So, about four decades after the question was posed, the evolution of promiscuity remains 
an enigma. Work assessing non-adaptive explanations of polyandry has been very scarce 
and more research is needed to provide any clear evidence of such hypotheses. Despite their 
high number, studies addressing adaptive explanations have produced contrasting results and 
this calls for improved work testing these hypotheses. One of the main issues with most of 
the past studies is their short time-frame. Promiscuity can vary across years due to changing 
environmental conditions, such as habitat quality (Westneat 1994), and socio-demographic 
factors, including breeding density (Alexander 1974), breeding synchrony (Birkhead and 
Biggins 1987; Stutchbury and Morton 1995) and operational sex ratio (Kokko and Rankin 
2006). Short-term studies are therefore unlikely to detect any real trends in the occurrence 
and frequency of this behaviour. Another problem with the majority of past studies is that 
they work on open systems, where individual movement and dispersal make it impossible 
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to sample most individuals within a study population. This leads to a significant lack of 
paternity and survival data, which are crucial in shedding light on the evolution of mating 
strategies. Long-term studies of isolated populations are therefore needed to accurately 
address evolutionary hypotheses on promiscuity.

1.4. The Seychelles Warbler – a model system 

The Seychelles warbler (Acrocephalus sechellensis) is a small insectivorous passerine 
endemic to the Seychelles archipelago (Fig. 1.1). The population on Cousin Island (29 ha, 
04°20′S, 55°40′E) has been monitored since 1985, as part of a long-term study (Komdeur et al. 
2004; Wright et al. 2015). The vast majority of birds (nearly 97% since 1997) are ringed with 
unique colour ring combinations (Richardson et al. 2001), allowing recognition, tracking and 
sampling of individuals each year, from birth till death. Given that inter-island migration is 
extremely rare (<0.1%; Komdeur et al. 2004; Komdeur et al. 2016) and individual re-sighting 
probability per season on Cousin is very high (ca 92–98%; Brouwer et al. 2010), individuals 
that are not found over two consecutive field seasons can be accurately assumed dead. The 
study system therefore enables accurate estimation of individual survival, reproductive 
output and parentage, all essential in uncovering evolutionary questions.

Figure 1.1. Adult Seychelles warbler (Acrocephalus sechellensis). Photo by Martijn Hammers.
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1.4.1. Infidelity in Seychelles warblers: current knowledge
Seychelles warblers constitute an interesting system for the investigation of mating patterns 
and infidelity. Individuals are territorial and facultatively cooperative – one pair of dominant 
breeding birds occupies each available territory, while sexually mature individuals lacking 
their own independent breeding opportunity sometimes become subordinates in occupied 
territories (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2002; Richardson et al. 2007). This results 
in approximately 30% (1997-1999) or 50% (2003-2014) of territories on the island being 
cooperative (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2002; Richardson et al. 2007; Kingma et al. 
2016). In the Seychelles warbler, social mate choice is considered highly constrained by 
limited habitat availability (resulting from habitat saturation), lifelong social monogamy 
and long lifespan (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2005; Wright et al. 2015). A significant 
portion of young (ca 44%) in the population result from fertilisation of females by males 
other than their social male (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006). Clutch size is 
typically one, but 20% of nests contain one or two extra eggs, usually laid by subordinate 
females, who are responsible for ca 15% of offspring in the population (Richardson et al. 
2001; Hadfield et al. 2006). Almost all paternity is gained by dominant males, with only ca 
2% of offspring being sired by subordinate males (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 
2006), usually those transitioning towards dominant status (H.L. Dugdale, unpublished data). 
Hence, EPP in this species is almost completely extra-group paternity (EGP), i.e. the result of 
fertilizations by males outside the group. 

Seychelles warbler reproduction is limited seasonally and is energetically expensive with 
both sexes feeding young for an average of three months after hatching (Komdeur 1991). 
Therefore, fitness costs resulting from cuckoldry are considerable (Richardson et al. 2001; 
Hadfield et al. 2006). Males closely mate-guard their social female(s) during the fertile 
period to reduce the number of extra-pair fertilizations (Komdeur et al. 2007). Given the 
high energetic costs involved, males adjust their mate-guarding rate to match paternity risk 
(i.e. the density of neighbouring breeding males; Komdeur 2001). Males are also known to 
adjust their sperm storage capabilities (via enlarged cloacal protuberance) in relation to EGP 
opportunities (i.e. neighbouring fertile female density; van de Crommenacker et al. 2004). 
Three linked studies (Richardson et al. 2004; Richardson et al. 2005; Brouwer et al. 2010) have 
investigated the evolution of polyandry in Seychelles warblers by addressing the possibility 
of indirect genetic benefits to females. These studies did not find evidence for infidelity as 
a mechanism ensuring inbreeding avoidance (Richardson et al. 2004), MHC-disassortative 
mating or preference for males with an intermediate level of band-sharing (Richardson et al. 
2005). However, this research found evidence for genetic benefits in the form of heterozygosity 
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at MHC loci in the paternal genome (MHC diversity; Richardson et al. 2005). This study 
demonstrated that females were more likely to produce extra-pair offspring when paired with 
a social male whose MHC diversity was lower than the population average, and that the 
cuckolding male had higher MHC diversity than the social male. As a result, the extra-group 
offspring had higher MHC diversity than they would have if they had been sired by the pair 
male (Richardson et al. 2005).This work indicates that polyandry allows females to acquire 
more diverse immune genes for their offspring. Following up on this work, Brouwer et al. 
(2010) confirmed that juvenile (but not adult) survival was positively associated with MHC 
diversity. This indicates that extra-pair fertilisations conferred an indirect fitness advantage 
to females paired with low MHC diversity males. However, it is important to note there is 
no evidence of active MHC-based mate choice by females (Richardson et al. 2005), even in 
the absence of constraints imposed by restricted territory quality and availability (Wright et 
al. 2015), so it is still unclear whether the genetic benefits of extra-pair fertilisations resulted 
from active female choice or post-copulation processes (Richardson et al. 2005; Brouwer et 
al. 2010; Wright et al. 2015). 

1.5. Thesis aims and outline

In this thesis, I aim to investigate several potential drivers of infidelity in the Seychelles 
warbler. First, I will assess the influence of social, demographic and environmental 
(socio-ecological) factors on female infidelity (chapter 2). Subsequently, I will address the 
effect of age, an individual trait which has been linked to patterns of male EPP success across 
taxa, on both male and female infidelity (chapter 3). Third, I will estimate the heritability 
of female infidelity to understand whether this trait could have evolved under selection 
for indirect additive genetic benefits (chapter 4). Finally, I will address a consequence of 
infidelity in Seychelles warblers, i.e. I will quantify the contribution of EGP to the variance in 
reproductive success among males. This will allow me to assess whether infidelity increases 
this variance (and thus the opportunity for sexual selection in the system) beyond that arising 
from the social mating system (chapter 5). 
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2.1. Abstract

Within socially monogamous breeding systems, levels of extra-pair paternity can vary not 
only between species, populations and individuals, but also across time. Uncovering how 
different extrinsic conditions (ecological, demographic and social) influence this behavior 
will help shed light on the factors driving its evolution. Here, we simultaneously address 
multiple socio-ecological conditions potentially influencing female infidelity in a natural 
population of the cooperatively breeding Seychelles warbler, Acrocephalus sechellensis. Our 
contained study population has been monitored for over 25 years, enabling us to capture 
variation in socio-ecological conditions between individuals and across time and to accurately 
assign parentage. We test hypotheses predicting the influence of territory quality, breeding 
density and synchrony, group size and composition (number and sex of subordinates), and 
inbreeding avoidance on female infidelity. We find that a larger group size promotes the 
likelihood of extra-pair paternity in offspring from both dominant and subordinate females, 
but this paternity is almost always gained by dominant males from outside the group (not by 
subordinate males within the group). Higher relatedness between a mother and the dominant 
male in her group also results in more extra-pair paternity — but only for subordinate females 
— and this does not prevent inbreeding occurring in this population. Our findings highlight 
the role of social conditions favoring infidelity and contribute towards understanding the 
evolution of this enigmatic behavior.
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2.2. Introduction

The occurrence of extra-pair paternity (EPP: genetic promiscuity) within socially monogamous 
breeding systems is widespread (birds: e.g. Richardson and Burke 1999; Foerster et al. 
2003; mammals: e.g. Schulke et al. 2004; Kitchen et al. 2006; Munshi-South 2007; fish: e.g. 
Lee-Jenkins et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2016; Bose et al. 2018; reptiles: e.g. Bull et al. 1998; While 
et al. 2009; insects: e.g. Dillard 2017), but its evolution remains enigmatic, despite decades 
of research (Griffith et al. 2002; Forstmeier et al. 2014; Taylor et al. 2014). Levels of EPP 
are highly variable, not only between different individuals, populations and species, but also 
across time (Petrie and Kempenaers 1998; Griffith 2000; Dietrich et al. 2004b; Schroeder et 
al. 2016). This variation may be partly responsible for the ongoing lack of clarity surrounding 
the evolution of this phenomenon. Different extrinsic conditions — ecological, demographic 
and social — may play a key role in this variability, with certain factors promoting, and others 
suppressing EPP (Griffith et al. 2002; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Isvaran and Clutton-Brock 
2007; Cohas and Allainé 2009; Brouwer et al. 2017). However, across taxa, which conditions 
affect EPP, and how, is still not fully understood (see reviews: Griffith et al. 2002; Isvaran 
and Clutton-Brock 2007; Uller and Olsson 2008; Hsu et al. 2015). A potential problem is 
that the influence of socio-ecological factors on EPP has been investigated extensively in 
avian species, and to a lesser extent in mammals, while other taxa have received very little 
attention. This narrow taxonomic focus may have provided results which are limited by a 
lack of phylogenetic diversity. Importantly, up until recently, most studies investigating the 
factors influencing EPP have focused on just one or very few hypotheses. This may have 
hampered knowledge on the relative importance of different conditions shaping levels of EPP 
(Brouwer et al. 2017). 

Various ecological, demographic and social conditions have been proposed to influence 
EPP within socially monogamous systems, though the evidence for these hypotheses 
remains ambiguous (reviewed in Griffith et al. 2002; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Ackay 
and Roughgarden 2007). For example, habitat quality (i.e. resource availability) has been 
predicted to influence EPP in two opposing ways. According to the constrained female 
hypothesis (Gowaty 1996), in species with biparental brood provisioning, females in 
high-quality territories can afford to be unfaithful because high resource availability should 
compensate for any reduction in paternal care by males who lose (confidence in) paternity. 
Alternatively, if females gain extra resources by mating with more than one male (e.g. access 
to the extra-pair male’s territory for feeding), EPP may increase in low-quality areas (Gray 
1997). Evidence for these alternative hypotheses is mixed, with some studies finding a 
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positive (e.g. Hoi-Leitner et al. 1999; Charmantier and Blondel 2003) and others a negative 
(e.g. Vaclav et al. 2003; Rubenstein 2007) territory quality–EPP relationship.

Breeding density (i.e. the number of reproductively mature individuals in an area) has 
been predicted to increase potential mate encounter rate and, consequently, EPP frequency 
(Alexander 1974; Birkhead 1978; Gladstone 1979; Moller and Birkhead 1993). Research 
assessing the effect of breeding density on EPP has provided conflicting results, with studies 
showing a positive correlation (e.g. Moller 1991; Richardson and Burke 2001; Stewart et 
al. 2010; Annavi et al. 2014; Hellmann et al. 2015), a negative correlation (e.g. Barber et 
al. 1996; Verboven and Mateman 1997; Moore et al. 1999; Václav and Hoi 2002) or no 
relationship (e.g. Rätti et al. 2001). 

Another factor hypothesized to influence EPP is breeding synchrony, i.e. the overlap of 
female fertility within a population. The male assessment hypothesis predicts that breeding 
synchrony increases EPP by enabling females to compare potential mates more effectively 
(Stutchbury and Morton 1995). In contrast, the male trade-off hypothesis expects higher 
synchrony to decrease EPP because males will face a higher trade-off between mate-guarding 
and seeking copulations with extra-pair females (Westneat 1990). Studies addressing the 
relationship between breeding synchrony and EPP have provided mixed evidence so far 
(positive relationship: Stutchbury et al. 1997; Stutchbury et al. 1998; negative relationship: 
Saino et al. 1999; van Dongen and Mulder 2009; no relationship: Kempenaers et al. 1997; 
Hoi-Leitner et al. 1999; Richardson and Burke 2001; Arlt et al. 2004; Brouwer et al. 2017).

In group-breeding taxa, characteristics of the social group have also been predicted to 
influence genetic promiscuity. In cooperative breeders in which groups consist of a dominant 
pair and non-reproducing helpers, the proportion of EPP may increase when more helpers 
are present. Helpers may liberate females from their dependency on their social males, i.e. 
by mitigating the impact of those males reducing their parental care if they lose (confidence 
in) paternity (Mulder et al. 1994). For example, in many Maluridae species, EPP frequency 
was shown to increase with the number of helpers (Mulder et al. 1994; Webster et al. 2004; 
Brouwer et al. 2017; Hajduk et al. 2018; but see: Johnson and Pruett-Jones 2018). In some 
species, within-group EPP may occur because it leads to increased overall care to the brood 
and thus load-lightening for the dominant individuals, as a result of investment by those 
subordinates gaining paternity (Davies 1992). Evidence for this exists in several species, 
including dunnocks, Prunella modularis (Davies et al. 1996), and cichlids, Neolamprogus 
pulcher (Bruintjes et al. 2011).
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In taxa in which social groups include multiple breeding males and females, genetic 
promiscuity can be considered in terms of extra-group paternity (EGP), resulting from the 
fertilization of females by males outside the social group. Group size has been predicted to 
increase the EGP frequency in such taxa, via a reduction in a male’s ability to monopolize 
females (Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik 2004). In particular, it has been predicted that when 
there are more females in a group, males will be less effective in controlling or defending 
individual females (Isvaran and Clutton-Brock 2007). On the other hand, male group size has 
been expected to reduce the proportion of EGP, because of increased male monopolization of 
females (Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik 2004). To date, the relationship between EGP and 
group size/composition has not been resolved (see e.g. Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik 2004; 
Isvaran and Clutton-Brock 2007; Rubenstein 2007; Ruiz-Lambides et al. 2017). 

The relatedness of the male and female in a pair has also been predicted to influence patterns 
of EPP. According to the inbreeding avoidance hypothesis females should seek extra-pair 
fertilizations when they are closely related to their social males in order to increase offspring 
heterozygosity and fitness (Brooker et al. 1990; Blomqvist et al. 2002). Evidence for 
this hypothesis is mixed, with some studies showing a positive relationship between pair 
relatedness and EPP (e.g. Blomqvist et al. 2002; Eimes et al. 2005; Arct et al. 2015) and others 
finding no such relationship (e.g. Schmoll, Quellmalz, et al. 2005; Ackay and Roughgarden 
2007; Edly-Wright et al. 2007; Barati et al. 2018). 

Here, we simultaneously assess the relationship between multiple socio-ecological factors 
and female infidelity using data from a long-term study of an isolated population of Seychelles 
warblers, Acrocephalus sechellensis (see Table 2.1 for details). The Seychelles warbler is a 
socially monogamous, yet genetically promiscuous species, in which extra-pair fertilizations 
are common; ca 44% of offspring are sired by males other than the social male (Richardson et 
al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006). Individuals are territorial and live either in pairs or in groups 
consisting of a dominant pair and subordinate birds (helpers and non-helpers; Komdeur 1992; 
Richardson et al. 2002; Richardson et al. 2007). Subordinate females sometimes lay eggs in 
the dominant females’ nest, accounting for ca 15% of offspring in the population (Richardson 
et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006). Almost all paternity is gained by dominant males, with just 
2% of offspring being sired by subordinate males within the group (Richardson et al. 2001; 
Hadfield et al. 2006), usually those transitioning towards dominant status (H.L. Dugdale, 
unpublished data), while there are no recorded cases of extra-group paternity (EGP) gained 
by subordinates (Richardson et al. 2001). Hence, EPP in this species is almost completely 
EGP, i.e. the result of fertilizations by males outside the group. 
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Our study population of the Seychelles warbler is confined to a single small island 
(Cousin, Seychelles) and displays virtually no inter-island dispersal (Komdeur et al. 2004; 
Komdeur et al. 2016). Since 1997, > 96% of Seychelles warblers on this island have been 
individually color-ringed and blood-sampled for sexing and parentage assignment (Brouwer 
et al. 2010).  These features of our study population enable accurate parentage, reproductive 
output and survival estimates, unconfounded by migration in or out of the population. The 
long-term nature of the monitoring also enables us to capture changes in socio-ecological 
conditions across the lifetime of individual birds. The simultaneous assessment of multiple 
socio-ecological conditions in this study system therefore provides a powerful approach to 
reveal the factors influencing EGP.

2.3. Methods

2.3.1. Study system
The Seychelles warbler is an insectivorous passerine endemic to the Seychelles archipelago. 
The population on Cousin Island (29 ha, 04°20′S, 55°40′E) has been monitored since 1981 
(Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2002; Wright, Spurgin, et al. 2014; Bebbington et al. 
2017). Monitoring efforts were intensified since 1997: virtually all breeding attempts have 
been followed every year during the major breeding season (June-September) and, often, 
during the minor breeding season (January-March, Richardson et al. 2002; Richardson et 
al. 2010). Every year, as many individuals as possible were caught with mist-nets, blood 
sampled (ca. 25 μl) and, if caught for the first time, given a unique ring combination (a British 
Trust for Ornithology metal ring and three color rings). As inter-island dispersal is virtually 
absent (< 0.1%; Komdeur et al. 2004; Komdeur et al. 2017) and re-sighting probability is 
very high (ca 92% for individuals up to 2 years old and 98% for older birds), individuals that 
were not observed over two consecutive seasons could be confidently assumed to be dead 
(Brouwer et al. 2006; Brouwer et al. 2010). 

Blood samples were used for molecular sexing, following Griffiths et al. (1998), and 
genotyping using 30 microsatellites (Richardson et al. 2001; Spurgin et al. 2014). Parentage 
assignment was completed using MasterBayes 2.52 (for details see: Edwards et al. 2018). 
Pairwise genetic relatedness between each mother (dominant or subordinate) and the 
dominant male in her group was calculated based on the microsatellite data by implementing 
Queller and Goodnight’s (1989) estimation of relatedness with the R package ‘related’ v. 0.8 
(Pew et al. 2015). 
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Seychelles warblers are territorial: individuals normally pair up, reside in and defend the 
same territory for life (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2007). In about 30% (1997-1999) 
or 50% (2003-2014) of territories, the dominant pair is joined by one or more subordinates 
of either sex (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2002; Richardson et al. 2007; Kingma et al. 
2016). Subordinates are often, but not always, offspring that delay dispersal from their natal 
territory (Kingma et al. 2016). Throughout each breeding season, censuses were performed 
in all territories to assign group membership and determine individual status. Groups were 
identified based on foraging location, proximity and non-aggressive interactions between 
individuals. Within groups, dominant breeders were identified via clear courtship and pair 
behavior and subordinates were assigned helper or non-helper status, based on whether they 
contributed to raising young in the territory (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2002).

Seychelles warblers feed on arthropods, 98% of which are taken from the underside of leaves 
(Komdeur 1991). Hence, territory quality was calculated in terms of arthropod availability, 
estimated using a combination of arthropod counts, vegetation cover and territory size 
(Brouwer, Tinbergen, et al. 2009). Reproduction is seasonally limited by arthropod availability 
and is energetically expensive, as both sexes feed young for ca 3 (and sometimes up to 4) 
months after hatching (Komdeur 1996a; Komdeur et al. 2016).

2.3.2. Dataset and parameter estimation
We assessed the relationship between 9 different socio-ecological parameters and the 
probability that young are sired by extra-group males (EGP likelihood). We obtained parentage 
data from previous work (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006; Spurgin et al. 2014; 
Edwards et al. 2017) for individuals born on Cousin during major breeding seasons between 
1997 and 2014. A dataset consisting of offspring and the socio-ecological factors associated 
with each offspring’s natal group during the individual’s hatching season was compiled 
(summarized in Table 2.1). We excluded offspring sired by within-group subordinate males 
(i.e. cases of within-group EPP) and young produced by extra-group subordinate males, as 
these were both very rare (9 and 16 out of 990 offspring, respectively).
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Table 2.1. List of socio-ecological parameters (1-9) and an additional control factor (10), how these factors are 
estimated, and the predictions about how they may influence extra-group paternity (EGP) in the Seychelles 
warbler.

Parameter Estimation Predicted effect on EGP

1. Territory quality Invertebrate prey availability per 
territory (based on arthropod counts, 
vegetation cover and territory size)

Increase in EGP if resource abundance 
compensates for male retaliation (i.e. 
care reduction)

2. Local breeding 
density (males)

Number of neighboring dominant males 
(i.e. in territories adjacent to the focal 
territory)a

Increase in EGP via higher mate 
encounter rate

3. Population breeding 
density (males)

Number of dominant males on Cousin Increase in EGP via higher mate 
encounter rate

4. Local breeding 
synchrony

Number of neighboring dominant 
females whose fertile period (6-0 days 
preceding egg laying; Eikenaar 2006) 
overlaps that of the focal female

Decrease in EGP due to male trade-off 
between mate-guarding and pursuit of 
EGP (a trade-off is present in Seychelles 
Warblers; Eikenaar 2006) 

5. Population breeding 
synchrony

Number of dominant females in 
the population whose fertile period 
overlaps that of the focal female

Reduction in EGP due to male trade-off 
between mate-guarding and EGP pursuit 

6. Group size Number of independent birds (≥ 3 
months old) in the focal territory

Increase in EGP due to a reduction in 
mate-guarding (via a ‘confusion effect’)

7. Reproductively 
mature subordinates

All: Number of subordinates (helpers 
and non-helpers) ≥ 8 months old (other 
than the mother) in the focal territory

Increase in EGP due to a reduction 
in mate-guarding effectiveness (via 
different mechanisms for mature males 
vs females, see below).

Males: Presence of male subordinates
≥ 8 months old 

Males: increase in EGP due to a trade-off 
between subordinate male suppression 
and mate-guarding  (dominant males 
physiologically suppress subordinate 
males; Brouwer, Groothuis, et al. 2009) 

 Females: Presence of female 
subordinates ≥ 8 months old (other than 
the mother)

Females: increase in EGP via difficulty 
in controlling individual females when > 
1 are present

8. Helpers Number of helpers in the focal territory 
(other than the mother)

Increase in EGP if helpers compensate 
for male retaliation (helpers provide 
load-lightning in Seychelles Warblers; 
van Boheemen et al. 2019) 
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9. Pairwise genetic 
relatedness (R)

Mother-social (dominant) male genetic 
relatedness using the Queller and 
Goodnight (1989) estimation

Increase in EGP via inbreeding 
avoidance

10. Clutch size (per 
female)

Presence/absence of >1 offspring 
produced by the same female in the 
same nest

Increase in EGP via higher chance of at 
least one offspring being extra-group

a Territories are inhabited by a dominant male and a dominant female and, in 30-50% of cases, also by subordinate 
individuals of either sex. Extra-group offspring are almost always sired by dominant males, which are often from 
adjacent territories (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006).

See Supplementary Table S2.1 for details on the distribution of each socio-ecological variable.

2.3.3. Statistical analyses
We separately assessed the effect of socio-ecological parameters on EGP likelihood of 
offspring from dominant (n = 861) and subordinate (n = 104) females, as these may differ 
in terms of the most influential factors and their interactions. For simplicity, we refer to 
the EGP of offspring from dominant or subordinate females as ‘dominant female EGP’ or 
‘subordinate female EGP’, respectively (EGP of offspring is the result of female infidelity). 
Information on all parameters was not available for all offspring, so we subdivided the 
dominant female dataset into three subsets with no missing values. Subset A (n = 816) was 
created by including all socio-ecological factors except breeding synchrony and clutch 
size, as these could be estimated only for a smaller number (see below) of offspring with 
the relevant nest information available. Territory quality data was unavailable for <25% of 
offspring (due to shorter fieldwork periods in a couple of years), but was included in subset 
A, with missing data points extrapolated from adjacent seasons (mean territory quality value 
of the previous and the following major breeding season, following Brouwer et al. 2006). To 
test that this extrapolation did not affect results, we compiled a second subset (B, n = 636), 
consisting of cases with complete territory quality (non-extrapolated) data and all other data, 
except breeding synchrony and clutch size. We then created a third subset (C, n = 356) with 
all available nest information, to address the effect of breeding synchrony and to control for a 
potential effect of clutch size. We did not subset the subordinate female dataset due to sample 
size limitations. 

We analyzed each subset/dataset with an information-theoretic approach (model averaging) 
using R (v.3.4.0), based on the construction of global generalized mixed effect models 
(GLMMs) containing all non-collinear (VIF ≤3) variables of interest as fixed effects (package 
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lme4 1.1-12; Bates et al. 2015). To assess the effect of group size (which included immature 
birds) and of just the number of reproductively mature subordinates (which were correlated), 
we built two sets of models, each including one of these predictors with all other fixed effects 
and ran separate analyses. It was possible to model the number of helpers alongside group size 
or the number of mature subordinates because the number of helpers was not collinear with 
either of the latter two variables (VIF ≤ 3).  Even though the number of mature subordinates 
included helpers and non-helpers, we modelled the number of helpers alongside that of all 
mature subordinates, rather than with the number of non-helping subordinates. We did this 
because we had specific predictions on the effect that helpers and mature subordinates may 
have on EGP (see Table 2.1), while we had no predictions for non-helping subordinates. 
Global GLMMs were built with a binomial error structure, standardization (scaling and 
centering) of continuous predictors and the ‘Bobyqa’ non-linear optimization (Powell 
2009) for model convergence. To eliminate pseudo-replication, we included the following 
random effects: year, mother identity and social male identity. In analyses of the subordinate 
dataset featuring group size/helpers/mature subordinates split by sex, we combined mother 
identity and social male identity in one random effect (social pair identity), to avoid model 
overfitting. We used this combined random effect also when analyzing subset C, to aid model 
convergence. Here, we also included nest identity, since nest information was available, and 
found that this random effect explained zero variance (see Results section). From each global 
model, we built competing models based on all possible fixed effect combinations, ranked 
these models by AICc scores and assigned them Akaike weights (ωm) based on such scores 
(package MuMIn 1.40.0, Barton 2017). All models with AICc within 2 of the best model 
AICc (ΔAICc ≤ 2) were included in the top model set. We calculated full averaged estimates 
for each variable, i.e. model-weighted averages of predictor estimates over all top set models, 
including models that did not contain the predictor (in such models the estimate was zero). 
We also calculated the relative importance (ωp) of explanatory variables, i.e. the sum of 
Akaike weights of all top set models containing the variable. Since models where ΔAICc 
ranges 2-7 may have some support (Burnham et al. 2011), we re-analyzed our data using 
a top model set cut-off of 7 ΔAICc and found results to be consistent. As the subordinate 
mother dataset was smaller – 101 offspring with no missing data (ignoring nest information) 
– and nest-related data was available only for 49 offspring, we analyzed all variables of 
interest, except breeding synchrony and clutch size, in relation to subordinate female EGP 
likelihood (Table 2.3). 
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2.4. Results 

We obtained parentage data for 990 offspring: 884 produced by dominant females and 106 by 
subordinate females. Out of all 990 offspring, 965 were sired by dominant males and 25 by 
subordinate males. Since cases of within-group and extra-group subordinate paternity were 
both very rare (9 and 16 offspring, respectively), we excluded these from our analyses of EGP. 
The overall frequency of EGP was 41% (395/965). There was a tendency for subordinate 
mothers to have a higher proportion of offspring with EGP, 51% (53/104), than dominant 
mothers, 40% (341/861), but this did not reach statistical significance (GLMM: βMother status 
= 0.46 ± 0.26, p = 0.07; Supplementary Table S2.2). Dominant females produced 89% of 
all offspring and subordinate females 11%. However, only 32% of territories included ≥ 1 
reproductively mature (i.e. ≥ 8 months old) female subordinate. In these territories, 66% of 
all offspring had a dominant mother and 34% a subordinate mother. The genetic relatedness 
(R) between a female and the dominant male in her territory did not differ with respect to 
female status (LM: βMother status = 0.02 ± 0.03, p = 0.64).

2.4.1. Dominant female EGP
Dominant female EGP increased in larger groups (Fig. 2.1, Table 2.2) and both male and 
female group size had similar (positive) effects (Supplementary Table S2.3). Dominant 
female EGP was also higher in territories with more mature subordinates (Supplementary 
Table S2.4), though group size was a better predictor of EGP than the number of mature 
subordinates (the AICc score of the best overall model containing group size was 6 units 
lower than the AICc of the best overall model including the number of mature subordinates, 
Supplementary Tables S2.13, S2.15). Male and female mature subordinates both had positive 
effects on dominant female EGP (Supplementary Table S2.5); the analysis including these as 
two separate predictors gave a best overall model with a slightly weaker AICc than the best 
overall model from the analysis of all subordinates combined (Supplementary Table S2.15, 
S2.16). 

Dominant female EGP was not related to the number of helpers (or whether male and 
female helpers were present) or any of the other variables tested in subset A (population 
breeding density, local breeding density, territory quality and R; Table 2.2, Supplementary 
Table S2.6). The territory quality extrapolation did not affect results (see subset B analysis, 
Supplementary Table S2.7), which were consistent across subsets with or without the 
extrapolated data. Population and local breeding synchrony, their interaction with population 
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and local breeding density respectively, and clutch size also did not influence the likelihood 
of dominant female EGP (see subset C analysis, Supplementary Table S2.8). Social male 
and social pair identity were the only random effects to explain variation in dominant female 
EGP with high confidence (i.e. with 95% CIs not overlapping zero, Table 2.2, Supplementary 
Tables S2.2-S2.6, S2.8) and explained ca 12-14% and 20%, respectively, of the total variance 
in dominant female EGP.

Figure 2.1.  The proportion of extra-group paternity (EGP) of offspring with dominant (top graph) and 
subordinate (bottom graph) mothers in relation to group size in the Seychelles warbler. The proportion of 
extra-group offspring produced by dominant (top graph) and subordinate (bottom graph) females is higher in larger 
groups. Clutch size is usually one (but ca 33% of nests have 2 or 3 eggs, usually as a result of co-breeding) and most 
females produce one offspring per nest. 
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Table 2.2. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including group size – on 
the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from dominant females in the Seychelles warbler 
(subset A). 

Fixed term β 95% CI ωp

(Intercept) -0.47 -0.66, -0.27 -

Group size 0.35 0.17, 0.53 1.00

Population breeding density -0.07 -0.24, 0.11 0.53

Pairwise relatedness 0.06 -0.12, 0.24 0.46

Territory quality 0.01 -0.09, 0.11 0.25

Number of helpers -0.01 -0.11, 0.09 0.19

Local breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.15 0.00, 0.86 313

Social male ID 0.58 0.31, 1.10 311

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.25 17 

Response: Dominant female EGP likelihood (n = 816 offspring).
Candidate models: 64. Top set models: 11 (see Supplementary Table S2.13 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 

CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.

2.4.2. Subordinate female EGP
Subordinate female EGP was positively associated to both relatedness (R) and group size 
(Table 2.3, Fig. 2.1, Fig. 2.2). Only R was conventionally significant (the 95% CI of R did not 
overlap zero), but both group size and R had a ωp of 1.00 (and the 90% CI of group size did 
not overlap zero). These results suggest that group size also influenced subordinate female 
EGP, but that power was limited in our much smaller sample of offspring from subordinate 
females. All other variables tested, including male and female group size, the number of 
mature subordinates and helpers (or whether male and female subordinates and helpers were 
present, respectively), had ωp < 0.90 and CIs overlapping zero (see Supplementary Table 
S2.9-S2.12). When testing for the effect of the number of mature subordinates (or whether 
male and female subordinates were present), the 95% CI of R overlapped zero and its ωp 

dropped below 1.00, possibly due to lack of power in the small sample. However, R was 
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still a highly important factor in the models (Supplementary Tables S2.10, S2.11). Overall, 
our results suggest that the likelihood of subordinate female EGP is related to R. Using the 
same microsatellite markers for the estimation of relatedness and the assignment of parentage 
could result in inadvertent bias, leading to the detection of a false positive association between 
relatedness and extra-pair paternity (see: Wetzel and Westneat 2009). However, we only 
found a positive R-EGP relationship in the small subset containing offspring of subordinate 
females, and not in the large subset with offspring of dominant females, even though the 
latter subset had much more power. Also, we know that the positive association between R 
and EGP in the subordinate subset was not caused by overall higher levels of female-male 
relatedness (R did not differ in relation to female status). Therefore, it is highly unlikely that 
inadvertent bias influenced these results. All random effects tested had 95% CIs overlapping 
zero (Table 2.3, Supplementary Tables S2.9-S2.12). 

Figure 2.2. Extra-group paternity (EGP) likelihood in relation to pairwise relatedness (R) between each 
mother (dominant or subordinate) and the dominant male in the territory (social male) in the Seychelles 
warbler. Likelihood of offspring being sired by extra-group males for dominant mothers (in black, n = 861) and 
subordinate mothers (in grey, n = 104) in relation to the genetic relatedness between the mother and the social male. 
The positive relationship is significant for subordinate mothers but not for dominant mothers (Table 2.2, 2.3).
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Table 2.3. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including group size – on the 
likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from subordinate mothers in the Seychelles warbler.

Fixed term β 95% CI ωp

(Intercept) 0.10 -0.52, 0.73  - 

Group size 0.71 -0.04, 1.46 1.00

Pairwise relatedness 0.71 0.05, 1.36 1.00

Number of helpers -0.10 -0.57, 0.37 0.28

Territory quality 0.05 -0.34, 0.45 0.21

Population breeding density - - -

Local breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 1.59 0.00, 2.21 53

Social male ID 0.00 0.00, 2.91 58

Year 0.00  0.00, 0.97 16 

Response: subordinate female EGP likelihood (n = 101 offspring).
Candidate models: 64. Top set models: 3 (see Supplementary Table S2.20 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.

2.5. Discussion

In Seychelles warblers, 41% of offspring resulted from extra-group fertilizations, of which 
96% were sired by dominant males. Here, we focused on analyzing the relationship between 
multiple social, demographic and ecological factors and female extra-group paternity (EGP). 
The proportion of EGP in offspring from dominant (40%) and subordinate (51%) females 
tended to differ, but this difference was not statistically significant. Both dominant and 
subordinate female EGP increased with group size. Importantly, the numbers of either male 
or female group members in a territory had similar positive effects on EGP. Furthermore, 
overall group size (including reproductively immature birds), was a better predictor of EGP 
than the number of mature subordinates in a territory. Although the relatedness of dominant 
and subordinate females to the dominant male did not differ significantly, female-dominant 
male relatedness was only a positive predictor of EGP likelihood for subordinate mothers. 
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None of the other factors tested (i.e. breeding density, breeding synchrony, number of helpers, 
territory quality or clutch size) were found to influence EGP.

2.5.1. Group features and EGP 
In group-breeding species, the number of adults within the group has been predicted to impair a 
male’s ability to monopolize individual females and, consequently, to increase the proportion 
of EGP (Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik 2004). Past research addressing this hypothesis has 
often failed to provide clear supporting evidence (see e.g. Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik 
2004; Rubenstein 2007; Ruiz-Lambides et al. 2017). The same applies to studies specifically 
testing for an effect of the number of adult males in the group (e.g. Durrant and Hughes 2005; 
Isvaran and Clutton-Brock 2007; but see: Annavi et al. 2014), which may reduce EGP via 
improved control or defense of females (Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik 2004). Evidence that 
the number of adult females in the group leads to higher rates of EGP (because it impairs male 
monopolization of individual females; Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik 2004) has perhaps 
found more support, though this was not always the case. For instance, a meta-analysis of 
group-living mammal species found a positive correlation between EGP frequency and the 
number of adult females per group (Isvaran and Clutton-Brock 2007), and a recent study 
on rhesus macaques, Macaca mulatta, found that EGP increased with the number of adult 
females, but only in large groups (Ruiz-Lambides et al. 2017). In contrast, work on European 
badgers, Meles meles, provided the opposite result (i.e. a negative relationship bewteen adult 
female group size and EGP; Annavi et al. 2014). Studies on  polygynous species have also 
provided mixed results relating to the  effect of harem size on the proportion of extra-harem 
paternity (e.g. Cordero et al. 2003 vs Sousa and Westneat 2013).

As predicted (see Table 2.1), the number (or presence) of mature subordinates (of either 
sex) in a territory, had a similar positive effect on dominant female EGP. However, total 
group size, which also includes reproductively immature independent birds (old fledglings 
and sub-adults), better predicted dominant and subordinate female EGP than only the number 
of sexually mature subordinates. This, and the fact that the number of either male or female 
subordinates influenced EGP similarly, indicates that female EGP is increased by group size, 
rather than the group’s composition acting via different mechanisms through male and female 
subordinates. One explanation for the group size–EGP relationship may be that, in territories 
with more residents, dominant males may be less effective at keeping track of, and closely 
mate-guarding, the fertile female(s). In the future it might be possible to test if group size 
influences mate-guarding rate.
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Another plausible explanation for the positive effect of group size on EGP is that group size 
reflects the former reproductive success of the breeding female(s) and is used as a social 
cue by males seeking EGP. Studies have shown that reproductive success can be adopted 
by conspecifics as public information for mate and habitat selection (see e.g. Drullion and 
Dubois 2011; Pärt et al. 2011). If Seychelles warblers used group size as public information 
indicating breeder and/or territory productivity, males would preferentially seek extra-pair 
fertilizations with females living in larger groups, thus leading to higher EGP in larger groups. 
In Seychelles warblers, males were observed intruding into territories to seek extra-group 
copulations, but whether the probability of this happening is linked to group size is unknown 
and needs investigating.

The effect of group size may be linked to the age and/or quality of female breeders, and a 
corresponding increase in the amount of young these females produce. Since offspring often 
delay dispersal from the natal group (Kingma et al. 2016), older and/or higher quality female 
breeders will more likely reside in larger groups (with a higher number of retained offspring). 
It is therefore possible that older (more experienced) and/or higher-quality females, which 
live in larger groups, are better at evading mate-guarding and at obtaining extra-group 
fertilizations. Also, EGP is likely modulated by social-male characteristics, as supported by 
the fact that social male and social pair identity explained 12-14% and 20% of the variation in 
EGP likelihood, respectively, at least for dominant females. This suggests that females paired 
with certain males are more unfaithful than others. Numerous studies have attempted to find 
individual traits related to the loss or gain of extra-pair paternity by males, but the evidence 
remains unclear (see reviews: Griffith et al. 2002; Ackay and Roughgarden 2007). A previous 
study in the Seychelles warbler showed that social males with low MHC diversity lost more 
paternity than those with higher MHC diversity (Richardson et al. 2005). Moreover, in a 
translocated Seychelles warbler population, where female choice was not constrained by 
territory availability, older and more heterozygous males were more likely to be paired (Wright 
et al. 2015). We also know that dominant Seychelles warbler males, which are on average 
older than subordinate males, gain most within and extra-group paternity (Richardson et al. 
2001; Hadfield et al. 2006). Across many species, it is generally true that older males obtain 
most of the paternity (Richardson and Burke 1999; Ackay and Roughgarden 2007; Hsu et al. 
2015). To understand this further in Seychelles warblers, it would be helpful to assess any 
potential relationship between EGP and maternal or paternal traits, including age and features 
associated with individual fitness, as well as with the pairwise combination of such traits. 
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Several studies on cooperative species have shown that helpers provide load-lightening for 
dominants, i.e. allowing them to reduce their work rate and investment into young (e.g. 
MacColl and Hatchwell 2003; Clutton-Brock et al. 2004; Russell et al. 2008; Bruintjes et al. 
2013; Zöttl et al. 2013). Having helpers who provide parental care may liberate females from 
the constraints imposed on them by reduced parental care from pair males who lose (certainty 
of) paternity (Mulder et al. 1994). Evidence supporting this prediction comes from studies 
of fairy wren species, showing that EPP increased with the number of helpers in the group 
(Mulder et al. 1994; Webster et al. 2004; Brouwer et al. 2017; Hajduk et al. 2018; but see: 
Johnson and Pruett-Jones 2018). In Seychelles warblers, helpers facilitate the load-lightening 
of dominant females (van Boheemen et al. 2019) and increase offspring survival (Brouwer 
et al. 2012). However, we found that the number (or presence) of helpers (of either sex) had 
no effect on EGP in either dominant or subordinate females. A possible explanation for this 
null result is the absence of male retaliation in Seychelles warblers. In this scenario, females 
are not constrained by social males and therefore do not need to be liberated by helpers. 
Comparisons of parental care (e.g. feeding rates to nestlings) undertaken by cuckolded and 
non-cuckolded males would be necessary to confirm this. 

2.5.2. Inbreeding avoidance via EGP
Our results provide limited support for the idea that EGP may be part of an inbreeding 
avoidance mechanism, i.e. that females who are closely related to their social male avoid 
inbreeding by mating with extra-group males. While some studies have found a positive effect 
of pair relatedness on EPP (e.g. Blomqvist et al. 2002; Cohas et al. 2006; Freeman-Gallant 
et al. 2006; Leclaire et al. 2013), others have shown no effect (e.g. Schmoll, Quellmalz, et 
al. 2005; Edly-Wright et al. 2007; Barati et al. 2018). Mixed evidence has resulted also from 
meta-analyses (in favor: Arct et al. 2015; against: Ackay and Roughgarden 2007) and from 
research on polygynandrous species, which addressed the effect of female-male relatedness 
(within a group) on EGP levels (e.g. Nichols et al. 2015 vs Ruiz-Lambides et al. 2018). In the 
Seychelles warbler we only detected a positive relationship between genetic relatedness and 
EGP likelihood for subordinate mothers. This result concurs with a previous, smaller study in 
Seychelles warblers that did not find an effect of relatedness on EGP across all females, but did 
show that extra-group young of subordinate females were less inbred than their within-group 
offspring (Richardson et al. 2004). This study also found that inbreeding had a negative 
inter-generational impact on offspring survival via maternal effects (Richardson et al. 2004), 
a result confirmed using telomeres as biomarkers in a much larger recent study (Bebbington et 
al. 2016). A possible explanation as to why only subordinate, but not dominant, females may 
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avoid inbreeding via EGP, is that dominant females are the primary focus of mate-guarding 
(Komdeur et al. 1999). Hence, subordinates may have more freedom to pursue extra-group 
fertilizations, which they may be more likely to seek when they are highly related to the 
dominant male in the territory. However, given that close inbreeding does occur in Seychelles 
warblers (Richardson et al 2004) and 40% of offspring from dominant females have EGP, 
there must be other reasons why dominant females do not avoid inbreeding.

Richardson et al. (2004) showed that subordinate mothers were more related to the dominant 
male than were dominant mothers and that the proportion of EGP for subordinate females 
was higher than for dominant females. However, we detected no difference in female–social 
male relatedness in the present study. This is possibly due to the high frequency of EGP in 
Seychelles warblers. Even if subordinate females are offspring that have remained in their 
natal territory, which is not always the case (Kingma et al. 2016; Groenewoud et al. 2018), 
they have a 41% chance of being sired by an extra-group male. Moreover, mortality and 
the replacement of dominant individuals does occur over time, thus further decreasing the 
chance of dominant males being the fathers of co-breeding subordinates (see Kingma et al, in 
prep.). Also, dominant females can be highly related to the social male if they have inherited 
dominance in their natal territory and have ended up being paired with their own father 
(Eikenaar et al. 2008). 

2.5.3. Territory quality, demographic factors and EGP
Territory quality has been predicted to influence EPP positively – high territory quality 
may promote infidelity by compensating for costs (reduced paternal care) imposed by 
male retaliation against unfaithful females (Gowaty 1996) – or negatively – low territory 
quality may increase EPP if females can gain extra resources from extra-pair males (Gray 
1997). Low territory quality may also result in females moving further afield while seeking 
resources, therefore increasing encounters with extra-pair males and, consequently, EPP 
levels. The relationship between territory quality and EPP, however, is far from being 
resolved, with studies showing either a positive (e.g. Hoi-Leitner et al. 1999; Charmantier 
and Blondel 2003) or a negative relationship (e.g. Vaclav et al. 2003; Rubenstein 2007). In 
our study, territory quality does not seem to influence EGP likelihood. It is possible that male 
Seychelles warblers do not retaliate (i.e. reduce parental care) when they lose (confidence in) 
paternity and that infidelity does not cause females significant energetic costs, which would 
be compensated for by high habitat quality. 
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Breeding density has been predicted to promote EPP by increasing mate encounter rate 
(Alexander 1974; Birkhead 1978; Gladstone 1979; Moller & Birkhead 1993). Comparisons 
across species have provided little evidence for any such correlation (Westneat and Sherman 
1997; Griffith et al. 2002). However, the relationship seems to hold in various correlative 
studies focusing on individual species (e.g. Moller 1991; Richardson and Burke 2001; Soucy 
and Travis 2003; Mayer and Pasinelli 2013; Annavi et al. 2014; but see e.g. Barber et al. 
1996; Verboven and Mateman 1997; Tarof and Stutchbury 1998; Moore et al. 1999). The 
few studies which have experimentally manipulated breeding density also provided mixed 
evidence, finding either a positive breeding density–EPP correlation (Gowaty and Bridges 
1991; Charmantier and Perret 2004; Stewart et al. 2010), no relationship (Rätti et al. 2001) or a 
negative correlation (Dunn et al. 1994; Václav and Hoi 2002). Male Seychelles warblers have 
been shown to adjust their reproductive physiology (van de Crommenacker et al. 2004) and 
mate-guarding behavior in relation to local conspecific density (Komdeur 2001; Komdeur et 
al. 2007), which suggests that breeding density may affect EGP. However, our study does not 
show a relationship between EGP likelihood and neither local nor population-wide breeding 
density. As population density on Cousin has been relatively stable since carrying capacity 
was reached in 1982 (Brouwer, Tinbergen, et al. 2009; Komdeur et al. 2016), it may be 
that population breeding density is not variable enough to generate any observable effect 
on EGP in our study (see Supplementary Table S2.1). Local breeding density, on the other 
hand, does display considerably more variation (Supplementary Table S2.1). In fact, even 
though territory boundaries are relatively stable in time, new territories can form and old 
ones disappear/merge with others across years, and our long data period comprises enough 
years (17) to capture any such changes. Considerable variation in local breeding density 
is present also within years, due to the location of different territories on the island. For 
example, central territories have many more adjacent territories compared to those bordering 
the coast, or next to the rocky uninhabited areas. Also, territories in invertebrate-rich areas 
(where territory density is higher) have more adjacent territories than those in low-quality 
areas. Despite this variation, local breeding density did not influence EGP. It is possible that 
reasons other than local (and population) breeding density drive EGP in Seychelles warblers. 
Alternatively, local breeding density may not be a very good predictor of EGP likelihood, as 
individuals may move across several territories to obtain EGP. A previous study showed that 
although ca 59% of extra-group fertilizations occurred with males from within 2 territories 
away from a female’s territory, the rest was shown to occur with males up to 6 territories 
away (see Richardson et al. 2001).
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Breeding synchrony has been suggested as a factor either increasing EPP – by enabling 
females to compare potential mates more effectively (Stutchbury and Morton 1995) – or 
reducing EPP – by increasing the trade-off males face between mate-guarding and seeking 
extra-pair copulations (Westneat 1990). However, while some have found a positive 
(Stutchbury et al. 1997; Stutchbury et al. 1998) or a negative correlation (Saino et al. 1999; 
van Dongen & Mulder 2009) between breeding synchrony and EPP, most studies have failed 
to find any relationship (e.g. Kempenaers et al. 1997; Hoi-Leitner et al. 1999; Richardson 
and Burke 2001; Arlt et al. 2004; Brouwer et al. 2017). Seychelles warbler males closely 
mate-guard their social female during her fertile period to prevent cuckoldry (Komdeur et al. 
2007) and face a trade-off between mate-guarding and the pursuit of extra-pair fertilizations 
(Eikenaar 2006). In this species EGP should, therefore, decrease with breeding synchrony. 
However, an earlier study found no such relationship (Eikenaar 2006). This was suggested to 
be the case because there were always plenty of non-guarding extra-group males available, 
due to the low local breeding synchrony and high local breeding density during the 3 years of 
that study (Eikenaar 2006). Despite our improved sample size (spanning 17 years), and more 
variation in breeding synchrony (Supplementary Table S2.1), we detected no effect of this 
demographic factor on EGP neither at the local nor at the population level.

2.6. Conclusions

Our study investigated the effect of multiple socio-ecological conditions on extra-group 
paternity (EGP) likelihood in a wild population. Our finding that group size was positively 
correlated with EGP for both dominant and subordinate females suggests that larger groups 
may enable females to be less faithful, though why that is remains unclear. We also found 
some support for the idea that infidelity functions to reduce inbreeding (inbreeding avoidance 
hypothesis) but only for subordinate females, who may have more opportunity to obtain EGP 
than dominant females. The other social, demographic and ecological parameters tested (the 
number of helpers in a group, local and population breeding density, local and population 
breeding synchrony, territory quality) did not appear to affect EGP in the Seychelles warbler. 
Our study suggests that, at least in this system, other factors, possibly linked to individual 
traits and/or quality, may be the major determinants of EGP. 
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2.7. Supplementary material

Supplementary Table S2.1. Summary statistics of socio-ecological factors addressed in the Seychelles warbler. 

Variable Mean Median Mode CV

Territory quality 41300.49 20387.65 36749.78 1.68

Local breeding density 4.80 5 4 0.32

Population breeding density 109.65 111 111 0.07

Local breeding synchrony 1.22 1 0 0.96

Population breeding synchrony 25.19 24 24 0.55

Group size 2.80 3 2 0.31

Number of mature subordinates 0.57 0 0 1.31

Number of helpers 0.33 0 0 1.70

Dominant female-social male R 0.03 0.01 -0.01 6.83

Subordinate female-social male R 0.03 0.03 0.4 7.71

CV indicates the coefficient of variation and R indicates the pairwise genetic relatedness of female-social male (i.e. 
dominant male in the female’s group) dyads.

Supplementary Table S2.2. Output of the generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) regressing extra-group 
paternity (EGP) likelihood over mother status (dominant vs subordinate; n = 965 offspring) in the Seychelles 

warbler.

Fixed term β SE p

(Intercept) -0.47 0.10 0.000002

Mother status (subordinate) 0.46 0.26 0.07

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.15 0.00, 83 347

Social male ID 0.64 0.42, 1.11 335

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.19 18

Estimates (β), standard errors (SE) and p values (p) are shown for the intercept and the fixed effect (mother status); 
variance (σ²), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and number of observations (n) are shown for each random effect.
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Supplementary Table S2.3. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
female and male group size – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from dominant 
females in the Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Fixed term β 95% CI ωp

(Intercept) -0.47 -0.67, -0.27  - 

Female group size 0.27 0.09, 0.45 1.00

Male group size 0.26 0.09, 0.43 1.00

Population breeding density -0.11 -0.30, 0.08 0.74

Pairwise relatedness 0.07 -0.12, 0.26 0.51

Territory quality 0.009 -0.12, 0.09 0.18

Number of helpers -0.01 -0.13, 0.10 0.17

Local breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.24 0.00, 0.93 313

Social male ID 0.49 0.16, 1.06 311

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.24 17 

Response: dominant female EGP likelihood (n = 816 offspring). Candidate models: 128. Top set models: 8 
(see Supplementary Table S2.14 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.
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Supplementary Table S2.4. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
the number of mature subordinates – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from 
dominant females in the Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Fixed term β 95% CI ωp

(Intercept) -0.47 -0.67, -0.27  - 

Number of subordinates 0.27 0.09, 0.44 1.00

Population breeding density -0.11 -0.31 - 0.09 0.73

Pairwise relatedness 0.06 -0.12 - 0.25 0.48

Territory quality 0.009 -0.08 - 0.10 0.21

Number of helpers - - -

Local breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.19 0.00, 0.88 313

Social male ID 0.55 0.27, 1.09 311

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.25 17 

Response: dominant female EGP likelihood (n = 816 offspring).
Candidate models: 64. Top set models: 6 (see Supplementary Table S2.15 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.
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Supplementary Table S2.5. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
whether mature male and female subordinates are present – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) 
in offspring from dominant females in the Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Fixed term β 95% CI ωp

(Intercept) -0.67 -0.91, -0.43  - 

Male subordinate presence 0.60 0.15, 1.05 1.00

Female subordinate presence 0.40 0.001, 0.81 1.00

Population breeding density -0.12 -0.32, 0.08 0.77

Pairwise relatedness 0.06 -0.12, 0.20 0.43

Territory quality 0.01 -0.08, 0.10 0.20

Number of helpers 0.003 -0.06, 0.06 0.09

Local breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.22 0.00, 0.91 313

Social male ID 0.52 0.24, 1.07 311

Year 0.00  0.00, 0.25 17 

Response: dominant female EGP likelihood (n = 816 offspring).
Candidate models: 128. Top set models: 7 (see Supplementary Table S2.16 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.
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Supplementary Table S2.6. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
whether male and female helpers were present – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring 
from dominant females in the Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Fixed term β 95% CI ωp

(Intercept) -0.46 -0.66, -0.26  - 

Group size 0.35 0.17, 0.52 1.00

Population breeding density -0.06 -0.23, 0.11 0.50

Pairwise relatedness 0.06 -0.12, 0.25 0.49

Male helper presence -0.05 -0.43, 0.33 0.23

Territory quality 0.01 -0.08, 0.11 0.23

Female helper presence - - -

Local breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.15 0.00, 0.86 313

Social male ID 0.58 0.30, 1.10 311

Year 0.00  0.00, 0.25 17 

Response: dominant female EGP likelihood (n = 816 offspring).
Candidate models: 128. Top set models: 12 (see Supplementary Table S2.17 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.
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Supplementary Table S2.7. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
group size – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from dominant females in the 
Seychelles warbler (subset B: with non-extrapolated territory quality data). 

Fixed term β 95% CI ωp

(Intercept) -0.48 -0.68, -0.28  - 

Group size 0.31 0.13, 0.49 1.00

Population breeding density -0.05 -0.23, 0.12 0.42

Pairwise relatedness 0.03 -0.11, 0.16 0.30

Territory quality 0.007 -0.07, 0.08 0.13

Number of helpers - - -

Local breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.00 0.00, 0.79 287

Social male ID 0.00 0.00, 1.06 286

Year 0.00  0.00, 0.30 14 

Response: dominant female EGP likelihood (n = 636 offspring).
Candidate models: 64. Top set models: 5 (see Supplementary Table S2.18 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.
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Supplementary Table S2.8. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
group size, breeding synchrony and clutch size – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring 
from dominant mothers in the Seychelles warbler (subset C). 

Fixed term β 95% CI ωp

(Intercept) -0.31 -0.55, -0.08 -

Group Size

0.40 0.14, 0.65 1.00

Territory quality 0.19 -0.11, 0.49 0.79

PBD -0.02 -0.36, 0.15 0.18

Number of helpers -0.02 -0.16, 0.12 0.11

Pairwise relatedness 0.01 -0.10, 0.12 0.11

PBS -0.01 -0.11, 0.09 0.10

LBS -0.006 -0.09, 0.08 0.08

LBD -0.004 -0.08, 0.07 0.08

Clutch size - - -

PBD x PBS - - -

LBD x LBS - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Social pair ID 0.82 0.83, 0.91 250

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.38 17

Nest ID 0.00 0.00, 1.00 336 

Response: dominant female EGP likelihood (n = 356 offspring).
Candidate models: 800. Top set models: 9 (see Supplementary Table S2.19 for details).
Population breeding density, PBD; population breeding synchrony, PBS; local breeding density, LBD; local 
breeding synchrony, LBS

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. An interaction between fixed effects is indicated by ‘x’. Predictors whose CIs 
do not overlap with zero are given in bold.
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Supplementary Table S2.9. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
male and female group size – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from subordinate 
females in the Seychelles warbler. 

Fixed term β 95% CIs ωp

(Intercept) 0.09 -0.50, 0.67  - 

Pairwise relatedness 0.71 0.08, 1.34 1.00

Female group size 0.43 -0.33, 1.19 0.77

Male group size 0.24 -0.44, 0.91 0.48

Territory quality 0.05 -0.31, 0.41 0.19

Number of helpers -0.07 -0.48, 0.34 0.16

Local breeding density -0.01 -0.21, 0.18 0.07

Population breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Social pair ID 1.26 0.00, 2.98 60

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.90 16

Response: subordinate female EGP likelihood (n = 101 offspring).
Candidate models: 128. Top set models: 9 (see Supplementary Table S2.21 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.
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Supplementary Table S2.10. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
the number of mature subordinates – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from 
subordinate females in the Seychelles warbler. 

Fixed term β 95% CIs ωp

(Intercept) 0.09 -0.45, 0.64  - 

Pairwise relatedness 0.63 -0.07, 1.18 1.00

Number of subordinates 0.49 -0.31, 1.28 0.81

Territory quality 0.05 -0.30, 0.69 0.17

Local breeding density -0.03 -0.29, 0.23 0.14

Number of helpers -0.03 -0.31, 0.25 0.14

Population breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Mother ID 1.40 0.00, 2.11 53

Social male ID 0.00 0.00, 2.70 58

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.90 16

Response: subordinate female EGP likelihood (n = 101 offspring).
Candidate models: 64. Top set models: 5 (see Supplementary Table S2.22 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. 
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Supplementary Table S2.11. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
whether mature male and female subordinates are present – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) 
in offspring from subordinate females in the Seychelles warbler.

Fixed term β 95% CIs ωp

(Intercept) -0.16 -0.80, 0.49  - 

Female subordinate presence 1.03 -0.53, 2.59 0.88

Pairwise relatedness 0.49 -0.15, 1.13 0.86

Local breeding density -0.03 -0.29, 0.22 0.13

Territory quality 0.03 -0.24, 0.30 0.12

Male subordinate presence 0.07 -0.56, 0.70 0.11

Number of helpers -0.03 -0.26, 0.21 0.11

Population breeding density - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Social Pair ID 0.97 0.00, 2.54 60

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.92 16

Response: subordinate female EGP likelihood (n = 101 offspring).
Candidate models: 128. Top set models: 7 (see Supplementary Table S2.23 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown.
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Supplementary Table S2.12. Model-averaged parameters: the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
whether male and female helpers are present – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring 
from subordinate females in the Seychelles warbler. 

Fixed term β 95% CIs ωp

(Intercept) 0.16 -0.42, 0.75  - 

Group size 0.64 -0.06, 1.35 1.00

Pairwise relatedness 0.67 0.06, 1.28 1.00

Female helper presence -0.25 -1.49, 0.99 0.25

Local breeding density -0.04 -0.33, 0.25 0.18

Territory quality 0.03 -0.27, 0.34 0.16

Population breeding density - - -

Male helper presence - - -

Random term σ² 95% CI n

Social pair ID 1.16 0.00, 2.72 60

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.94  16

Response: subordinate female EGP likelihood (n = 101 offspring).
Candidate models: 128. Top set models: 4 (see Supplementary Table S2.24 for details).

Full model-averaged estimates (β), 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and relative importance (ωp) are shown for all 
socio-ecological predictors featuring in the top model set (ΔAICc ≤ 2). Random effect variances (σ²) and their 95% 
CIs in the best model are also shown. Predictors whose CIs do not overlap with zero are given in bold.
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Supplementary Table S2.13. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
group size – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from dominant females in the 
Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Dominantfemale 1 GS + PBD 1069.91 0.00 0.15

EGP likelihood 2 GS + PBD + R 1070.00 0.09 0.14

3 GS 1070.00 0.10 0.14

4 GS + R 1070.14 0.23 0.13

5 GS + H + PBD 1071.53 1.62 0.07

6 GS + TQ 1071.53 1.62 0.07

7 GS + R + TQ 1071.60 1.70 0.06

8 GS + H 1071.69 1.78 0.06

9 GS + PBD + TQ 1071.78 1.88 0.06

10 GS + H + PBD + R 1071.79 1.88 0.06

11 GS + PBD + R + TQ 1071.84 1.94 0.06

Group size, GS; population breeding density, PBD; relatedness, R; number of helpers, H; territory quality, TQ.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).
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Supplementary Table S2.14. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
male and female group size – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from dominant 
females in the Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Dominant female 1 FGS + MGS + PBD + R 1070.91 0.00 0.20

EGP likelihood 2 FGS + MGS + PBD 1071.00 0.10 0.19

3 FGS + MGS + R 1071.81 0.91 0.13

4 FGS + MGS 1071.83 0.93 0.13

5 FGS + MGS + H + PBD 1072.48 1.58 0.09

6 FGS + MGS + H + PBD + R 1072.55 1.64 0.09

7 FGS + MGS + PBD + R + TQ 1072.59 1.69 0.09

8 FGS + MGS + PBD + TQ 1072.74 1.83 0.08

Female group size, FGS; male group size, MGS; population breeding density, PBD; relatedness, R; number of 
helpers, H; territory quality, TQ.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).

Supplementary Table S2.15. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
the number of mature subordinates – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from 
dominant females in the Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Dominant female 1 Sub + PBD 1076.31 0.00 0.27

EGP likelihood 2 Sub + PBD + R 1076.43 0.12 0.25

3 Sub 1077.55 1.24 0.14

4 Sub + R 1077.74 1.43 0.13

5 Sub + PBD + TQ 1078.13 1.82 0.11

6 Sub + PBD + R + TQ 1078.22 1.91 0.10

Number of mature subordinates, Sub; population breeding density, PBD; relatedness, R; number of helpers, H; 
territory quality, TQ.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 

weight (ωm).
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Supplementary Table S2.16. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
mature subordinate presence split by sex – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from 
dominant females in the Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Dominant female 1 Fsub + Msub + PBD 1077.13 0.00 0.25

EGP likelihood 2 Fsub + Msub + PBD + R 1077.30 0.17 0.23

3 Fsub + Msub 1078.52 1.39 0.12

4 Fsub + Msub + R 1078.76 1.63 0.11

5 Fsub + Msub + PBD + TQ 1078.89 1.75 0.10

6 Fsub + Msub + PBD + TQ + R 1079.01 1.88 0.10

7 Fsub + Msub + H + PDB 1079.09 1.96 0.09

Presence of mature female subordinates, Fsub; presence of mature male subordinates, Msub; population breeding 
density, PBD; relatedness, R; number of helpers, H; territory quality, TQ.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).
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Supplementary Table S2.17. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – with helper 
presence split by sex – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from dominant females 
in the Seychelles warbler (subset A). 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Dominant female 1 GS + PBD 1069.91 0.00 0.14

EGP likelihood 2 GS + PBD + R 1070.00 0.09 0.13

3 GS 1070.00 0.10 0.13

4 GS + R 1070.14 0.23 0.13

5 GS + TQ 1071.53 1.62 0.06

6 GS + MH + PBD 1071.60 1.69 0.06

7 GS + R + TQ 1071.60 1.70 0.06

8 GS + MH 1071.63 1.72 0.06

9 GS +MH + PBD + R 1071.67 1.77 0.06

10 GS + MH + R 1071.74 1.83 0.06

11 GS + PBD + TQ 1071.78 1.88 0.06

12 GS + PBD + R + TQ 1071.84 1.94 0.05

Group size, GS; population breeding density, PBD; relatedness, R; territory quality, TQ; presence of male helpers, 
MH.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).
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Supplementary Table S2.18. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including 
group size – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from dominant females in the 
Seychelles warbler (subset B). 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Dominant female 1 GS 842.04 0.00 0.30

EGP likelihood 2 GS + PBD 842.20 0.16 0.27

3 GS + R 843.34 1.30 0.15

4 GS + PDB + R 843.41 1.37 0.15

5 GS + TQ 843.73 1.68 0.13

Group size, GS; population breeding density, PBD; relatedness, R; territory quality, TQ.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).

Table S2.19. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including group size – on 
the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from dominant females in the Seychelles warbler 
(subset C). 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Dominant female 1 GS + TQ 482.83 0.00 0.21

EGP likelihood 2 GS 483.86 1.03 0.13

3 GS + H + TQ 484.15 1.32 0.11

4 GS + R + TQ 484.19 1.36 0.11

5 GS + PBS + TQ 484.32 1.49 0.10

6 GS + PBD + TQ 484.38 1.56 0.10

7 GS + PBD 484.61 1.79 0.09

8 GS + LBS + TQ 484.65 1.83 0.08

9 GS + LBD 484.77 1.94 0.08

Group size, GS; territory quality, TQ; umber of helpers, H; relatedness, R; population breeding synchrony, PBS; 
population breeding density, PBD; local breeding synchrony, LBS; local breeding density, LBD.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).
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Table S2.20. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including group size – on the 
likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from subordinate females in the Seychelles warbler.

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Subordinate female 1 GS + R 136.55 0.00 0.51

EGP likelihood 2 GS + H + R 137.75 1.20 0.28

3 GS + R + TQ 138.31 1.76 0.21

Group size, GS; relatedness, R; number of helpers, H; territory quality, TQ.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).

Table S2.21. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including male and female 
group size – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from subordinate females in the 
Seychelles warbler. 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Subordinate female 1 FGS + R 137.99 0.00 0.18

EGP likelihood 2 FGS + MGS + R 138.18 0.19 0.16

3 MGS + R 138.75 0.76 0.12

4 FGS + MGS + H + TQ 138.93 0.94 0.11

5 R 139.00 1.01 0.11

6 FGS + R + TQ 139.44 1.45 0.09

7 FGS + MGS + R + TQ 139.72 1.73 0.08

8 FGS + H + R 139.73 1.75 0.08

9 FGS + LBD + R 139.88 1.90 0.07

Female group size, FGS; male groups size, MGS; relatedness, R; territory quality, TQ; number of helpers, H.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).
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Table S2.22. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including the number of 
mature subordinates – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from subordinate 
females in the Seychelles warbler. 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Subordinate female 1 Sub + R 137.72 0.00 0.36

EGP likelihood 2 R 139.00 1.28 0.19

3 Sub + R + TQ 139.29 1.57 0.17

4 H + Sub + R 139.61 1.89 0.14

5 LBD + Sub + R 139.67 1.95 0.14

Number of mature subordinates, Sub; relatedness, R; territory quality, TQ; number of helpers, H; local breeding 
density, LBD.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).

Table S2.23. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including whether mature 
male and female subordinates were present – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring 
from subordinate females in the Seychelles warbler.

 
Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Subordinate female 1 Fsub + R 137.84 0.00 0.26

EGP likelihood 2 R 139.04 1.20 0.14

3 Fsub + LBD + R 139.25 1.41 0.13

4 Fsub 139.35 1.50 0.12

5 Fsub + R + TQ 139.41 1.56 0.12

6 Fsub + H + R 139.48 1.64 0.11

7 Fsub + Msub + R 139.51 1.67 0.11

Presence of mature female subordinates, Fsub; relatedness, R; local breeding density, LBD; territory quality, TQ; 
presence of mature male subordinates, Msub.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).
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Table S2.24. Top model set: analysis of the effect of socio-ecological predictors – including whether male and 
female helpers were present – on the likelihood of extra-group paternity (EGP) in offspring from subordinate 
females in the Seychelles warbler. 

Analysis Model rank Model AICc ΔAICc ωm

Subordinate female 1 GS + R 136.76 0.00 0.41

EGP likelihood 2 FH + GS + R 137.79 1.02 0.25

3 GS + LBD + R 138.40 1.64 0.18

 4 GS + R + TQ 138.64 1.88 0.16

Group size, GS; relatedness, R; female helper presence, FH; local breeding density, LBD; territory quality, TQ.
For each model included in the top set (ΔAICc ≤ 2) the table shows rank, fixed predictors, AICC, ΔAICc and model 
weight (ωm).
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3.1. Abstract

Patterns of infidelity are often linked to male age in socially monogamous vertebrates, i.e. 
older males are more likely to gain extra-pair paternity (EPP) and less likely to be cuckolded. 
Whether this occurs because males get better at gaining paternity as they grow older, or 
because ‘better quality’ males that live longer are preferred by females, has rarely been tested, 
despite being important for our understanding of the evolutionary drivers of female infidelity. 
Moreover, few studies have assessed the impact of infidelity on male reproductive success 
in relation to age or how infidelity changes with age in females. Using 18 years of data from 
an isolated population of Seychelles warblers (Acrocephalus sechellensis), a facultatively 
cooperative breeder that is socially monogamous and genetically promiscuous, we determined 
within-individual changes in the occurrence of infidelity with age, while accounting for 
changes that occur through the selective appearance or disappearance of individuals. We 
also tested for senescence in this trait. The production of extra-group offspring was predicted 
by an individual’s age in both sexes, increasing in early life before declining in late life. 
Furthermore, males were cuckolded less as they grew older. Our results indicate that patterns 
of infidelity are determined by within-individual changes with age, rather than by differences 
between individuals in intrinsic quality. This challenges the hypothesis that the association 
between male age and extra-group paternity is due to females seeking high quality paternal 
genes for their offspring. Moreover, extra-group paternity explained a high proportion (ca 
50%) of the total reproductive success of males and is thus likely to be under strong selection. 
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3.2. Introduction

Across socially monogamous species, levels of extra-pair paternity (EPP) show that 
infidelity occurs frequently, yet the evolution of this behaviour remains enigmatic (Griffith 
et al. 2002; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Taylor et al. 2014). Despite being associated with 
costs, extra-pair mating is expected to benefit males by increasing their reproductive success 
(Jennions and Petrie 2000). However, in females, extra-pair fertilisations do not necessarily 
increase immediate reproductive success, so if and how females benefit from infidelity is 
still unclear, despite considerable research and debate (Jennions and Petrie 2000; Griffith et 
al. 2002; Forstmeier et al. 2014). Determining patterns of EPP within natural populations, 
and how they change over time in response to key variables, is important if we are to fully 
understand the evolutionary significance of infidelity.

Age is a key phenotypic trait that appears to underlie considerable individual variation in 
infidelity (Hamilton and Zuk 1982; Morton et al. 1990; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Hsu et 
al. 2015). Numerous species-specific studies have shown a positive association between male 
age and within- or extra-pair paternity success, or both (e.g. Westneat 1990; Kempenaers et 
al. 1997; Richardson and Burke 1999; Edme et al. 2016). Further, meta-analyses have shown 
that, across species, extra-pair sires are often older than the males they cuckold (Ackay and 
Roughgarden 2007; Hsu et al. 2015) and that EPP success is positively related to male age 
(Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012). However, little is known about how the rate of infidelity 
changes within an individual with age, even though this could help us understand the benefits 
of infidelity for females.

According to the influential ‘good genes’ hypothesis, infidelity (extra-pair offspring 
production) enables socially constrained females to acquire higher-quality paternal alleles 
for their young (Hamilton and Zuk 1982). Furthermore, if male age reflects ‘good genes’ 
via demonstrated viability (Trivers 1972; Kokko 1998), females should seek extra-pair 
fertilisations with older males, especially when paired with younger males. This should result 
in between-male differences in paternity gain and loss in relation to age (i.e. higher EPP success 
and lower within-pair paternity loss in older males). Alternatively, the ‘competitive ability’ 
hypothesis (Nakagawa et al. 2015) posits that males increase their ability to gain paternity as 
they age. This may be due to physiological changes (e.g. improved body/ejaculate condition) 
or experience-enhanced behavioural changes (e.g. improved mate-guarding, better timing of 
copulations, increased ability to force copulations; Curio 1983; Morton et al. 1990; Westneat 
and Stewart 2003; Hsu et al. 2015). Contrary to the good genes hypothesis, the competitive 
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ability hypothesis predicts a within-male age effect and does not imply any indirect genetic 
benefits for females. Most research on EPP so far has relied on cross-sectional analyses, 
which can capture population-level associations between age and EPP, but cannot distinguish 
the processes that may underlie such associations: (i) within-individual changes in EPP with 
advancing age and (ii) between-individual changes, driven by the selective appearance/
disappearance of individuals with consistently different ability to gain EPP (van de Pol and 
Verhulst 2006). Indeed very few studies have disentangled within- from between-individual 
effects on EPP (Schroeder et al. 2016; Hsu et al. 2017). Clearly, more longitudinal studies are 
needed if we are to understand the factors that shape male age-dependent variation in EPP 
and, therefore, better understand the evolution of infidelity.

Also, the relationship between age and infidelity in females remains markedly understudied 
and unclear. Many reasons have been suggested as to why females may seek extra-pair 
copulations, including the acquisition of direct material benefits (e.g. fertility insurance; 
Sheldon 1994) or indirect genetic benefits (e.g. high quality or compatible genes in offspring; 
Hamilton and Zuk 1982; Zeh and Zeh 1996; Brown 1997). Consequently, older females 
may have fewer extra-pair offspring because they are more capable of obtaining a better 
quality social male (Wagner et al. 1996b), and thus do not need to seek extra-pair copulations. 
Alternatively, they may be more experienced at avoiding or resisting unwanted copulation 
attempts (Morton and Derrickson 1990). On the other hand, older females may have more 
extra-pair offspring because they are better at avoiding mate-guarding and at obtaining 
copulations with other males – for ‘good genes’ or other reasons (Bouwman and Komdeur 
2005). Additionally, older females may be more likely to produce extra-pair offspring because 
they are better at overcoming constraints imposed by male retaliation to perceived paternity 
loss (‘constrained female’ hypothesis; Dixon et al. 1994; Gowaty, 1996).

The few studies that have investigated the relationship between female age and the production 
of extra-pair offspring have provided contrasting results, showing a positive (Kempenaers et 
al. 1999; Dietrich et al. 2004b; Bouwman and Komdeur 2005), a negative (Stutchbury et 
al. 1997; Ramos et al. 2014; Moreno et al. 2015), or no relationship (Wagner et al. 1996b; 
Lubjuhn et al. 2007). None of these studies have distinguished within- and between-individual 
age effects.

Unravelling within-individual changes in male and female infidelity may shed light on the 
mechanisms influencing infidelity throughout an individual’s lifetime. One such mechanism 
is senescence, or the progressive physiological deterioration occurring in late life (Medawar 
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1952; Williams 1957). There have been numerous studies assessing the fitness consequence 
of senescence, most of which have focused on declines in survival and reproduction with age 
(reviewed in Nussey et al. 2013). To our knowledge, however, only one study has addressed, 
albeit not explicitly, senescence in EPP (Hsu et al. 2017), and has focused only on males. 

Given that the acquisition of EPP may change with age and/or experience, and also show 
senescence, it is likely that its contribution to total reproductive success will vary considerably 
with age. Numerous studies have investigated how EPP alters male reproductive success (e.g. 
Webster et al. 1995; Kempenaers et al. 2001; Albrecht et al. 2007; Lebigre et al. 2012), but 
only a few have done so in relation to age (e.g. Lebigre et al. 2013; Brekke et al. 2015; Hsu 
et al. 2017; Girndt et al. 2018). Only one of these studies, to our knowledge, did disentangle 
within- and between-individual age effects (Hsu et al. 2017).  

Here, we investigate extra-group offspring production in relation to male and female age in 
the facultatively cooperative Seychelles warbler (Acrocephalus sechellensis). This long-lived 
passerine has a mean life expectancy of 5.5 years from fledgling (Komdeur 1991) and a 
maximum observed lifespan of 19 years (Hammers and Brouwer 2017). In the Seychelles 
warbler, dominant pairs each occupy a territory on their own, or (in ca 30–50% of territories) 
are joined by subordinates of either sex (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2007; Hammers 
et al. 2019). Clutches typically consist of one egg, but ca 13% of nests contain one or two 
additional eggs, often laid by subordinate females (Richardson et al. 2001; Richardson et 
al. 2002). Individuals are socially monogamous, but ca 44% of young are sired by males 
other than the social male (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006). Paternity is almost 
exclusively gained by dominant males (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006) either 
in their own territory (within-group paternity: WGP) or with females from another territory 
(extra-group paternity: EGP). Thus, in this species EGP is virtually the equivalent of EPP. 

We employ an 18-year longitudinal dataset on the Seychelles warbler to determine the pattern 
of extra-group offspring (EGO) production in relation to age in males (dominant) and females 
(dominant or subordinate). We assess how this pattern is affected by within-individual 
changes with age and between-individual selective appearance and disappearance effects. 
We also test for a decline in EGO production in late life (senescence). Finally, we quantify 
the relative contribution of EGP and WGP success to annual reproductive success in males. 
Our isolated study population on Cousin Island provides an excellent system for such 
investigations: inter-island migration is virtually absent (Komdeur et al. 2004; Komdeur et al. 
2016), extrinsic mortality is low (Hammers et al. 2015) and >96% of individuals have been 
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DNA sampled and individually colour-ringed since 1997 (Brouwer et al. 2010).  Accurate 
parentage assignment and precise estimates of survival and individual reproductive output 
(throughout life) are therefore available.  By undertaking the analyses outlined above, we 
provide evidence to distinguish between different hypotheses as to why females engage 
in extra-pair mating and improve our understanding of the factors driving the evolution of 
infidelity.

3.3. Materials and Methods

3.3.1. Study system
The Seychelles warbler is an insectivorous passerine endemic to the Seychelles archipelago. 
The population on Cousin Island (29 ha, 04°20′S, 55°40′E) has been monitored as part of a 
long-term study, which started in 1981 and intensified in 1997 (Komdeur 1992; Richardson 
et al. 2003; Hammers et al. 2019). Since then, virtually all breeding attempts have been 
followed each year during the main breeding season (June–September). As many birds as 
possible were captured every year, either using mist nets or as nestlings. Newly caught 
individuals were assigned a unique combination of three colour rings and a British Trust for 
Ornithology metal ring. This has resulted in over 96% of adult birds in the population being 
ringed since 1997. 

All individuals were blood sampled (ca 25 μl) using brachial venipuncture and DNA from 
these samples was used for molecular sexing (following Griffiths et al. 1998) and genotyping 
based on 30 microsatellite loci (see: Richardson et al. 2001; Spurgin et al. 2014). Parentage 
was assigned to 1,554 offspring (1991-2015) using MasterBayes 2.52 and used to build a 
genetic pedigree (see: Edwards et al. 2018).

Inter-island dispersal is < 0.1%  in the Seychelles warbler (Komdeur et al. 2004; Komdeur 
et al. 2016) and individual re-sighting probability per season on Cousin is very high (ca 
92–98%, Brouwer et al., 2010); therefore individuals not seen over two consecutive seasons 
can safely be assumed to be dead (Hammers et al. 2013).

During each breeding season, group membership, social status and territory boundaries were 
assigned for all birds using observations of foraging and singing locations, non-aggressive 
social interactions and aggressive territorial interactions (e.g. Bebbington et al. 2017). Within 
groups, dominant pairs were identified via pair and courtship behaviours. Subordinate birds, 
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which are often offspring that have delayed dispersal (Kingma et al. 2016), are classified as 
‘helpers’ or ‘non-helpers’ based on their participation in incubation (females only) and in 
feeding offspring (both males and females; Komdeur 1994; Hammers et al. 2019).

Reproduction is seasonally constrained by invertebrate prey availability and offspring 
are fed for on average three months after hatching (Komdeur 1991). Although Seychelles 
warblers are socially monogamous, ca 44% of offspring are the result of females obtaining 
fertilisations with males other than the dominant male (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 
2006). We refer to the dominant male as the ‘social male’ of reproductively mature females in 
their group (dominant and subordinate), as males can fertilise both dominant and subordinate 
females in their territory. Ca 15% of young are produced by subordinate co-breeding females 
and almost all paternity (within and extra-pair) is gained by dominant males (Richardson 
et al. 2001). Only ca 0.9% of young are sired by within-group subordinates (Raj Pant et al. 
2019). Therefore, EPP is nearly always extra-group paternity (EGP).

3.3.2. Data selection 
We used the previously generated parentage data for 874 warblers hatched on Cousin during 
major breeding seasons 1997-2014 (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006; Edwards et 
al. 2018) to assess age-dependent production of EGO by females and the age-dependent risk 
of cuckoldry for their social male partner (the dominant male in the group). We first tested 
if the likelihood that an offspring was sired by a male outside the breeding group (‘EGP 
likelihood’) was related to the age of the mother (dominant or subordinate) and/or the age of 
the dominant male. The age of dominant males and females are only weakly correlated in the 
Seychelles warbler (r = 0.16; Hammers et al. 2019). Given that Seychelles warbler females 
do not lay eggs in nests outside their own territory (Richardson et al. 2002), EGP likelihood 
captures female infidelity. Also, for each EGO (n = 362), we tested whether the age of the 
social father (i.e. the cuckolded male) and the age of the genetic father (i.e. the extra-group 
sire) differed. We used a linear mixed model (LMM) with male age as the response variable, 
male status (i.e. extra-pair or cuckolded male) as a fixed effect and three random effects 
(social father, genetic father and mother identity). 

We compiled 1479 annual records of all dominant males alive between 1997 and 2014 that 
were genetically assigned at least one offspring across the whole data period (including entries 
of males siring no young in single years). For each male, we determined annual number of 
extra-group offspring, i.e. EGP success, and within-group offspring, i.e. within-group paternity 
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(WGP) success. We then estimated the annual proportion EGO sired by each dominant male 
(581 annual records, excluding cases in which a male had an annual reproductive success 
of zero). In our paternity measures, we included only offspring that survived for at least 
three months to remove any potential bias on annual reproductive estimates resulting from 
differing catching efforts across years (which cause offspring to be caught at different ages in 
different years). Using these data, we assessed the relationship between male age and WGP, 
EGP, and the annual proportion of EGO sired by each male (i.e. the contribution of EGP to 
annual reproductive success).

3.3.3. Statistical analyses
We quantified within-individual effects of age on the production of EGO, i.e. longitudinal 
changes throughout an individual’s lifetime. To separate out between-individual (i.e. 
cross-sectional) effects of age, we controlled for selective appearance and disappearance 
(following van de Pol and Verhulst 2006). Selective appearance was modelled using age 
of first dominance for males, to account for when they could potentially start breeding 
(virtually all paternity is obtained by dominant males in the Seychelles warbler; Raj Pant 
et al. 2019). Since females can reproduce before gaining dominance, we used the age at 
which females were first assigned an offspring as subordinates or the age of first dominance 
– whichever came first (subsequently termed ‘age of first dominance’ for simplicity). Age 
at death (longevity) was used to model selective disappearance for both males and females. 
Individuals of unknown longevity (i.e. birds translocated to other islands or ones that died 
after 2017) were excluded from the analyses. Chronological age (in years) was always 
modelled with age of first dominance and longevity so that it represents the within-individual 
effect of age on EGP.

Reproductive performance can change shortly before death, independently of age (Coulson 
and Fairweather 2001; Bowers et al. 2012). Therefore, to avoid confounding any age-related 
effects with an age-independent terminal effect, we included a binary variable in models 
indicating whether a bird died before the subsequent breeding season.

We performed statistical analyses in R (v.3.5.0) with generalized linear mixed models 
(GLMMs) fitted using the lme4 (v.1.1-20) package (Bates et al. 2015). We built separate 
GLMMs to analyse the following variables (summarised in Table 3.1): (1) offspring EGP 
likelihood, i.e. the likelihood that the offspring was sired by a male outside the group (n = 874 
offspring); (2) annual paternity obtained by each male (n = 1479 male/year) split into (2a) 
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WGP success, (2b) EGP success and (2c) reproductive success (i.e. WGP plus EGP success); 
(3) the annual proportion of EGO sired by each dominant male that was assigned at least 
one offspring in a given year (n = 581). We checked for collinearity between fixed effects 
using the variance inflation factor (VIF) and found none (VIF ≤ 3).  We standardized (mean 
centred and scaled to one standard deviation) continuous predictors and used the ‘BOBYQA’ 
non-linear optimization (Powell 2009) to aid convergence of models. 

Table 3.1. Summary of the response variables addressed in our analyses and of the age-effects we found.

Variable name Description Assessed age-effects Detected age-effects

Extra-group paternity 
(EGP) likelihood

The likelihood that the 
offspring is sired by an 
extra-group male

Females (the mothers) Within-individual: increase 
in early life, senescent 
decline

The dominant male in the 
natal group

Within-individual: 
decrease in early life 
(before levelling off)

EGP success The annual number of 
extra-group offspring 
(EGO) sired

Males Within-individual: increase 
in early life, senescent 
decline

WGP success The annual number of 
within-group offspring 
(WGO) sired

Males Within-individual: increase 
in early life, senescent 
decline

Annual reproductive 
success (ARS)

The annual number of 
offspring sired (EGO + 
WGO)

Males Within-individual: increase 
in early life, senescent 
decline

Between-individual: 
negative selective 
disappearance effect †

Proportion of EGO The annual EGP 
success over ARS

Males Within-individual: increase 
in early life (before 
levelling off)

† indicates a borderline non-significant result

To analyse EGP likelihood, we built models with a binomial error structure and logit link 
function. We included 12 fixed effects: the linear and quadratic age of mothers and of the 
dominant males in their group (‘social males’), the interaction between mother and social 
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male age (linear), mother’s age of first dominance, social male’s age of first dominance, 
mother’s and social male’s respective longevities, mother’s and social male’s terminal effects 
and offspring’s natal group size (EGP likelihood increases with natal group size; Raj Pant 
et al. 2019). We incorporated four random effects: year, territory, mother’s identity and 
social male’s identity. Since the interaction between mother’s and social male’s ages was 
not significant (β ± SE = 0.02 ± 0.09, p = 0. 82), we removed it from the model, to avoid 
overfitting. 

Models analysing the annual proportion of EGP sired by each male were constructed with 
a binomial error structure and logit link function, while models of paternity success (EGP/
WGP/annual reproductive success) were built with a Poisson error structure and log link 
function. All these models included five fixed predictors – male linear and quadratic age, age 
of first dominance, longevity and a terminal effect – and three random effects – year, territory 
and male identity. 

A negative quadratic relationship between reproductive components and age does not 
necessarily indicate that a late-life decline in these components exists but may embody their 
increase early in life, which levels off at later ages (Bouwhuis et al. 2009). To determine 
whether EGP likelihood and paternity success exhibit senescent-driven declines, we tested 
for linear age effects after the peak age for each of these components. We estimated peak 
ages from the linear and quadratic coefficients of age, as (-βlinear)/(2 x βquadratic), from models 
we built with non-standardized data. We compiled subsets of individuals with ages ≥ the 
peak age for offspring EGP likelihood, paternity success (within-group n = 497, extra-group 
and total n = 381), or the proportion of EGO sired (n = 136) per male. When addressing 
senescence in EGP likelihood, we analysed female (n = 227) and social male (n = 165) 
age effects in separate models. This was done because often the age of a mother and her 
social male were not both ≥ the peak age for EGP likelihood. We ran models regressing 
EGP likelihood, paternity success (within-group/extra-group/total), or the proportion of EGO 
sired over the linear age (post-peak) of individuals and other predictors included in previous 
models (except the quadratic age term). 
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3.4. Results

3.4.1. Offspring EGP likelihood and female age
The likelihood that offspring were sired by a male from outside the group was on average 
41%. It increased from a predicted ca 19% for mothers in their first year to 44% when the 
mother was 7.3 years old, after which it decreased to 19% for the oldest mothers (Fig. 3.1, 
Table 3.2). Regarding senescent effects, EGP likelihood of offspring produced by females ≥ 
7 years old declined with female age (β ± SE = -0.47 ± 0.24, p = 0.047, Supplementary Table 
S3.1). When only females ≥ 8 years old were analysed, the decline in EGP likelihood was 
steeper (β ± SE = -0.79 ± 0.36, p = 0.03). EGP likelihood was not affected by the mother’s 
age of first dominance, longevity, or by the terminal effect (Table 3.2). 

Figure 3.1. The likelihood of offspring extra-group paternity (EGP) in relation to maternal age (n = 874 
offspring). Means of raw data points are shown with associated sample sizes. The black line represents the prediction 
from the GLMM (Table 3.1) and the area shaded in grey indicates the 95% confidence interval.
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Table 3.2. GLMM of offspring extra-group paternity (EGP) likelihood in relation to the age of mothers and 
their social male (n = 874 offspring). Coefficient estimates, standard errors (SE) and p-values (p) are shown for each 
fixed effect; AFD = age of first dominance. Variance (σ2), 95% confidence intervals (CI) and number of observations 
(n) are shown for each random effect. Significant (p < 0.05) terms are shown in bold font. 

 EGP likelihood

Fixed terms β SE p

Intercept -0.44 0.15 <0.01

Mother age 0.37 0.13 <0.01

Mother age2 -0.21 0.07 <0.01

Mother AFD -0.06 0.09 0.50

Mother longevity -0.16 0.13 0.21

Mother terminal effect 0.22 0.31 0.48

Group size 0.40 0.09 <0.001

Social male age -0.34 0.14 0.01

Social male age2 0.16 0.07 0.02

Social male AFD -0.04 0.10 0.67

Social male longevity -0.21 0.13 0.12

Social male terminal effect 0.17 0.32 0.60

Random terms σ2 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.23 0.00, 0.94 320

Social male ID 0.57 0.00, 1.06 303

Territory 0.00 0.00, 0.51 137

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.23 18
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Figure 3.2. The likelihood of offspring extra-group paternity (EGP) in relation to the age of the dominant 
male in the natal territory (i.e. the likelihood that paternity is lost; n = 874 offspring). Means of raw data points 
are shown with associated sample sizes. The black line represents the prediction from the GLMM (Table 3.1) and 
the area shaded in grey indicates the 95% confidence interval.

3.4.2. Offspring EGP likelihood and social male age
The probability that a male was cuckolded decreased with his age, from ca 58% in young 
males to 36% in males of 8.2 years of age (Fig. 3.2, Table 3.2). Although there was a positive 
quadratic effect of age there was no evidence that males were more likely to be cuckolded 
when they were ≥ 8 years old (β ± SE = -0.001 ± 0.24, p = 1.00, Supplementary Table S3.2). 
The same was true when males ≥ 9 years old were analysed. Also, males that lost WGP were 
on average one year younger than the extra-group males that cuckolded them; this difference 
was significant (LMM: βMale status (extra-group sire) = 1.17 ± 0.19, p < 0.001, Supplementary Fig. 
S3.1). The probability of WGP loss was not associated with male age of first dominance, 
longevity, or the terminal effect (Table 3.2). The interaction between female and social male 
ages was not significant. 
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3.4.3. Offspring EGP likelihood and other effects
Offspring EGP likelihood increased with natal group size, i.e. the number of independent 
birds (≥ 3 months old) in the offspring’s natal territory (Table 3.2). None of the random 
effects explained significant variance in EGP likelihood (95% CIs overlapped zero, Table 
3.2). 

3.4.4. Annual WGP success and male age
There was a significant effect of male age2 on annual WGP gained by males; the predicted 
number of within-group offspring sired increased from ca 0.22 per annum in males in their 
first year to ca 0.32 at 7.1 years and declined thereafter to 0.09 in the oldest males (Fig. 3.3, 
Table 3.3). That WGP acquisition decreased in late life was confirmed by the significant 
negative linear effect of age on WGP success in males of 7 years and older (β ± SE = -0.25 ± 
0.12, p = 0.034, Supplementary Table S3.3). A male’s annual WGP gain was not associated 
with male age of first dominance, longevity or the terminal effect (Table 3.3). Male identity 
and territory explained zero variation in WGP success, while year explained 8.7% (Table 3.3).
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Figure 3.3. Extra-group paternity (EGP, top panel), within-group paternity (WGP, middle panel) and total 
paternity (bottom panel) gained by a dominant male per year in relation to his age (n = 1479 observations). 
Means of raw data points are shown with associated sample sizes. Black lines represent predictions from the 
GLMMs (Table 3.2) and the areas shaded in grey indicate the 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 3.3. GLMMs of annual (A) extra-group paternity (EGP) success, (B) within-group paternity (WGP) 
success and (C) total annual reproductive success (ARS) in relation to male age (n = 1479). Coefficient 
estimates, standard errors (SE) and p-values (p) are shown for each fixed effect; AFD = age of first dominance. 
Variance (σ2), 95% confidence interval (CI) and number of observations (n) are shown for each random effect. 
Significant (p < 0.05) terms are shown in bold font. 

 (A) EGP success (B) WGP success (C) Total ARS

Fixed terms β SE p β SE p β SE p

Intercept -1.56 0.13 <0.001 -1.11 0.10 <0.001 -0.57 0.10 <0.001

Male age 0.40 0.10 <0.001 0.12 0.08 0.12 0.22 0.06 <0.001

Male age2 -0.30 0.06 <0.001 -0.12 0.05 <0.01 -0.18 0.04 <0.001

Male AFD -0.04 0.08 0.64 0.00 0.05 0.99 -0.01 0.04 0.79

Male longevity -0.11 0.10 0.26 -0.11 0.07 0.12 -0.10 0.06 0.055

Male terminal effect 0.13 0.20 0.52 -0.29 0.19 0.13 -0.09 0.14 0.49

Random terms σ2 95% CI n σ2 95% CI n σ2 95% CI n

Male ID 0.28 0.18, 0.79 259 0.00 0.00, 0.23 259 0.01 0.00, 0.27 259

Territory 0.10 0.00, 0.59 141 0.00 0.00, 0.21 141 0.00 0.00, 0.20 141

Year 0.10 0.16, 0.52 18 0.10 0.18, 0.51 18 0.12 0.23, 0.54 18

3.4.5. Annual EGP success and male age
There was a significant effect of both male age and male age2. The predicted number of 
extra-group offspring sired per annum increased from ca 0.07 in males in their first year to 
peak at ca 0.24 at 7.8 years and decreased thereafter to 0.02 in the oldest males (Fig. 3.3, 
Table 3.3). The decline in male EGP success in late life was confirmed by the negative linear 
relationship between EGP acquisition and age in males ≥ 8 (β ± SE = -0.31 ± 0.16, p = 0.047, 
Supplementary Table S3.3). Male EGP success was not affected by age of first dominance, 
longevity, or the terminal effect (Table 3.3). Male identity and year explained a significant 
amount of variation in EGP success (19.1% and 6.6%, respectively, Table 3.3).

3.4.6. Annual reproductive success and male age
There was a significant effect of age and age2 on male annual reproductive success. As 
expected from the patterns observed for EGP and WGP, total predicted annual reproductive 
success increased with male age from ca 0.3 offspring in 1st year males up to ca 0.6 at 7.6 
years, before declining to 0.13 in the oldest males (Fig. 3.3, Table 3.3). The reduction in 
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late life was confirmed by significant negative linear relationship between age and annual 
reproductive success in males ≥ 8 (β ± SE = -0.22 ± 0.11, p = 0.037, Supplementary Table 
S3.3). There was a (non-significant, p = 0.06) tendency for male annual reproductive success 
to decline with longevity (Table 3.3). A male’s annual reproductive success was not affected 
by age of first dominance or the terminal effect (Table 3.3). Year was the only random effect 
to explain a significant amount of variation in annual reproductive success (10.8%, Table 3.3).

3.4.7. Annual proportion of EGO sired and male age 
The proportion of a male’s annual reproductive output obtained outside its own group 
increased with age, from ca 22% in first-year males to a peak of ca 48% at 8.4 years (Fig. 
3.4, Table 3.4). Despite finding a significant negative effect of age2 (in addition to the positive 
effect of age), there was no evidence of a significant senescent decline with age in males ≥ 8 
years old (β ± SE = -0.21 ± 0.19, p = 0.27, Supplementary Table S3.4). The same was true also 
for males ≥ 9 years old. This suggests that the proportion of EGO sired remained relatively 
stable after peaking. The annual proportion of EGO sired was not influenced by age of first 
dominance, longevity, or the terminal effect (Table 3.4). None of the random effects included 
explained significant variation in the proportion of EGO sired (Supplementary Table S3.4).
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Figure 3.4. The proportional contribution of extra-group paternity (EGP) to the annual reproductive success 
of dominant males siring ≥ 1 offspring, in relation to age (n = 581 observations). The means of raw data points 
are shown with associated sample sizes. The black line represents the prediction from the GLMM (Table 3.2) and 
the area shaded in grey indicates the 95% confidence interval.
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Table 3.4. GLMM of the proportional contribution of extra-group paternity (EGP) to the annual reproductive 
success of dominant males siring ≥ 1 offspring, in relation to male age (n = 581). Coefficient estimates, standard 
errors (SE) and p-values (p) are shown for each fixed effect; AFD = age of first dominance. Variance (σ2), 95% 
confidence interval (CI) and number of observations (n) are shown for each random effect. Significant (p < 0.05) 
terms are shown in bold font. 

 Proportion of EGP

Fixed terms β SE p

Intercept -0.34 0.12 0.00

Male age 0.32 0.13 0.01

Male age2 -0.16 0.07 0.02

Male AFD -0.02 0.09 0.86

Male longevity 0.00 0.13 0.98

Male terminal effect 0.50 0.30 0.09

Random terms σ2 95% CI n

Male ID 0.06 0.00, 0.80 255

Territory 0.32 0.00, 0.87 135

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.21 18

3.5. Discussion

3.5.1. Age-dependent female extra-pair reproduction
In Seychelles warblers, the likelihood of producing an EGO changed with age within females, 
increasing until females were 7.3 years old and declining thereafter (Fig 3.1), but there were 
no selective appearance or disappearance effects (between-female age effects). Our findings 
are consistent with some cross-sectional studies that have found a positive association 
between female age and infidelity (Kempenaers et al. 1999; Dietrich et al. 2004b; Bouwman 
and Komdeur 2005), while other cross-sectional studies have shown a negative (Stutchbury 
et al. 1997; Ramos et al. 2014; Moreno et al. 2015) or no relationship with age (Wagner et al. 
1996b; Cordero et al. 1999; Li and Brown 2000; Veiga and Boto 2000; Lubjuhn et al. 2007). 
To our knowledge, no other studies have separated within- from between-female age effects 
on the production of EGO.

The age-related increase in female infidelity we observed may be due to increased experience 
and/or body condition of females with age (until they are ca 7 years old). In female Seychelles 
warblers, breeding and helping experience, which accrue with age, enhance the number of  
offspring raised to independence (Komdeur 1996b). Moreover, female reproductive success 
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increases until they reach 6.5 years of age (Hammers et al. 2012), suggesting that a female’s 
physical condition (and experience) improves until this point. It is possible, therefore, that 
females in ages around their peak in reproductive success are more attractive to males seeking 
EGP (who may perceive them as successful reproducers) and that these females may be 
targeted for extra-group fertilisations. Another possibility is that, as they grow older, females 
improve their ability to avoid mate-guarding and engage in extra-group copulations, thanks 
to experience or improved body condition (Bouwman and Komdeur 2005). Alternatively, 
greater experience or improved condition may allow older females to cope better with a 
reduction in paternal investment that may occur when males perceive a loss of paternity 
(the constrained female hypothesis), thus allowing females to be more unfaithful (Gowaty 
1996). However, indirect evidence suggests that female infidelity is not constrained by male 
retaliation in the Seychelles warblers. In territories with cooperative breeding, helpers provide 
load-lightening to the dominant pair (van Boheemen et al. 2019; Hammers et al. 2019). This 
might liberate dominant females from the costs imposed by male retaliation (Mulder et al. 
1994). Contrary to this expectation, the presence of helpers is not associated with higher 
female infidelity in the Seychelles warbler (Raj Pant et al. 2019).

3.5.2. Female benefits of infidelity 
Why females seek extra-group copulations may depend on the benefits that females gain 
through infidelity. Females may seek extra-group fertilisations to obtain good paternal genes 
for their offspring (Hamilton and Zuk 1982) and age is expected to reflect individual quality 
via viability (Trivers 1972). Consequently, the fact that many (cross-sectional) studies have 
shown that older males gain more paternity through infidelity than younger males (Ackay and 
Roughgarden 2007; Hsu et al. 2015) has often been put forward as support for the good genes 
hypothesis (Forstmeier et al. 2014). In the Seychelles warbler, we found that male paternity 
gain (and loss) varied with age within individuals, and that the age-related changes were not 
explained by selective appearance or disappearance effects. Similar results were found in the 
two other studies that have separated within- from between-individual age effects on EGP 
success and within-pair paternity loss (Schroeder et al. 2016; Hsu et al. 2017). This lack of 
a between-individual male age effect on EGP success is important because it undermines 
the good genes model, since preferred or more successful sires do not appear to be of higher 
quality, at least as evidenced through greater longevity. This finding is in apparent contrast 
with previous Seychelles warbler studies which have provided some evidence of extra-pair 
mating for genetic benefits. Dominant female Seychelles warblers that are paired with males 
exhibiting low MHC diversity (heterozygosity) appear to use extra-pair fertilisations (with 
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males of higher MHC diversity) to gain more MHC-diversity in offspring, which is associated 
with improved offspring survival (Richardson et al. 2005; Brouwer et al. 2010). However, 
such female (pre-/post-copulatory) preference for MHC-diverse extra-pair males would not 
cause a between-individual age-dependent effect on EPP because the survival benefit of 
MHC diversity is only observed in juveniles, and our analyses here included sexually mature 
males with a breeding opportunity (i.e. in a dominant position). In these males, there is no 
differential survival linked to MHC diversity, so any (pre-/post-copulatory) preference for 
MHC-diverse males would not generate an age-related pattern of infidelity. Further work is 
now required to understand the mechanisms through which males improve their ability to 
gain EGP with age, and whether this also provides any benefits to females.

Females may also engage in extra-pair mating to gain other types of benefits, such as 
fertilisation assurance (Sheldon 1994), or the acquisition of indirect non-additive genetic 
benefits (e.g compatible genes in offspring; Zeh and Zeh 1996;  Brown 1997). Unlike ‘good 
genes’ benefits, ‘compatible gene’ benefits are not normally expected to be signalled by male 
viability. Alternatively, it is possible that infidelity may not provide any benefits for females 
and instead may have evolved as a by-product of positive selection on genetically correlated 
traits in males (between-sex correlation) or in females themselves (Halliday and Arnold 1987; 
Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Forstmeier et al. 2011; Forstmeier et al. 2014). This idea, 
which has received little attention so far, may constitute a promising avenue in unveiling 
the evolution of infidelity in socially monogamous species, but assessing this hypothesis is 
beyond the scope of the current study.

3.5.3. Age-dependent within-pair paternity loss 
The age of the social male was associated with the likelihood that a female produced EGO, or, 
from the male’s perspective, the probability of being cuckolded. Male WGP loss was predicted 
by within-individual age effects only, starting high (ca 60%) but decreasing to ca 37% by the 
age of 7.9 years, after which it remained stable. This is in agreement with meta-analyses (see 
Ackay and Roughgarden 2007; Hsu et al. 2015), which suggest that younger males are more 
likely to lose paternity, though these meta-analyses were based on cross-sectional studies. 
Apart from our study, we are aware of only one other study that has separated within- from 
between-male age effects on paternity, and this also showed a within-individual decline in 
the loss of paternity with age in house sparrows (Passer domesticus; Schroeder et al. 2016). 
The likelihood that a female had an EGO was not predicted by an interaction between the 
age of the female and the social pair male (noting that the age of pair members is only 
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weakly correlated, r = 0.16; Hammers et al. 2019).This is in contrast with studies where 
the likelihood of producing EGO was based on the combination of the female’s age and 
that of her social male (Rätti et al. 2001; Dietrich et al. 2004b; Bouwman and Komdeur 
2005; Ramos et al. 2014) (but see Lubjuhn et al. 2007; Moreno et al. 2015). The reason why 
male Seychelles warblers lose less within-pair paternity as they grow older may be that they 
learn to avoid being cuckolded. Experience might improve a male’s timing of within-pair 
copulations and mate-guarding ability (Morton et al. 1990; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Hsu 
et al. 2015). Moreover, older males may be in better physical condition than younger males, 
which may enhance their ability to fertilize females (via increased sperm competitiveness) 
and to effectively guard their partner against other males seeking extra-pair copulations 
(Nakagawa et al. 2015). 

3.5.4. Age-dependent paternity success
Gaining EPP is expected to enable males to increase their reproductive output without suffering 
costs associated with rearing additional offspring. In the Seychelles warbler, this appears 
to be true especially in older males. Male EGP success increased up to 7.8 years, before 
displaying a decline consistent with senescence in the oldest males. The contribution of EGP 
to total paternity increased until 8.4 years of age, with no evidence for a post-peak decline. 
Consequently, EGP is a very important source of total paternity gain, contributing ca 48% 
of annual reproductive success from the age at which it peaked. Numerous cross-sectional 
studies have shown a positive correlation between EPP success and male age (reveiwed in: 
Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012) and also a recent longitudinal study on house sparrows found 
an age-dependent increase in EPP and WPP success (Hsu et al. 2017). In house sparrows and 
Seychelles warblers, males may gain more EPP as they grow older, because more experience 
(Morton et al. 1990; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Hsu et al. 2015) or improved body condition 
(Nakagawa et al. 2015), until the age of peak in EPP success, may improve their ability to get 
extra-group females to mate and/or to effectively manage the timing of copulations. 

A trade-off between WGP and EGP gain does not seem to occur in the Seychelles warblers, as 
both WGP and EGP increased in early life and declined in late life. The combined result is that 
annual reproductive success changes with male age, increasing until 7.6 years of age, and then 
declining, which is consistent with senescence (Fig. 3.3). Such within-individual variation in 
reproductive success (an increase in early life followed by a decline in late life) is common 
in vertebrates (Nussey et al. 2013). In the Seychelles warbler, annual EGP success displayed 
a much steeper increase with age and a steeper post-peak decline compared to WGP success, 
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thus contributing strongly to the spike in annual male reproductive success at 7.6 years of age 
(Fig 3.3). Age-dependent changes in the contribution of EPP to male reproductive success 
have been shown in several species. Most of these (largely cross-sectional) studies have found 
an increase in the contribution of EPP to reproductive success with male age (e.g. Richardson 
and Burke 1999; Brekke et al. 2015; Girndt et al. 2018) (but see e.g. McDonald et al. 2017). 
To our knowledge, the only study that has disentangled within- from between-individual age 
effects, found that the contribution of EPP to reproductive success increased within-males till 
mid-life (in agreement with our findings), but that it also varied between-individuals with age 
(Hsu et al. 2017). More longitudinal studies are needed if we are to fully understand how EPP 
affects an individual’s reproductive success with age and, in particular, whether EPP plays an 
important role in improving reproductive success from mid-life. 

3.6. Conclusions

The lack of between-male age effects on infidelity emerging from our study undermines the 
often-cited hypothesis that male age-dependent patterns of EPP success support the good 
genes hypothesis for the evolution of female infidelity. As such, our results provide more 
support for the hypothesis that infidelity may be important to females for other reasons, such 
as fertility assurance or the acquisition of compatible genes in offspring, or that infidelity 
evolved because of genetic constraints (i.e. genetic correlation between infidelity and traits 
under positive selection). Our analyses also provide, to our knowledge, the first direct 
evidence for senescence in infidelity. Finally, our work shows that infidelity explains a large 
proportion of the annual reproductive success of males, and that age-specific changes in 
infidelity amplify age-dependent patterns of reproduction. Further work is now needed to 
understand how this affects male variance of reproductive success and therefore selection 
for infidelity.
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3.7. Supplementary material

Supplementary Figure S3.1. Comparison of the age of dominant within-group males and extra-group males 
that cuckolded them (n = 362 cases). Extra-group sires are on average one year older than the within-group males 
they cuckold. The difference in age is statistically significant (LMM: βMale status (extra-group sire) = 1.17 ± 0.19, p < 
0.001).
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Supplementary Table S3.1. GLMM of offspring extra-group paternity (EGP) likelihood in relation to the age 
of mothers that are ≥ 8 years old (n = 227). Coefficient estimates, standard errors (SE) and p-values (p) are shown 
for each fixed effect; AFD = age of first dominance. Variance (σ2), 95% confidence interval (CI) and number of 
observations (n) are shown for each random effect. Significant (p < 0.05) terms are shown in bold font.
 

 EGP likelihood

Fixed terms β SE p

Intercept -0.34 0.25 0.17

Mother age -0.47 0.24 0.047

Mother AFD -0.004 0.23 0.98

Mother longevity -0.21 0.29 0.47

Mother terminal effect 0.84 0.71 0.24

Group size 0.58 0.21 <0.01

Random terms σ2 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.73 0.00, 1.87 98

Social male ID 0.79 0.00, 2.01 111

Territory 0.00 0.00, 1.07 79

Year 0.10 0.00, 0.94 18
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Supplementary Table S3.2. GLMM of offspring extra-group paternity (EGP) likelihood in relation to the age 
of the social male (dominant male in the natal territory) that are ≥ 8 years old (n = 165). Coefficient estimates, 
standard errors (SE) and p-values (p) are shown for each fixed effect; AFD = age of first dominance. Variance (σ2), 
95% confidence interval (CI) and number of observations (n) are shown for each random effect. Significant (p < 
0.05) terms are shown in bold font. 

 EGP likelihood

Fixed terms β SE p

Intercept -0.82 0.23 <0.001

Social male age -0.001 0.24 1.0

Social male AFD -0.04 0.22 0.84

Social male longevity 0.10 0.27 0.73

Social male terminal effect 0.93 0.74 0.21

Group size 0.66 0.23 <0.01

Random terms σ2 95% CI n

Mother ID 0.00 0.00, 1.55 83

Social male ID 0.00 0.00, 1.45 69

Territory 0.56 0.00, 1.49 64

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.74 18
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Supplementary Table S3.4. GLMM of the annual proportion of extra-group paternity gain in relation to the 
age of males ≥ 8 years old (n = 136). Coefficient estimates, standard errors (SE) and p-values (p) are shown for each 
fixed effect; AFD = age of first dominance. Variance (σ2), 95% confidence interval (CI) and number of observations 
(n) are shown for each random effect. Significant (p < 0.05) terms are shown in bold font. 

 Proportion of EGP

Fixed terms β SE p

Intercept -0.22 0.18 0.23

Male age -0.21 0.19 0.27

Male AFD -0.10 0.18 0.58

Male longevity 0.10 0.22 0.67

Male terminal effect 0.64 0.56 0.25

Random terms σ2 95% CI n

Male ID 0.00 0.00, 1.06 70

Territory 0.22 0.00, 1.08 66

Year 0.00 0.00, 0.50 18
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Heritability of female infidelity in the 
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A white-tailed tropicbird flies over Cousin (photo by Martijn Hammers).
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4.1. Abstract

Extra-pair paternity is widespread across socially monogamous taxa, yet the evolutionary 
drivers of infidelity remain elusive. Given that, unlike in males, infidelity does not 
necessarily increase reproductive success in females, it is unclear why females would engage 
in extra-pair mating. One influential hypothesis (the ‘good genes’ hypothesis) maintains 
that female infidelity evolved under selection acting through indirect additive genetic 
benefits (i.e. high-quality paternal alleles in offspring), which requires female infidelity to 
be heritable. Numerous studies have tested for a relationship between paternity success, or 
an offspring’s paternity type (within-/extra-pair), and phenotypic traits signalling quality (in 
males or offspring, respectively), and have provided conflicting evidence. Very few studies, 
however, have quantified the additive genetic variance and heritability of (male and) female 
infidelity, impeding an accurate estimation of the force of selection on female infidelity 
via indirect additive genetic benefits. Using a 25-year genetic pedigree from a natural and 
isolated population of the Seychelles warbler (Acrocephlalus sechellensis), a facultatively 
cooperative breeder known to be socially monogamous but genetically promiscuous, we 
assessed extra-group offspring production by females. We found non-zero additive genetic 
variance and heritability of female extra-group reproduction, but heritability was moderately 
small (h2 = 0.12). Our results suggest that selection on female infidelity via indirect additive 
genetic benefits is unlikely to be strong and to play an important role in the evolution of 
female extra-group reproduction in this species. 
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4.2. Introduction

Extra-pair paternity (EPP), a direct consequence of infidelity, occurs frequently across 
socially monogamous taxa, yet the evolutionary forces underlying this behaviour remain 
elusive and highly debated (Griffith et al. 2002; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Forstmeier et 
al. 2014). In particular, given that infidelity can be costly for females and that, unlike for 
males, extra-pair fertilisations do not necessarily increase a female’s reproductive success, it 
is unclear why females engage in extra-pair mating (Jennions and Petrie 2000).

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the evolution of female infidelity. 
Adaptive models maintain that infidelity has evolved under positive selection, as it improves 
female fitness either by limiting the costs of re-mating (i.e. in systems where males force 
copulations; Thornhill and Alcock 1983;  Smuts and Smuts 1993) or by providing direct 
material benefits (e.g. fertility assurance, extra parental care or nutrients; Sheldon 1994; 
Birkhead 1995; Wedell 1997) or indirect genetic benefits (high quality, heterozygous or 
compatible genes in offspring; Hamilton and Zuk 1982; Watson 1991; Zeh and Zeh 1996; 
Brown 1997). Non-adaptive hypotheses, on the other hand, propose that infidelity does not 
increase female fitness and that it evolves because it is genetically correlated to traits under 
positive selection in males or females (Halliday and Arnold 1987; Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 
2005; Forstmeier et al. 2011; Forstmeier et al. 2014). 

One of the most influential (adaptive) hypotheses on the evolution of infidelity is the ‘good 
genes’ hypothesis (Hamilton and Zuk 1982), which maintains that extra-pair fertilisations 
enable females to gain high-quality paternal genes in offspring (i.e. alleles that increase 
offspring fitness by additive genetic effect; Kempenaers 2007). In this scenario, the evolution 
of infidelity is hypothesised to be driven by selection acting through indirect additive genetic 
benefits and requires female infidelity to be heritable. A multitude of studies have assessed 
the good genes hypothesis by testing for a relationship between male traits signalling intrinsic 
quality (e.g. body condition and sexual ornaments) and male paternity (EPP and WPP) success, 
or by comparing the fitness components of within- vs extra-pair offspring. Such research has 
provided contrasting results (reviewed in e.g. Griffith et al. 2002; Ackay and Roughgarden 2007; 
Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012; Hsu et al. 2015). However, since gathering complete, accurate 
and long-term parentage data for natural populations is empirically challenging, the additive 
genetic and phenotypic variance (and covariance) components of EPP, and its heritability, in 
socially monogamous species have been rarely estimated (Reid et al. 2011a; Reid et al. 2011b; 
Reid, Arcese, and Losdat 2014; Reid, Arcese, Keller, et al. 2014; Reid and Wolak 2018).
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Quantifying the narrow-sense heritability (i.e. the proportion of phenotypic variance 
explained by additive genetic effects) of female extra-pair reproduction should enable a more 
direct test of the good genes hypothesis, via an accurate estimation of the selection proposed 
to promote this behaviour (i.e. selection through indirect additive genetic benefits). In fact, 
the good genes hypothesis hinges on the idea that EPP displays high enough heritability 
(noting that the average heritability of mating behaviours across taxa is 0.35; Dochtermann et 
al. 2019) to cause a strong force of selection for female infidelity via indirect additive genetic 
benefits. This force of selection on female extra-pair reproduction, which can be measured 
as the likelihood that a female produces an extra-pair young (female EPP likelihood), can be 
described by the expression:

 ΔI = h2 * σ * d         (Eqn 1)

where ΔI is the number of phenotypic standard deviations by which the mean frequency of 
EPP would evolve in one generation through this selection (i.e. via indirect additive genetic 
benefits), h2 is the heritability of female EPP likelihood, σ is the phenotypic standard deviation 
of this likelihood and d is the difference in mean additive genetic fitness between extra-pair 
and within-pair offspring (Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Reid et al. 2011b). To estimate the 
maximum value of ΔI, a maximised phenotypic standard deviation can be calculated and used 
in Eqn 1:  σmax =  √(µEPP(1 - µEPP)) , where µEPP is the mean observed EPP rate across focal years 
in the population (Reid et al. 2011b). Given the multiplicative contribution of h2, σ (or σmax) 
and d to ΔI, evidence of a zero or small h2 (i.e. well below the average heritability of mating 
behaviours, h2 = 0.35) suffices when assessing the contribution of indirect additive genetic 
benefits to the evolution of extra-pair reproduction (Reid et al. 2011b). Therefore, quantifying 
the additive genetic variance and heritability of female extra-pair reproduction is key if we are 
to understand whether this behaviour evolved via indirect additive genetic benefits to females.

Here, we analyse a 25-year genetic pedigree from the natural population of Seychelles 
warblers (Acrocephalus sechellensis) on Cousin Island (Republic of Seychelles). This 
species is socially monogamous but genetically promiscuous and is a facultative cooperative 
breeder. Given that >96% of birds have been individually colour-ringed and blood-sampled 
(for sexing and parentage assignment) since 1997 (Brouwer et al. 2010) and that inter-island 
migration is virtually absent (Komdeur et al. 2004; Komdeur et al. 2016), complete and 
accurate data on extra-group paternity is available for our study population. Using this data, 
we estimate the additive genetic variance and heritability of female extra-group reproduction. 
By doing so we hope to improve our understanding of the role that indirect additive genetic 
benefits may play in driving the evolution of female infidelity in a wild population.
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4.3. Methods

4.3.1. Study system
The Seychelles warbler is an insectivorous passerine endemic to the Seychelles archipelago. 
The population residing on Cousin (29 ha, 04°20′S, 55°40′E) has been monitored as part 
of a long-term study, which started in 1981 and was intensified in 1997 (Komdeur 1992; 
Richardson et al. 2003; Hammers et al. 2019). Since then, virtually all breeding attempts have 
been followed each year during the major breeding season (June–September) and, often, also 
during the minor breeding season (January–March; Hammers et al. 2019) Every year, as 
many birds as possible were caught, either in the nest (nestlings) or using mist. Newly caught 
individuals were assigned a unique combination of three colour rings and a British Trust for 
Ornithology metal ring. Since 1997, over 96% of Seychelles warblers in the population have 
been ringed and blood sampled (ca 25 μl by brachial venepuncture) (Richardson et al. 2001). 
The DNA extracted from blood samples was used for molecular sexing (following Griffiths et 
al. 1998) and genotyping based on 30 microsatellite loci (see: Richardson et al. 2001; Spurgin 
et al. 2014). Parentage was assigned to 2039 offspring (born 1991-2018) using MasterBayes 
2.52 (details in: Hadfield et al. 2006; Edwards et al. 2018) and served to construct a genetic 
pedigree (see: Edwards et al. 2018).

In the Seychelles warbler, inter-island dispersal is <0.1%  (Komdeur et al. 2004; Komdeur 
et al. 2016) and individual re-sighting probability per season on Cousin is very high (ca 
92–98%, Brouwer et al., 2010). Therefore, individuals that were not seen over two consecutive 
seasons could be safely assumed dead (Hammers et al. 2013) and accurate parentage data, not 
confounded by migration in and out of the population, was obtained.

Seychelles warblers are territorial: individuals normally pair up, reside in and defend the same 
territory for life (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2007). In about 30% (1997-1999) or 50% 
(2003-2014) of territories the dominant pair is joined by one or more subordinate of either sex 
(Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2002; Richardson et al. 2007; Kingma et al. 2016). Each 
season, group membership and individual social status were assigned to all birds. Groups 
and their territory boundaries were identified using observed foraging and singing locations, 
non-aggressive social interactions and aggressive territorial interactions (e.g. Bebbington et 
al. 2017). Within groups, dominant pairs were identified via pair and courtship behaviours. 
Subordinate birds, which are often offspring that have delayed dispersal (Komdeur 1992; 
Kingma et al. 2016) were assigned ‘helper’ or ‘non-helper’ status based on their participation 
in offspring care (Komdeur 1994; Richardson et al. 2002). 
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Reproduction is seasonally limited by invertebrate availability and offspring are fed for an 
average of three months after hatching (Komdeur 1996a; Komdeur et al. 2016). Although 
Seychelles warblers are socially monogamous, ca 44% of offspring are sired by males other 
than the dominant male in their group (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006). We refer 
to dominant males as the ‘social males’ of reproductively mature females (dominant and 
subordinate) in their group, as males can reproduce with dominant and subordinate females 
in their territory. Clutches typically consist of one egg, though ca 20% of nests contain two 
or three eggs, often laid by subordinate females (Richardson et al. 2001). In fact, around 15% 
of offspring in the population are produced by subordinate females (Richardson et al. 2001). 
Almost all paternity (within and extra-pair) is acquired by dominant males (Richardson et 
al. 2001); only ca 2.5% of young are sired by subordinate males (usually those transitioning 
towards dominant status; H. Dugdale, unpublished data), and ca 0.9% of offspring are 
produced by within-group subordinate males (Raj Pant et al. 2019). Thus, EPP is almost 
always extra-group paternity (EGP), i.e. resulting from fertilizations by dominant males from 
outside the group (hence we will use the term ‘EGP’).

In the Seychelles warbler, extra-group offspring (EGO) are often sired by males from 
neighbouring territories (Richardson et al. 2001). The likelihood that females produce EGO, 
however, is not influenced by local (nor population-wide) breeding density and synchrony 
(Raj Pant et al. 2019). Females are more likely to produce EGO when living in larger groups 
and, for subordinate females only, when relatedness to the social male is higher, though this 
does not prevent inbreeding from occurring in the population (Raj Pant et al. 2019).

The annual production of EGO in both males and females is known to vary with age, 
increasing in early life and declining in late life (Raj Pant et al. under review; chapter 3). No 
between-individual differences in extra-group reproduction have been shown. This indicates 
that males of higher intrinsic quality (as indicated by longer life-span and/or earlier age of 
first dominance) do not produce more EGO each year (lack of evidence for indirect ‘good 
genes’ benefits of EGP; Raj Pant et al. in review; chapter 3). On the other hand, older research 
in the Seychelles warbler provided evidence for MHC-dependent EGP (Richardson et al. 
2005) and a positive link between MHC diversity and juvenile survival, providing support 
for indirect benefits via heterozygosity (Brouwer et al. 2010).
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4.3.2. Statistical analyses
We estimated the repeatability and heritability of the likelihood that females produced an 
extra-group offspring (‘female EGP likelihood’), while controlling for factors that influence 
this probability: the age of the mother and her social male (Raj Pant et al. in review; chapter 
3), group size – i.e. the number of independent birds (i.e. ≥3 months old) in the offspring’s 
natal group – and social male identity (Raj Pant et al. 2019; chapter 2). We did not include 
a social male’s MHC diversity in our models due to the paucity of MHC data (any effect 
of MHC diversity on EGP likelihood will thus be reflected by social male identity). We 
compiled a dataset comprising 1553 offspring of known parentage (assigned with confidence 
≥ 0.8) born on Cousin between 1994 and 2018. The likelihood that an offspring resulted 
from an extra-group fertilization was measured for 455 females (across 25 years and 42 field 
periods) and was on average 40% (626/1553 offspring). We ran all statistical analyses on this 
dataset in R 3.5.3 using the package MCMCglmm 2.28 (Hadfield 2010). All models were 
built as generalised linear mixed models (GLMMs) with a binomial error structure (logit 
link; response variable: female EGP likelihood) and five non-collinear (VIF ≤ 3) fixed effects, 
which were standardised (mean-centred and scaled to one standard deviation): the linear and 
quadratic age of mothers and of their social males, and group size. All GLMMs included 
social male identity as one of the random effects. Given that the variance of the response 
variable was close to zero, we specified a parameter-expanded prior for all models: V = 1, 
nu = 1, alpha.mu = 0, alpha.V = 1000 (Hadfield 2019). By convention, the residual variance 
was set to 1 in all GLMMs, because it cannot be independently estimated in binomial models 
where the mean defines the variance. The posterior distribution of all models was sampled 
every 1000 iterations, with a burn-in period of 50,000 and a run of 10,000,000 iterations. 
Convergence was assessed through time-series plots of model parameters and their effective 
sample sizes, autocorrelation values (r < 0.1) and the heidel.diag function. Power analyses 
(Morrisey and Wilson 2009) revealed that we had statistical power (≥ 0.8) to detect heritability 
values ≥ 0.26 (Supplementary Fig. S4.1). 

First, we estimated the repeatability of female EGP likelihood (REGP) using the variance 
components extracted from a GLMM (model 1) with the following predictors: group size, the 
linear and quadratic age of mothers and of their social males (fixed effects), social male and 
female identity (random effects). The repeatability of female EGP likelihood was estimated on 
the latent (logit) scale as: REGP,lat = VI/(VP + π2/3), where VI is the variance explained by female 
identity, which includes both additive genetic (VA) and permanent environment (VPE) effects 
(i.e. common environment effects); VP is the total phenotypic variance, which is the sum of 
VI, any other random effect variance (here, social male identity) and the residual variance 
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(VR); the term π2/3 is added because the logistic variance is proportional to it (Nakagawa and 
Schielzeth 2010). Repeatability was also estimated on the original scale as: REGP,ori = (VIP

2/
(1 + β0)

2)/((VP)P
2)/(1 + β0)

2 + P(1 - P)), where P = exp(β0)/(1+exp(β0)), i.e. the inverse-logit 
transformation of the link-scale intercept β0 (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2010).

Second, we estimated the heritability of female EGP likelihood (h2
EGP) by extending model 

1 into animal models, models 2–5 (following Kruuk and Hadfield 2007). We progressively 
added the following random effects: (I) the animal term, linked to the pedigree (pruned to 
698 informative females), to model VA, now separated from VPE, which is reflected by female 
identity (model 2); (II) the field period, nested within the year, to account for temporal effects 
(model 3); and, (III) the identity of each female’s mother (i.e. the maternal grandmother of 
each female’s extra-group/within-group offspring), to account for maternal effects. Given that 
for 435/1553 cases the identity of the female’s mother was missing, we assigned a dummy 
maternal identity to each female with unknown mother (model 4). To test that this procedure 
did not bias results, we also analysed a subset (n = 1118) of offspring produced by females 
with known mothers (model 5). The heritability of female EGP likelihood was estimated on 
the latent (logit) scale as h2

EGP,lat = VA/(VP + π2/3) and on the original scale as h2
EGP,ori = (VAP2/

(1 + β0)
2)/((VP)P

2)/(1 + β0)
2 + P(1 - P)), where VP is the sum of VA, VPE, other random effect 

variances and VR (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2010).

Finally, we evaluated the maximum strength of selection on female EGP likelihood via indirect 
additive genetic benefits, by multiplying the observed average female EGP likelihood in our 
population (µEGP) by the maximised phenotypic standard deviation (σmax) in this likelihood, as 
Eqn 1 (Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Reid et al. 2011b).
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4.4. Results

Female EGP likelihood had a significant but low repeatability (REGP,lat = 0.12, REGP,ori = 0.13, 
Table 4.1) – noting that the average repeatability for behavioural traits across taxa is 0.37 
(Bell et al. 2009). It also had a significant between-female variance VI (i.e. VA plus VPE), 
which accounted for ca 27% of the phenotypic variance in the repeatability GLMM (model 
1; see Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1).

Female EGP likelihood had a significant, moderately small heritability: h2
EGP,lat = 0.13 and 

h2
EGP,ori = 0.12 (Table 4.2), noting that the average heritability of behavioural traits across 

taxa is 0.24 (Dochtermann et al. 2019). Disentangling VA from VPE (in the animal models) 
revealed that virtually all VI reflected significant additive genetic effects, which explained 
28% of phenotypic variance in female EGP likelihood, while permanent environment effects 
explained near-zero variance (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.2). 

Year and field period explained near-zero variance in female EGP likelihood. Maternal effects 
also explained near-zero variance, both in model 4 (fitted on the full dataset, using a dummy 
variable when the identity of a female’s mother was missing) and in model 5 (fitted on a 
subset of females with known mothers), which indicates that our dummy variable procedure 
did not bias results (Table 4.2, Supplementary Table S4.1). Consistent with previous research 
in the Seychelles warbler, social male identity explained a large amount (41%) of variance in 
female EGP likelihood and all fitted fixed effects (group size, female and social male age and 
age2) had a significant influence on EGP likelihood (Fig.4.1-4.2).

To assess the strength of selection via indirect additive genetic benefits on female extra-pair 
reproduction (without accounting for any differences in additive genetic fitness between 
EGO and WGO), we multiplied the heritability of female EGP likelihood by the maximised 
phenotypic standard deviation in this likelihood. The multiplicative value obtained was small 
(0.059): ΔI = h2 * σmax * d = 0.12 * 0.49 * d = 0.059 * d, where σmax = √0.40(1 - 0.40) and 0.40 
is the observed female EGP likelihood in our study population.
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Figure 4.1. Variance components of the likelihood that female Seychelles warblers produce an extra-group 
offspring (‘female EGP likelihood’), from our GLMMs (Table 4.1). In model 1, the individual variance consists 
of the additive genetic (VA) plus the permanent environment (VPE) variance; in models 2-4 (animal models), VA and 
VPE are modelled separately (VPE is not visible in the figure as it explains < 0.1% of the total phenotypic variance). 
Year and field period (models 3–4) and the maternal effect (model 4) do not appear in the figure as they explain < 
0.1% of the total phenotypic variance.
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Figure 4.2. Effect of female age, social male age and group size on the likelihood that females Seychelles 
warblers produce an extra-group offspring. The posterior modes of fixed effects from our full GLMM (model 4, 
see Table 4.2) are plotted with their associated 95% credible intervals (error bars). All parameters are significant (i.e. 
have credible intervals not overlapping zero).
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4.5. Discussion

In Seychelles warblers, the likelihood that the (normally single) offspring produced in a clutch 
by a female was an EGO (on average 40%) showed low repeatability (R = 0.13) and moderately 
low heritability (h2 = 0.12). The additive genetic variance (VA) comprised a significant amount 
(24%) of the total phenotypic variance in this likelihood, while the permanent environment 
variance (VPE) was near-zero. This suggests that the between-individual variation in female EGP 
likelihood is largely driven by additive genetic effects and not by common environment effects.

The heritability of female EGP likelihood in the Seychelles warbler was about half the size 
of the average heritability of behavioural traits (h2 = 0.24) and less than half the size of the 
mean heritability of mating behaviours (h2 = 0.35) across taxa (Dochtermann et al. 2019). It 
was in the low end of the range of the heritability spectrum for behaviours in other species 
(Dochtermann et al. 2019) and close to that of a personality trait (h2 = 0.17, exploratory 
behaviour) in the Seychelles warbler (Edwards et al. 2017). Female EGP likelihood in 
Seychelles warblers showed a similar heritability to female EPP rate (Reid et al. 2011b) and 
EPP likelihood (Reid 2012; Reid, Arcese, Keller, et al. 2014) in a natural population of the 
song sparrow (Melospiza melodia) and to female EPP rate in a captive population of the zebra 
finch (Taeniopygia guttata; Forstmeier et al. 2011). To our knowledge, the aforementioned 
song sparrow studies are the only ones that have quantified the VA and heritability of female 
extra-pair offspring production in a socially monogamous natural population (see also: Reid 
and Wolak 2018). More (though still few) studies to date have calculated the narrow-sense 
heritability of polyandry, in terms of multi-male mating by females, in promiscuous species 
(more commonly in lab systems) and have also provided moderately low heritability 
estimates (see e.g. Simmons 2003; Shuker et al. 2007; Evans and Simmons 2008; McFarlane 
et al. 2011). 

One of the key hypothesis on the evolution of infidelity, the good genes hypothesis, maintains 
that female infidelity evolved under selection acting through indirect additive genetic benefits, 
i.e. enhanced (additive) genetic quality, and thus lifetime reproductive success, of extra-pair 
offspring (Hamilton and Zuk 1982). In order for female infidelity to evolve via this indirect 
selection, female extra-pair reproduction is required to show VA and h2 greater than zero 
(Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Reid et al. 2011b). In the Seychelles warblers this is true, but 
the heritability of female EGP likelihood is moderately low, which suggests that the strength 
of selection via ‘good genes’ benefits (ΔI) is unlikely to be high. In fact, the posterior mode, 
and even the upper 95% credible interval estimate, of h2 in our study are lower than assumed 
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heritability values (0.4 or 1.00) used in published estimations of the maximum possible ΔI, 

which was found to be small (see: Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005). Moreover, we find that the 
product of the heritability and the maximised phenotypic standard deviation (0.49) in female 
EGP likelihood is also small (0.059), further suggesting that ΔI is unlikely to be strong in the 
Seychelles warbler. 

For ΔI to be high, the difference between the additive genetic value of EGO and WGO 
(d) is required to be considerable. To date, evidence that extra-pair young are fitter than 
their within-pair maternal half-sibs is scarce (Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Ackay and 
Roughgarden 2007). No differences in or, even, lower fitness levels of extra- vs within-pair 
young have emerged from numerous studies assessing offspring fitness components (or traits 
hypothesised to correlate with fitness) in specific life-history stages (e.g. Krokene 1998; 
Whittingham et al. 2001; but see e.g. Foerster et al. 2003) or, more reliably, throughout 
life (e.g. Sardell et al. 2012; Hsu et al. 2014) (but see e.g. Schmoll et al. 2009). Notably, 
a limitation of these studies is that they assess the phenotypic fitness of offspring, which 
mirrors both genetic and environmental effects. Moreover, fitness comparisons of within- 
and extra-pair offspring do not strictly test whether extra-pair offspring are fitter than the 
within-pair offspring that a female would have produced had she only copulated with her 
social male (i.e. the true assumption of indirect genetic benefit models). To our knowledge, 
only one study has performed such a comparison, availing itself of an extensive pedigree 
from a natural population of song sparrows (Reid and Sardell 2012). This study estimated 
the additive genetic value for recruitment (i.e. the sum of the average additive effect of 
an individual’s alleles on recruitment) of the extra-pair offspring and their hypothetical 
within-pair siblings. Reid and Sardell (2012) found that extra-pair offspring had lower 
additive genetic value for recruitment and suggested that there may be a (weak) indirect 
selection against female extra-pair reproduction in the song sparrow. 

In the Seychelles warblers, previous work has shown that females paired with males carrying 
low MHC diversity were more likely to obtain extra-pair fertilisations with males of higher 
MHC diversity (Richardson et al. 2005), and that juvenile survival was predicted by MHC 
diversity (Brouwer et al. 2010). These findings suggest that extra-pair offspring may be fitter 
than the within-pair offspring that they have substituted, and that this fitness difference is 
due to (over-)dominance genetic effects (heterozygous advantage). Whether within- and 
extra-pair offspring differ in their additive genetic fitness is however not yet known. In any 
case, the moderately low heritability of female extra-pair reproduction, suggests that the 
force of selection via indirect additive genetic benefits is unlikely to be strong. 
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Although we cannot completely exclude that the evolution of female infidelity is partially 
driven by good genes benefits, it is more likely that other mechanisms are responsible. Given 
that female extra-pair reproduction shows non-zero heritability, there seems to be potential 
for a continued response to selection on this female trait (Reid et al. 2011b). Such selection 
may be indirect and promote female extra-pair reproduction through non-additive genetic 
benefits, such as heterozygosity or genetic compatibility in offspring (Zeh and Zeh 1996; 
Brown 1997), which would increase fitness via epistasis, dominance or over-dominance 
(see: Kempenaers 2007). Alternatively, there could be selection on female infidelity acting 
via direct benefits to polyandrous females, e.g. fertility assurance (Sheldon 1994); further 
research is needed to investigate this in the Seychelles warbler. 

Another possibility is that infidelity is not adaptive to females and that it evolved because 
of genetic constraints (Halliday and Arnold 1987; Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005). Female 
infidelity may have co-evolved under sexually-antagonistic selection with traits improving 
male reproductive competitiveness (Halliday and Arnold 1987; Keller and Reeve 1995; 
Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005). This may occur either via linkage disequilibrium deriving 
from assortative mating between unfaithful females and successful sires (Keller and Reeve 
1995) or via pleiotropic effects between alleles carrying female infidelity and alleles carrying 
male traits that increase paternity success (Halliday and Arnold 1987). Very few studies to 
date have tested such hypotheses in socially monogamous species and have mostly failed 
to provide clear supporting evidence (Reid, Arcese, Keller, et al. 2014; Zietsch et al. 2015; 
Reid and Wolak 2018) (but see: Forstmeier et al. 2011). Alternatively, female infidelity may 
have evolved because genetically correlated to female traits enhancing reproductive success 
(Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Forstmeier 2007). To our knowledge, only two studies 
have quantified the genetic correlation between female infidelity and a traits increasing 
reproductive success in socially monogamous species and have both produced no clear 
evidence for this (Forstmeier et al. 2011; Reid 2012). More studies are needed to quantify 
variance and covariance components of female infidelity if we are to fully understand the 
genetic mechanisms underlying the evolution of this mating behaviour.
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4.6. Conclusions

Our study is one of very few to directly address a genetic mechanism potentially underlying 
the evolution of infidelity in a socially monogamous system. We quantified the additive 
genetic variance and heritability of female infidelity, and showed that these genetic measures 
are non-zero, but that heritability is moderately low in the Seychelles warbler. Our findings 
undermine the influential ‘good genes’ hypothesis, which maintains that female infidelity 
evolved because of selection acting via indirect additive genetic benefits. Our results suggest 
that female extra-pair reproduction may evolve via other (non-additive) indirect genetic 
benefits (i.e. heterozygosity/genetic compatibility), direct benefits (e.g. fertility assurance), 
or due to genetic constraints (i.e. within- or cross-sex genetic correlations with other traits 
under positive selection).
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Supplementary Figure S4.1. Plot of heritability values (for the likelihood of producing extra-group offspring) 
and associated detection power in female Seychelles warblers.
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5.1. Abstract

In socially monogamous but genetically promiscuous species, extra-pair paternity has been 
hypothesised to increase variance in male reproductive success beyond that resulting from 
a monogamous mating system. However, this hypothesis has been rarely tested definitively 
in natural populations, due to incomplete data on male apparent (social) and actual (genetic) 
lifetime reproductive success. Moreover, even though extra- and within-pair paternity 
are often age-dependent, age-specific variances in male reproductive success have rarely 
been quantified. We analysed 20 years of complete genetic and life history data from an 
insular population of the Seychelles warblers (Acrocephalus sechellensis), a facultatively 
cooperative breeder that is socially monogamous and genetically promiscuous. We quantified 
the contribution of extra-group paternity to the total and age-specific variance in reproductive 
success (RS) standardised by the squared mean, i.e. the ‘opportunity for selection’ (the 
maximum possible strength of selection that can act on a trait). Moreover, we compared the 
standardised variance in actual vs apparent reproductive success to assess if EGP increased 
the opportunity for selection over that resulting from the social mating system. Overall, 
the contribution of EGP to the variance in lifetime reproductive success was two thirds of 
the contribution of within-group paternity (WGP), and it provided a modest increase in the 
variance in RS (22%). Partitioning the total opportunity for selection (across all males) and the 
age-specific opportunity for selection (of males surviving to each age) into their age-specific 
(co)variance components, showed that the relative contribution of EGP was often smaller 
than that of WGP. However, the contribution of EGP to the variance in reproductive success 
was substantial at most ages and varied considerably with age. Therefore, EGP provided 
an important age-dependent contribution to the opportunity for selection in the Seychelles 
warbler, potentially influencing evolutionary processes in this age-structured population. This 
highlights the importance of accounting for age-specific variation in age-structured systems. 
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5.2. Introduction

Across socially monogamous species, the occurrence of extra-pair paternity (EPP), a direct 
consequence of infidelity, is common (Griffith et al. 2002; Westneat and Stewart 2003; 
Forstmeier et al. 2014). EPP success is widely hypothesised to be linked to high genetic and/
or phenotypic male quality and to covary positively with within-pair paternity (WPP), thus 
increasing the reproductive output of males with already high WPP success (Jennions and 
Petrie 2000; Ackay and Roughgarden 2007; Hsu et al. 2015). EPP is therefore expected to 
increase the variance in male reproductive success and, consequently, the maximum strength 
of selection that can act on traits (‘opportunity for selection’), i.e. the mean-standardised 
variance (Arnold and Wade 1984), beyond that arising from genetically monogamous mating 
systems (Webster et al. 1995). 

Many studies have tested whether EPP increases the opportunity for selection by comparing 
the standardised variance in actual reproductive success (RS), i.e. the number of young sired, 
to the standardised variance in apparent reproduction (RSap), i.e. the number of offspring 
produced by a male’s social female (reviewed in: Lebigre et al. 2012). Several of these 
studies also assessed the contribution of EPP, WPP and their covariance to the standardised 
variance in male RS. This is because, depending on the sign of this covariance, EPP may 
either increase (positive) or decrease (negative) the opportunity for selection (Webster et al. 
1995). However, such research has provided mixed evidence. While several studies have 
shown that EPP greatly increased the standardised variance in RS over that resulting from 
monogamy, i.e. RSap (e.g. Yezerinac et al. 1995; Kleven et al. 2006b; Albrecht et al. 2007), 
others have found a modest or no difference between the variances in RS and RSap (e.g. 
Webster et al. 2001; Webster et al. 2007; Lebigre et al. 2012; Grunst et al. 2019). 

One problem with many of the aforementioned studies,  especially those that found EPP 
to increase the standardised variance in male fitness considerably, is that they were often 
unable to assign paternity to the majority of extra-pair offspring; this incomplete sampling of 
extra-pair sires was demonstrated to cause a systematic under-estimation of the mean of RS 
and, consequently, an over-estimation of the effect of EPP on the opportunity for selection 
(Freeman-Gallant et al. 2005; Lebigre et al. 2012).

Another pitfall of many studies that tested if EPP increases the variance in RS is the 
non-random sampling of individuals in a population with respect to genetic and/or phenotypic 
quality. This can be due to the relative ease in detecting males that rear dependent offspring 
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and defend their territories/social females, compared to males that do not obtain a territory/
social mate or whose breeding attempt(s) fail early on in a breeding season. This bias may 
cause an underestimation of males with zero RS and a consequent bias in the mean and 
variance of RS (Webster et al. 1995; Sheldon and Ellegren 1999; Webster et al. 2001; Lebigre 
et al. 2012; Schlicht and Kempenaers 2013).

Finally, most studies on the opportunity for selection via EPP have estimated the standardised 
variance in annual reproduction within a single or a few years. This is problematic, because it 
is lifetime, rather than annual, reproduction that constitutes the entire genetic contribution of 
an individual to the next generation. Therefore, it is the standardised variance in lifetime RS 
that captures the total opportunity for selection and ultimately shapes evolutionary processes 
(Brommer et al. 2002; Lebigre et al. 2012). To our knowledge, only three studies have estimated 
and compared the overall standardised variance in lifetime RS and RSap (Webster et al. 2007; 
Lebigre et al. 2012; Grunst et al. 2019) and have not detected a large difference between the two.

In iteroparous species, there is evidence for age-dependent changes in the mean of RS (see 
reviews e.g. Nussey et al. 2013; Lemaître and Gaillard 2017) and its components, EPP and 
WPP success, with older males generally gaining more EPP and losing less WPP (e.g. Cleasby 
and Nakagawa 2012; Hsu et al. 2015; Hsu et al. 2017). If, in addition to the mean, the variance 
in age-specific EPP were to differ across male age groups, this may cause the variance in 
overall RS, and the opportunity for selection, to also vary with age. These changes may in 
turn alter demographic variance and effective population size and, consequently, genetic drift 
and inbreeding (Arnold and Wade 1984; Engen et al. 2005; Lebigre et al. 2013). Studies 
solely addressing the overall standardised variance in lifetime RS are bound to overlook 
the effect that EPP may have at different ages on both the age-specific and total (lifetime) 
opportunity for selection. To our knowledge, only one other study (Lebigre et al. 2013) has 
estimated the contribution of EPP to the variance in age-specific and lifetime RS of males 
across different age groups. Comprehensive analyses that quantify both the lifetime and 
age-specific standardised variances in RS, and compare such variances with the standardised 
variances in lifetime and age-specific RSap, are required if we are to better understand the 
effect of EPP on evolutionary processes in age-structured populations (Lebigre et al. 2013).

Here, we analyse 20 years of genetic pedigree and life history data from a natural population of 
Seychelles warblers (Acrocephalus sechellensis) on Cousin Island (Republic of Seychelles). 
This species is facultatively cooperative and is known to be socially monogamous but 
genetically promiscuous. About 44% of young are sired by males other than a female’s social 
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male, which is almost always an extra-group male (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 
2006). Reproduction is age-dependent: within-males, annual extra-group paternity (EGP) and 
within-group paternity (WGP) success display an early-life increase and a late-life decline 
(Raj Pant et al., in review; chapter 3). Moreover, between-individual differences in annual 
EGP and WGP are unrelated to selective appearance and disappearance (Raj Pant et al., in 
review; chapter 3). Complete and accurate data on extra-pair paternity are available because 
inter-island migration is virtually zero (Komdeur et al. 2004; Komdeur et al. 2016) and, since 
1997, over 96% of birds have been individually colour-ringed and sampled, with their annual 
reproductive success monitored from birth till death (Brouwer et al. 2010). Using this data, 
we aim to: I) quantify the total and age-specific opportunity for selection via EGP, and, II) 
assess whether EGP increases the amount of standardised variance in male fitness beyond 
that arising under the apparent (social) mating system. 

5.3. Methods

5.3.1. Study system
The Seychelles warbler is an insectivorous passerine endemic to the Seychelles archipelago. 
The population on Cousin Island (29 ha, 04°20′S, 55°40′E) has been monitored as part 
of a long-term study, which started in 1981 and was intensified in 1997 (Komdeur 1992; 
Richardson et al. 2003; Hammers et al. 2019). Since then, virtually all breeding attempts have 
been followed each year during the major breeding season (June–September) and, often, 
also during the minor breeding season (January–March; Hammers et al. 2019). Every year, 
as many individuals as possible were caught, either in the nest (nestlings) or using mist nets. 
Newly caught birds were assigned a unique combination of three colour rings and a British 
Trust for Ornithology metal ring. This resulted in >96% of adult birds in the population 
having been ringed and blood sampled (ca 25 μl by brachial venepuncture) since 1997 
(Richardson et al. 2001). The DNA extracted from blood samples was used for molecular 
sexing (following Griffiths et al. 1998) and genotyping based on 30 microsatellite loci (see: 
Richardson et al. 2001; Spurgin et al. 2014). Parentage was assigned to 2039 offspring (born 
1991-2018) using MasterBayes 2.52 (details in: Hadfield et al. 2006; Edwards et al. 2018) 
and served to construct a genetic pedigree (see: Edwards et al. 2018). In the Seychelles 
warbler, inter-island dispersal is <0.1% (Komdeur et al. 2004; Komdeur et al. 2016) and 
individual re-sighting probability per season on Cousin is very high (ca 92–98%, Brouwer 
et al., 2010). Therefore, individuals that were not seen over two consecutive seasons could 
be assumed dead (Hammers et al. 2013) and accurate parentage data, not confounded by 
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migration in and out of the population, was obtained.

Seychelles warblers are territorial: individuals normally pair up, reside in and defend the 
same territory for life (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2007). In about 30% (1997-1999) 
or 50% (2003-2014) of territories, the dominant pair is joined by one or more subordinates 
of either sex (Komdeur 1992; Richardson et al. 2002; Richardson et al. 2007; Kingma et 
al. 2016). Each season, group membership and individual social status were assigned to all 
birds. Groups, and their territory boundaries, were identified using observed foraging and 
singing locations, non-aggressive social interactions and aggressive territorial interactions 
(e.g. Bebbington et al. 2017). Within groups, dominant pairs were identified via pair and 
courtship behaviours. Subordinate birds, which are often, but not always, offspring that have 
delayed dispersal (Komdeur 1992; Kingma et al. 2016) were assigned ‘helper’ or ‘non-helper’ 
status based on whether they contributed to raising young in their territory (Komdeur 1994; 
Richardson et al. 2002). 

Although Seychelles warblers are socially monogamous, ca 44% of offspring are sired by 
males other than the dominant male in their group (Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 
2006). Clutches typically consist of one egg, though ca 20% of nests contain one or two 
extra eggs, often laid by subordinate females (Richardson et al. 2001). In fact, about 15% of 
offspring in the population are produced by subordinate females (Richardson et al. 2001). We 
refer to dominant females and the co-breeding subordinate females as the ‘social females’ 
of the dominant male in their group, as dominant males often fertilise both the dominant 
and subordinate female(s) in their territory (Richardson et al. 2001; Richardson et al. 2002). 
Almost all paternity is acquired by dominant males (Richardson et al. 2001); only ca 2.5% of 
young are sired by subordinate males (usually those transitioning towards dominant status), 
and only ca 0.9% of offspring are produced by within-group subordinate males (Raj Pant 
et al. 2019). Thus, EPP is almost always extra-group paternity (EGP), i.e. resulting from 
fertilizations by dominant males from outside the group (hence we use the term ‘EGP’).

5.3.2. Dataset assembly
We compiled a dataset of 250 reproductively mature males (i.e. ≥ 1 year old; ages were 
rounded to the closest integer) born on Cousin in 1997-2005 for which complete data on 
lifetime reproductive success was available (individual translocated in 2004 and 2011 for 
conservation reasons were excluded; Richardson et al. 2006; Wright, Shah, et al. 2014). The 
upper bound of 2005 for hatch year was set to avoid biasing the dataset towards short-lived 
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males born in late years of the field project. Parentage data for young hatched on Cousin 
during major breeding seasons and surviving to independence (i.e. ≥3 months of age) was 
used to estimate male annual and lifetime measures of actual (genetic) paternity success: EGP 
(the number of young sired outside a male’s social group), within-group paternity (WGP, the 
number of young sired within the male’s social group) and total reproductive success (RS, 
the total number of young sired). Apparent (social) paternity success (RSap) was estimated 
for each male as the total number of young produced by the male’s social female(s) (the 
dominant female and, where present, subordinate female co-breeder in the male’s group). 
Males not occupying a dominant position and therefore not socially bonded to female(s) 
were assigned an RSap of zero. In our realised and apparent RS estimates, only offspring that 
survived to independence were included.

5.3.3. Statistical analyses
First, we quantified the total contribution of EGP and WGP to the variance in lifetime RS by 
partitioning the latter into its (co)variance components. Given that RS is the sum of EGP and 
WGP, the variance in RS, Var(RS), can be partitioned into the variances in EGP and WGP, 
Var(EGP) and Var(WGP), and their covariance, Cov(EGP,WGP) (Webster et al. 1995):

Var(RS) = Var(EGP) + Var(WGP) + 2Cov(EGP,WGP)                         Eqn. 1

Second, we quantified the contribution of age-specific EGP and WGP to the variance in 
lifetime RS across all males, accounting for their longevity. To do so, all variances of 
age-specific RS, and all (co)variance components of age-specific RS, are required to add up 
to the total variance in lifetime RS, var(LRS). To fulfil this requirement, we employed the 
‘additive method’ of variance partitioning, which involves assigning an age-specific RS of 
zero to individuals that have died at earlier ages than the oldest observed individual(s). Thus, 
the variance in lifetime RS, Var(LRS), can be partitioned into:

Var(LRS) =                                   Eqn. 2

where Var(RSi) and Var(RSj) are the variances in RS at ages i and j (age-specific variances), 
respectively, Cov(RSi, RSj) is the covariance between the RS at age i and j (between-age 
covariance), and n is the maximum age considered (Arnold and Wade 1984; Koenig et al. 
1991; Lebigre et al. 2013). Var(LRS) can be further partitioned into its age-specific EGP and 
WGP (co)variance components:

Var(LRS) =                                    Eqn. 3
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where Var(EGPi) and Var(WGPi) are the age-specific variances in EGP and WGP, respectively; 
Cov(EGPi, EGPj) and Cov(WGPi, WGPj) are the between-age covariances in EGP and WGP; 
Cov(EGPi, WGPi) and Cov(EGPi, WGPi) are the within-age and between-age covariances 
between EGP and WGP (Arnold and Wade 1984; Koenig et al. 1991; Lebigre et al. 2013). We 
estimated age-specific (co)variances for 12 age classes. We grouped males aged  ≥12 years 
into one class, as these were rare (see Fig. 5.1). All other age classes consisted of one year 
(1 to 11 years).

Third, we quantified the contribution of EGP and WGP to the variance in age-specific 
reproductive success of males that survived to each age. To do so, we employed the 
‘independent method’ of variance decomposition (Koenig and Albano 1987; Koenig et 
al. 1991), which estimates (co)variance components of age-specific RS independent of 
longevity, by assigning missing values (rather than zero age-specific RS) to individuals that 
died before each age.

Finally, we compared the variance in RS to that in RSap, by calculating their ratio, at three 
levels: overall (i.e. lifetime measures), at each age across all males (i.e. age-specific measures 
estimated with the additive method) and at each age across males surviving to that age (i.e. 
age-specific meaures estimated with the independent method).

All estimated (co)variances were standardized by dividing the squared mean of RS (or of 
RSap) in order to quantify the ‘opportunity for selection’ and allow comparison with other 
studies. Lifetime (co)variances as well as age-specific (co)variance components of lifetime 
RS/RSap (estimated with the additive method) were standardized by the squared mean of 
lifetime RS/RSap; (co)variances in the age-specific RS/RSap of males surviving to each age 
(estimated with the independent method) were mean-standardised within ages (i.e. divided 
by the corresponding age-specific squared mean of RS/RSap).
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5.4. Results

Throughout their lives, Seychelles warbler males that were born on Cousin in 1997-2005 (n = 
250) sired an average of 1.8 total offspring that reached independence (range: 0-16, median: 
0, mode: 0), 0.7 extra-group (range: 0-7, median: 0, mode: 0) and 1.1 within-group offspring 
(range: 0-9, median: 1, mode: 0; Fig. 5.1). Across these males, mean lifetime EGP success 
accounted for 35% of mean lifetime RS. Males who never became dominant in life produced 
zero offspring (n = 50). Almost all (within- and extra-group) young were sired by dominant 
males: only 11/471 offspring had a subordinated sire and 8 of those 11 offspring were sired 
by a male that transitioned to dominance within the following year. Seychelles warbler males 
had an average of 1.6 apparent (social) offspring (range: 0-11, median: 1, mode: 0, Fig. 5.1). 

The number of offspring sired in life was left-skewed, with 50% (126/250) of males having 
no offspring and only 9% (22/250) of males siring >6 offspring; the number of apparent 
offspring produced was also left-skewed (Fig. 5.1). The mean age at first dominance (for 
males who became dominant in life, n = 200) was 1.8 years (range: 1-6, median: 2, mode: 
2; Supplementary Fig. S5.1). Among successful breeders (i.e. males siring at least one 
offspring), lifetime RS was positively related to the proportion of EGP gained in life (GLMM: 
β ± SE = 0.11 ± 0.05, p <0.05; Supplementary Table S5.1). Not surprisingly longevity had a 
large positive effect on lifetime RS (GLMM: β ± SE = 0.48 ± 0.05, p <0.001) while a later 
age of first dominance had a negative effect on it (GLMM: β ± SE = -0.14 ± 0.05, p <0.01; 
Supplementary Table S5.1). Longevity and age at first dominance were also associated with 
lifetime EGP success positively and negatively, respectively (GLMM: βlongevity ± SE = 0.81 ± 
0.07, p <0.001; βAFD ± SE = -0.23 ± 0.08, p <0.01) and lifetime WGP success (GLMM: βlongevity 
± SE = 0.87 ± 0.06, p <0.001; βAFD ± SE = -0.15 ± 0.06, p <0.05; Supplementary Table S5.2) 
of males gaining dominance in life.
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Figure 5.1. Distribution of lifetime extra-group paternity (EGP, top left), within-group paternity (WGP, top 
right), total reproductive success (RS, bottom left) and apparent reproductive success (RSap, bottom right) 
in male Seychelles warblers (n = 250). Actual paternity success measures – EGP, WGP and RS – consist of the 
number of extra-group, within-group and total offspring sired by males throughout life. The apparent reproduction 
measure RSap corresponds to the number of young produced by a male’s social female(s) throughout the male’s life.

5.4.1. Standardised variance in lifetime EGP and RS
The standardised variance in lifetime RS across male Seychelles warblers was 2.1 (Fig. 
5.2, Table 5.1). The contribution of lifetime EGP to this variance was ca 26%, while the 
contribution of lifetime WGP was ca 40%; twice the covariance between EGP and WGP, 
which was positive, accounted for 34% of the variance in lifetime RS (Fig. 5.2, Table 5.1). 
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Figure 5.2. The standardised variance in lifetime reproductive success and its lifetime (co)variance 
components for male Seychelles warblers (n = 250). The variance in lifetime paternity success is partitioned into 
the variance in extra-group paternity (EGP) and within-group paternity (WGP) success, plus twice their covariance, 
2Cov(EGP,WGP). 

5.4.2. Standardised variance in age-specific EGP and lifetime RS – additive method
The contribution of age-specific EGP success to the variance in lifetime RS showed a 
quadratic function with age; it increased from 1-5 years, peaked at 5-6 years, and decreased 
subsequently (Fig. 5.3, Supplementary Fig. S5.2, Table 5.1). The impact of WGP success on 
the variance in lifetime RS also showed a quadratic change with age: it was lowest at age 
1, peaking at 2-3 and declining thereafter (Fig. 5.3, Supplementary Fig. S5.2, Table 5.1). 
Within ages, the covariance between EGP and WGP was always positive, except for at the 
age of 1, when it was negative but with a near-zero absolute value (<0.0001). Overall, the 
variance contribution of age-specific RS to total lifetime RS showed an increase till 7 years 
of age, was highest between 2 and 7 years, and was lower from 8 years of age onward (Fig 
5.3, Supplementary Fig. S5.3).

The age-specific variance contribution of EGP to lifetime RS relative to that of WGP 
(expressed by the variance ratio of age-specific EGP to WGP) varied across ages (Fig. 5.4). 
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It increased from the age of 1 to 5 years and peaked at 5 and 6 years (ratios of 1.46 and 1.38, 
respectively), ages at which the contribution of EGP to RS was moderately higher than that 
of WGP. At older ages the contribution of EGP was lower, but almost as high as that of WGP, 
as the ratio had values close to 1 (ranging 0.95-0.99) at ages 8, 9 and 11. The ratio was lowest 
at the age of 1 year and after ≥12 years. 

Overall, the strongest age-specific contributions to the variance in lifetime RS came from the 
variance in WGP at ages of 2 to 7 years, and from the variance in EGP at ages of 3 to 6 years 
(and overall from the variance in age-specific RS at ages 2-7). Within-age and between-age 
covariances in EGP, WGP, or between EGP and WGP, had relatively small absolute values 
(Fig. 5.3), but, generally, their sums (positive) contributed significantly the total variance 
in lifetime RS; the same was true for sums of within- and, particularly, between-age (co)
variances in age-specific RS (Table 5.1, 5.2).
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Figure 5.3. Additive method – standardised variance in the age-specific reproductive success (bottom right) of 
male Seychelles warblers on Cousin island (n = 250) and its (co)variance components: extra-group paternity, 
EGP (top left), within-group paternity, WGP (top right) and twice their covariance, 2Covariance(EGP,WGP) 
(bottom left). The covariances between age-specific EGP and WGP were positive within all ages, except at the age 
of 1 year, when the covariance was essentially zero. For visual purposes, age-specific means in EGP, WGP and RS 
were not displayed in the figure (some of the values for RS were >1) but can be found in Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.4. Additive method – ratio of the standardised variances in age-specific extra-group paternity, 
Var(EGP), over within-group paternity, Var(WGP), of male Seychelles warblers (n = 250). 

5.4.3. Standardised variance in age-specific EGP and RS of males surviving to each age – 
independent method
The standardised variance in age-specific EGP of males surviving to each age was highest in 
males of 1 year, likely due to the extremely low mean (0.004; Table 5.3). The standardised 
variance in age-specific EGP did not vary substantially across males of different ages over 1 
year (Fig. 5.5, Table 5.3). The standardised variance in age-specific WGP of males surviving 
to each age decreased from 1 year old to 6 years old males (lowest point) and increased in 
older males. The same was also true, though less markedly, for the standardised variance in 
age-specific RS of males surviving to each age (Fig. 5.5, Table 5.3). Most of the age-specific 
covariances between EGP and WGP were positive and, overall, absolute values of covariances 
were much smaller than those of variances of EGP and WGP (Fig. 5.5, Table 5.3).

The variance contribution of EGP to age-specific RS of males surviving to each age, relative 
to that of WGP, changed across male age groups and followed a similar pattern to the pattern 
when estimated with the additive method (Fig. 5.6). The age-specific variance ratio of EGP 
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to WGP of males surviving to each age increased from 1-year-old to 6-year-old males and 
was highest in males of 5 and 6 years of age, when the contribution of EGP to age-specific 
RS moderately exceeded that of WGP (ratios of 1.47 and 1.6, respectively). The age-specific 
contribution of EGP was lower in males ≥7 years old, though ratios were close to 1 (ranging 
0.92-1.04) in males at 8, 9 and 11 years of age.

Figure 5.5. Independent method – standardised variance in the age-specific reproductive success of 
Seychelles warblers males (n = 250) that survive to each age (bottom right), and its (co)variance components: 
extra-group paternity, EGP (top left), within-group paternity, WGP (top right) and twice their covariance, 
2Covariance(EGP,WGP) (bottom left). Means of age-specific EGP, WGP and RS are plotted as points over 
columns representing (co)variances in these paternity measures. For visual purposes, y-axis upper limits are set to 
5 and variance values >>5, i.e. in WGP and RS at age 1, are presented on the graphs. Means and sample sizes of 
surviving male age-groups can be found in Table 5.3. 

30

35
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Figure 5.6. Independent method – ratio of the standardised variances in age-specific extra-group paternity, 
Var(EGP), over within-group paternity, Var(WGP), of male Seychelles warbler that survived to each age (n 
= 250). 

5.4.4. RS and RSap

The standardised variance in lifetime RSap was 1.74 and the variance ratio of RS to RSap 

was 1.22, indicating that EPP increased the variance in RS by 22% over the variance 
arising from the social mating system (Table 5.1). Partitioning the variance in lifetime RSap 
with the additive method revealed that the contribution of variances in age-specific RSap 
changed across ages, increasing steeply from 1 to 3 years and exhibiting a general decline 
thereafter (Supplementary Fig. S5.3, Tables 5.1,5.2). Overall, the contribution of variances 
in age-specific RSap to the total variance in lifetime RSap were highest between 2 and 7 years 
of age. The age-specific variance ratio of RS over RSap was ≥0.85 across all ages (except age 
1 when the ratio was 0.30). The variance ratio of RS to RSap showed a general tendency to 
increase from young to old ages and was highest at age 9 (1.99); it was >1 also at ages 6-7 
and 10-11 (ranging 1.26-1.55; Fig. 5.7, Table 5.1).  Therefore, the contribution of age-specific 
RS and of age-specific RSap to actual and apparent lifetime reproduction, respectively, varied 
across ages (the first being higher than the latter at most ages >5). The sum of between-age 
covariances in RSap contributed significantly to the variance in lifetime RSap (Supplementary 
Fig. S5.3, Tables 5.1, 5.2).
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The independent method of variance decomposition showed that the standardised variance 
in age-dependent RSap was highest in males that survived to 1 year of age, possibly owing 
to the very low mean (0.06) and lowest at 6 years of age (Table 5.3). The variance ratio of 
age-specific RS to RSap was highest in males that survived to 1 year of age (2.09) and lowest 
in males surviving to 11 years of age (0.56); it had values between 1 and 1.5 across over half 
of male age groups (Fig. 5.8, Table 5.3), indicating that the variance in age-specific RS was 
higher than the variance in age-dependent RSap across the majority of age groups. 

Figure 5.7. Additive method – ratio of the standardised variances in age-specific actual reproductive success, 
Var(RS), to apparent reproductive success, Var(RSap), of male Seychelles warblers (n = 250). 
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Figure 5.8. Independent method – ratio of the standardised variances in age-specific actual reproductive 
success, Var(RS), to apparent reproductive success, Var(RSap), of male Seychelles warblers that survived to 
each age (n = 250). 
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5.5. Discussion

5.5.1. The total opportunity for selection via lifetime EGP
Various studies have assessed whether EPP increases the standardised variance in RS over 
that arising in a monogamous mating system (RSap) (e.g. Yezerinac et al. 1995; Kleven et 
al. 2006b; Albrecht et al. 2007), but only a handful have done this over the entire lifetime 
of individuals (Webster et al. 2007; Lebigre et al. 2012; Lebigre et al. 2013; Grunst et 
al. 2019), and only two of these studies (Lebigre et al. 2012; Lebigre et al. 2013) have 
targeted contained populations where almost complete male lifetime RS data was available 
to accurately resolve the question.  Here, we tested if EGP increased the opportunity for 
selection by comparing the standardised variance in lifetime RS to that in RSap in the closed 
population of male Seychelles warblers on Cousin Island, where dispersal is virtually absent.  
Further, we quantified the contributions of lifetime EGP and WGP to the total opportunity 
for selection. We found that, in male Seychelles warblers, the contribution of EGP success 
to the variance in lifetime RS (26%) was two thirds of the contribution of WGP success 
(40%). The positive covariance between lifetime EGP and WGP accounted for 33% of the 
total variance in lifetime RS and suggests that males siring more within-group offspring 
were also siring more extra-group young. This may be, at least partly, an effect of longevity, 
as individuals with longer lifespans partake in more reproductive events and, therefore, 
generally obtain higher lifetime RS (e.g. Clutton-Brock 1988; Merilä and Sheldon 2000)(but 
see e.g. Herényi et al. 2012). In fact, in the Seychelles warbler we found that long-lived males 
sired more within-group and extra-group offspring and hence produced a higher number of 
total offspring.

Overall, lifetime EGP increased the total opportunity for selection by 22%. This increase in 
standardised variance due to EGP is considerably lower than the increase in variance found 
in many of the earlier studies only analysing annual reproduction in other species (ranging 
3-1330% and being >200% in most of these studies; see references in Lebigre et al. 2012) 
The increase in the Seychelles warbler is, however, at the higher bound of that found in other 
studies examining lifetime reproduction (ranging 1-20%; Webster et al. 2007; Lebigre et al. 
2012; Grunst et al. 2019). This finding suggests that the increased opportunity for selection 
via EGP in the Seychelles warbler is modest. 
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5.5.2. The contribution of age-specific EGP to the total (additive method) and age-specific 
(independent method) opportunities for selection
In our study population, as in other age-structured populations, distributions of age-specific 
survival and reproduction (within- and extra-pair/group) often differ across ages. Solely 
targeting the overall impact of EPP/EGP on the total opportunity for selection may therefore 
obscure any differences in age-specific opportunities for selection and in their relative 
contribution to the total opportunity for selection (Lebigre et al. 2013). Since these differences 
can shape evolutionary processes by affecting demographic variance and effective population 
size and, consequently, genetic drift and inbreeding (Arnold and Wade 1984; Engen et al. 
2005; Lebigre et al. 2013), their assessment in age-structured populations may be valuable. 
Despite this, only one other study has assessed the age-specific contribution of EGP to the 
variance in total and age-specific RS and found these to change substantially across ages 
(Lebigre et al. 2013).

USING THE ADDITIVE METHOD. We first partitioned the total opportunity for selection 
among all male Seychelles warblers into its age-specific co-variance components, to detect 
the ages at which the contribution of EGP was highest. We employed the additive method of 
variance partitioning, which explicitly accounts for longevity by assigning an age-specific 
RS of zero to individuals that have died before each age (Arnold and Wade 1984; Koenig 
et al. 1991; Lebigre et al. 2013). We found that the age-specific contribution of EGP to 
the total opportunity for selection varied among ages (range: 0.06–2.35%) and was, in 
general, moderately lower than that of WGP (range: 0.33–2.70%). The age-specific variance 
contributions of both EGP and WGP were lowest at the age of 1 because almost no offspring 
were sired by 1-year-old males, including the ca 54% of males that had gained dominance 
in their first year. This is because most males are unable to successfully breed in their first 
year and those that attempt to do so in their territory are often cuckolded (Raj Pant et al. in 
review; chapter 3). The age-specific variance contribution of EGP increased from 1 to 5 years, 
exceeded that of WGP at 5 and 6 years of age, and declined thereafter, while the contribution 
of WGP increased till 2-3 years and displayed a general tendency to decline thereafter.

In Seychelles warblers, males are known to increase both their within- and extra-group 
offspring production till ca 7 and 8 years, respectively, after which senescence occurs 
(Raj Pant et al, in review; chapter 3). The general decline in the variance contribution of 
WGP from young to old ages (except at age 1, when almost no males reproduced) may 
therefore result from the increasingly higher number of males that manage to effectively 
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guard paternity and sire within-group offspring. This improvement in securing WGP possibly 
comes via an age-related increase in experience (Morton et al. 1990; Westneat and Stewart 
2003; Hsu et al. 2015) or body condition (Nakagawa et al. 2015) till mid-life. That most 
successful within-group sires produce one within-group offspring each per season (clutch 
size is typically one; Richardson et al. 2001) may also contribute to this lower variance in 
WGP. The decline in the variance contribution of both WGP and EGP to total lifetime RS 
after mid-life is likely linked to the fact that few males survive to old age. 

Why the contribution of EGP to the total opportunity for selection in male Seychelles 
warblers increases until 5-6 years of age is unclear. One possibility is that, since the majority 
of extra-group offspring are sired by males from neighbouring territories (Richardson et al. 
2001; Hadfield et al. 2006), males living in areas with high territorial density (and therefore 
higher breeding density) may be able to sire more extra-group offspring. Moreover, males 
residing in territories with helpers, which are known to provide load-lightening to dominant 
birds (van Boheemen et al. 2019), may be more able to seek extra-group fertilisations 
during the dependent phase of young in their own group. Also, EGP success before mid-life 
may be associated with male traits that are linked to sperm competitiveness and/or female 
preferences, such as MHC diversity, which correlates with  both WGP and EGP success in 
the Seychelles warbler (see Richardson et al. 2005) and song structure.

The additive method revealed that, despite causing a modest net increase of 22% in the total 
(lifetime) opportunity for selection, EGP increased the age-specific contribution of RS to the 
total opportunity for selection by 30-99%, from the age of 6 to 11 years (except at 8 years). 
Our results are consistent with the one other study that assessed the age-specific components 
of the variance in lifetime RS in song sparrows (Melospiza melodia) (Lebigre et al. 2013). 
That study showed that age-specific EPP increased such variance, beyond that arising from 
monogamy, to a much higher extent (4–251%) across ages. The results from the Seychelles 
warbler and the song sparrow clearly show that EGP can alter the age-specific distribution 
of male fitness in a population. This change is, in turn, likely to impact phenotypic and 
evolutionary processes in the population. Predicting their effects, however, is challenging 
because other factors, e.g. demographic variance and age-specific assortative mating, 
may also influence such processes (see Lebigre et al. 2013). In Seychelles warblers, the 
age-specific (to lifetime) variance contribution of RSap was higher than that of RS at ages <6 
and ≥12 years, but not by much (2–14 % difference). The only exception was at the age of 
1 year (300% difference), probably because almost no males managed to sired offspring at 
this age. Indeed, the majority of the (very few) males that successfully raised an offspring 
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in their territory did not sire said offspring (the probability of being cuckolded is highest in 
1-year-old males; Raj Pant et al, in review; chapter 3).

USING THE INDEPENDENT METHOD.  After quantifying the contribution of EGP to the 
total (lifetime) opportunity for selection, we assessed the impact of EGP on the age-specific 
opportunity for selection (i.e. among males reaching each age) and identified the ages at 
which the opportunity for selection was strongest. We employed the independent method 
of variance partitioning, which only considers males that survive to each age and, therefore, 
estimates age-specific (co)variances that are independent of each other and of individual 
longevity (Arnold and Wade 1984; Koenig and Albano 1987; Koenig et al. 1991). The 
standardised variance in the age-specific RS of males surviving to each age (and in both 
EGP and WGP) was highest in 1-year-old males, a result which is consistent with the one 
other study that assessed this (Lebigre et al. 2013). The age-specific opportunity for selection 
decreased gradually till 6 years of age and was relatively stable thereafter. This pattern is 
probably due to the early-life improvement in the WGP and EGP success of male Seychelles 
warblers. Almost no 1-year-olds sired any offspring (and the very low mean of RS causing 
the mean-standardized variance to be high), but increasingly more males reproducing 
successfully after their first year (till mid-life). At the age of 1 year, when the opportunity for 
selection was highest, EGP contributed substantially less than WGP (15 vs 86%; the negative 
covariance contributed only 0.7%). This is likely because at very young ages (especially in 
the first year) the very few males that manage to sire offspring do so mostly in their own 
territory (in fact only seven males reproduced: six dominant males that sired one within-group 
offspring each, and one subordinate male that sired an extra-group young). Despite the fact 
that the standardised variance in age-specific EGP was variable, it showed no recognisable 
overall trend. In contrast, the variance in WGP decreased from 1 to 6 years and increased 
thereafter. This caused the age-specific contribution of EGP (range: 15-60%), relative to that 
of WGP (range: 34-86%), to the age-specific opportunity for selection, to be lowest at the 
ages of 1 and ≥12 years (when WGP contributed most) and increase to a peak at 5-6 years. 
Between 5 and 11 years, the contribution of EGP was usually either higher or nearly as high 
as the contribution of WGP. This is possibly because more males invested in EGP at those 
ages (as evidenced by the higher mean of EGP success; see also: Raj Pant et al. in review; 
chapter 3), but some were in a better position (physical, territorial, or in terms of helpers) to 
sire more extra-group offspring than the rest. 
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Age-specific co-variances between EGP and WGP differed across age groups (contributing 
-0.7–31% to the age-specific opportunity for selection) and were mostly positive, indicating 
that, at most ages, males siring more extra-group young were also those having more 
within-group offspring. Negative covariances contributed relatively little (absolute values 
ranged 0.7–7%) to the age-specific standardised variance in RS.

The independent method showed that EGP increased the standardised variance in age-specific 
RS, over that resulting from the monogamous mating system, in the majority of male age 
groups and in a highly variable manner (the increase ranged from  6 to 209%). The highest 
increase in the age-specific opportunity for selection occurred in 1-year-old males and 
was probably due to the extremely low mean in the RS of these males, which was half the 
(already low) mean in RSap. The exact mechanisms driving such EGP-mediated alterations 
in the age-specific opportunity for selection, as well as changes in the relative variance 
contributions of age-specific EGP and WGP among males surviving to each age, are unclear. 
Investigations into factors that may explain the variation in age-specific EGP (and WGP) 
success are therefore required. A better understanding of the variation in male EGP success at 
different ages may result from analyses assessing the effect of both extrinsic factors (such as 
breeding density and number of helpers) and intrinsic male traits (e.g. MHC diversity, body 
size and condition, song structure).

5.5.3 Implications and future directions
EPP has been widely hypothesised to be a key mechanism underlying sexual selection in 
socially monogamous species, many of which feature sexually dimorphic traits, despite the 
low (apparent) variation in mating success (Andersson 1994; Webster et al. 1995). In the 
socially monogamous and genetically promiscuous Seychelles warbler, sexual dimorphism in 
body size and song complexity suggests that sexual selection is at play, possibly via infidelity. 
However, we found that, even though the standardised variance in male EGP success changed 
considerably across male age-groups, it only modestly increased the total and the age-specific 
opportunities for selection over those resulting from the apparent (social) mating system 
(i.e. the standardised variances in RSap). Moreover, the strongest age-specific opportunity for 
selection, which occurred in 1-year-old males (and was the highest standardised age-specific 
variance in RS compared to RSap), was mostly driven by the variance in WGP success. These 
results suggest that EGP is not likely to be a major player in promoting increased sexual 
selection in the Seychelle warbler. 
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Other mechanisms through which sexual selection is predicted to act in socially monogamous 
species are also unlikely to occur in the Seychelles warbler. These mechanisms are a 
male-biased adult sex-ratio, causing some males to obtain mates while others do not (Price 
1984; Dearborn et al. 2001), and variance in the quality of social mates that males manage to 
attract, with higher-quality females producing more offspring (Kirkpatrick et al. 1990; Jones 
and Ratterman 2009). In fact, in the Seychelles warbler population on Cousin, the adult sex 
ratio is roughly at parity. Furthermore, social mate choice is thought to be severely constrained 
by the combination of habitat saturation, social fidelity and longevity (Richardson et al. 2005; 
Wright et al. 2015). However, another potential mechanism via which sexual selection may 
act is habitat saturation. Since 1982, the Seychelles warbler population on Cousin has been at 
a carrying capacity of ca 320 birds residing in 110 territories, causing a surplus of unpaired 
adult birds without an independent breeding position (Komdeur 1992; Komdeur et al. 2016). 
Given that, while subordinate males almost never breed, subordinate females do reproduce 
(Richardson et al. 2001; Hadfield et al. 2006; Raj Pant et al. 2019), the pressure on males to 
obtain a mate and occupy a dominant position is likely to be stronger.

It is possible that habitat saturation causes more of the variation in male RS compared to 
EGP, though the two mechanisms do not exclude each other and may act in concert. However 
modest, EGP does still provide an increase in the variance in RS and is a viable mechanism 
through which increased sexual selection could operate. Moreover, variance decomposition 
analyses showed that EGP provided a significant contribution (despite generally smaller 
than that of WGP) to the total opportunity for selection, as well as to several age-specific 
opportunities for selection (at some ages roughly the equivalent of, or more than, WGP). 
In addition to simple comparisons of RS and RSap, it may therefore be helpful to address 
the issue with other analyses, such as the estimation of lifetime and age-specific Bateman 
gradients, which explicitly quantify the opportunity for sexual selection (see e.g. Webster et 
al. 2007). Also, given that the opportunity for selection is a measure of the maximum possible 
strength of selection, rather than actual force of selection on a particular trait, selection 
gradient analyses are recommended to assess what the strength of (sexual) selection via EGP 
is on traits of interest, such as body size, MHC variation and song structure.
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5.6. Conclusions

In the Seychelles warbler, the overall variance contribution of lifetime EGP to the total 
opportunity for selection was significant, yet it modestly increased the variance in RS over 
that arising from the apparent (social) mating system (22% increment). Partitioning the total 
opportunity for selection (across all males) and the age-specific opportunity for selection 
(of males surviving to each age) into their age-specific (co)variance components, revealed 
that the contribution of EGP was often smaller than that of WGP, but still substantial at most 
ages, and that it varied considerably with age. Therefore, despite not greatly increasing the 
variance in RS over that arising from the apparent mating system, EGP provided a substantial 
and variable contribution to the age-specific opportunity for selection potentially influencing 
evolutionary processes in this and other age-structured populations.  
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5.7. Supplementary material

Supplementary Figure S5.1. Distribution of ages at first dominance among Seychelles warbler males who 
become dominant in life (n = 200). 
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Supplementary Figure S5.2. The variance in lifetime reproductive success of male Seychelles warblers that 
gain dominance in life, partitioned into its age-specific (co)variance components. All (co)variance components 
are standardised by dividing by the squared mean of lifetime reproductive success. (Co)variance (absolute) values 
are represented by circle sizes and the degree of positivity or negativity of covariances is represented by colour 
shades. Variances in age-specific extra-group paternity (EGP) and within-group paternity (WGP) are represented in 
squares on the diagonal. Covariance values (doubled) are represented in all other squares and are: the between-age 
covariances in WGP (top left triangular panel) and EGP (bottom right triangular panel), and the within-age and 
between-age covariances between EGP and WGP (bottom-left square panel). 
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Supplementary Figure S5.3. Standardised variance in lifetime actual (left) and apparent (right) reproductive 
success of male Seychelles warblers, partitioned into its age-specific (co)variance components. All (co)
variance components are standardised by dividing by the squared mean of lifetime actual or apparent reproductive 
success. (Co)variance (absolute) values are represented by circle sizes and the degree of positivity or negativity 
of covariances is represented by colour shades. Variances in age-specific reproductive success are represented in 
squares on the diagonals. Between-age covariance values are represented in all other squares.

Supplementary Table S5.1. GLMM of lifetime reproductive success of male Seychelles warblers that gain 
dominance and sire ≥1 offspring in life, in relation to longevity, age of first dominance and the proportion of 
lifetime extra-group offspring sired (n = 124 males). Coefficient estimates, standard errors (SE) and p-values (p) 
are shown for each fixed effect; AFD = age of first dominance, Prop. EGP = proportion of extra-group offspring 
sired in life. Variance (σ2), 95% confidence intervals (CI) and number of observations (n) are shown for each random 
effect. 

Fixed term β SE p

Intercept 1.19 0.06 <0.001

AFD -0.14 0.05 0.008

Longevity 0.48 0.05 <0.001

Prop. EGP 0.11 0.05 0.035

Random term σ2 95% CI n

Cohort 0.01 0.00, 0.27 9
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Supplementary Table S5.2. GLMM of lifetime extra-group paternity (EGP) and within-group paternity 
(WGP) success of male Seychelles warblers that gain dominance in life, in relation to longevity, age of first 
dominance and the proportion of lifetime extra-group offspring sired (n = 200 males). Coefficient estimates, 
standard errors (SE) and p-values (p) are shown for each fixed effect; AFD = age of first dominance. Variance (σ2), 
95% confidence intervals (CI) and number of observations (n) are shown for each random effect. 

Lifetime EGP Lifetime WGP

Fixed term β SE p β SE p

Intercept -0.44 0.10 <0.001 -0.10 0.11 0.373

AFD -0.23 0.08 0.004 -0.15 0.06 0.013

Longevity 0.81 0.81 <0.001 0.87 0.06 <0.001

Random term σ2 95% CI n σ2 95% CI n

Cohort 0.01 0.00, 0.36 9 0.01 0.00, 0.45 9
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Chapter 6
General discussion

Old and wise giant tortoise (photo by Martijn Hammers).
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In this thesis, I investigated a range of potential key drivers of infidelity in the Seychelles 
warbler, a facultatively cooperative passerine that is socially monogamous but genetically 
promiscuous. I focused my investigations on the population on Cousin Island, where 
dispersal is virtually absent and nearly 97% of individuals have been uniquely ringed, 
sampled and intensively monitored for over 20 years. First, I assessed the influence of social, 
demographic and environmental (socio-ecological) factors on female infidelity (chapter 2). 
I then addressed the effect of age, an individual trait which has been often linked to patterns 
of male extra-pair paternity success, on patterns of both male and female infidelity (chapter 
3). Moreover, I estimated the heritability of female infidelity to understand whether this trait 
could have evolved under selection for indirect additive genetic benefits (chapter 4). Finally, 
I addressed a consequence of infidelity in the Seychelles warbler system, i.e. I quantified 
the contribution of extra-group paternity (EGP) to the variance in RS among males and 
assessed whether infidelity increased this variance beyond that arising from the social mating 
system, i.e. increased the opportunity for selection in the population (chapter 5). Below, I will 
collectively discuss my findings and propose avenues for further research.

6.1. Extra-pair reproduction: highly variable and an evolutionary enigma

Across socially monogamous taxa, infidelity and consequent extra-pair paternity (EPP) are 
widespread. For example, in passerines alone, nearly 90% of socially monogamous species 
produce extra-pair offspring (Jennions and Petrie 2000; Griffith et al. 2002; Westneat and 
Stewart 2003; Taylor et al. 2014). The rate of EPP is considerably variable across taxa, 
ranging from 0% in truly monogamous species, such as the Taiwan vole (Microtus kikuchii; 
Wu et al. 2012) to over 70% in the most genetically promiscuous passerine species, the superb 
fairy wren (Malurus cyaneus; Mulder et al. 1994). Furthermore, rates also differ among 
populations within taxa (e.g. Charmantier and Blondel 2003) and, perhaps not surprisingly, 
among individuals within populations (e.g. Reid et al. 2011a). Interestingly, variation in the 
rate of infidelity also occurs across time (e.g. Hsu et al. 2017). For several decades now, 
researcher have attempted to investigate the drivers of this variation at different levels, to 
better understand how and why infidelity has evolved, but evidence so far is mixed (Jennions 
and Petrie 2000; Griffith et al. 2002; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Forstmeier et al. 2014; 
Taylor et al. 2014; Hsu et al. 2015).
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6.2. Extrinsic drivers of variation in infidelity

A large body of work has tested for associations between social, demographic or ecological 
conditions and EPP, but results from such work are often conflicting (Griffith et al. 2002; 
Westneat and Stewart 2003; Brouwer et al. 2017). Notably, most studies have only assessed the 
effect of one or very few factors at a time, thus potentially obscuring the relative importance 
of different conditions, and their interactions, affecting EPP (but see Brouwer et al. 2017). 
Moreover, due to a lack of long-term individual data, temporal variation in socio-ecological 
conditions and their effect on the extra-pair reproduction of the same individuals across time, 
could not be captured in most studies, thus reducing their resolution. 

In chapter 2, I simultaneously assessed the effect of multiple socio-ecological factors on the 
occurrence of infidelity in female Seychelles warblers over a period of 18 years. I showed 
that group size, rather than group composition (i.e. number and sex of subordinates/helpers), 
best predicted the likelihood of infidelity in both dominant and subordinate females (via a 
positive association), while territory quality and both local and population-wide breeding 
density and breeding synchrony were not associated to female infidelity. These findings 
suggest that, regardless of territorial and demographic conditions, large breeding groups 
enable females to be more unfaithful, though why that is remains unclear. I think that the 
two more likely explanations for this positive group size–female infidelity relationship are 
the following. First, group size may cause an impairment in the ability of dominant males 
to closely keep track of and effectively mate-guard females (Van Noordwijk and Van Schaik 
2004). Given that mate-guarding is an effective cuckoldry prevention mechanism in the 
Seychelles warbler (Komdeur et al. 2007), a reduction in the effectiveness of mate-guarding 
in large groups would cause a positive association between group size and female infidelity. 
In the future, this should be tested by gathering and analysing data on mate-guarding by 
dominant males living in groups of different sizes. Another plausible explanation for the 
positive effect of group size on female extra-group reproduction is that group size reflects the 
former reproductive success of the breeding female(s) and is used as a social cue by males 
seeking EGP. Studies have shown that reproductive success can be adopted by conspecifics 
as public information for mate and habitat selection (see e.g. Drullion and Dubois 2011; Pärt 
et al. 2011). If Seychelles warblers use group size as public information indicating breeder 
and/or territory productivity, males would preferentially seek extra-pair fertilizations with 
females living in larger groups, thus leading to higher EGP in larger groups. I therefore 
encourage the collection and analysis of data on territorial intrusions by extra-group males 
(during the fertile period of focal females) in large vs small groups/pairs.
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Moreover, I think that, whenever possible and ethical, an experimental approach is 
advisable. In the Seychelles warbler, group size manipulation has occurred via the removal 
of subordinates from some territories during conservation-driven translocations (Richardson 
et al. 2006; Wright, Shah, et al. 2014). Gathering more data in future translocations and 
analysing how the experimental change in group size affects EGP is therefore advisable. 
More generally, I encourage studies in other species to also employ an experimental approach 
(whenever possible and ethical). To my knowledge, only a few studies, within the vast body of 
work assessing the impact of extrinsic factors on infidelity, have experimentally manipulated 
any socio-ecological variable under investigation (see e.g. Gowaty and Bridges 1991; Dunn 
et al. 1994; Rätti et al. 2001; Václav and Hoi 2002; Vaclav et al. 2003; Charmantier and 
Perret 2004; Stewart et al. 2010). Across taxa, I advise experiments involving, for instance, 
food supplementation – i.e. manipulation of territory quality, predicted to increase EPP if 
males reduce paternal care when females are unfaithful (Gowaty 1996) or to decrease EPP 
if extra-pair males provide additional resources to females (Gray 1997) – manipulation 
of nest site availability – i.e. alteration of breeding density, predicted to increase potential 
mate encounter rate and, consequently, EPP frequency (Alexander 1974; Birkhead 1978) 
– or the removal of individuals via conservation-driven translocations – i.e. manipulation 
of group size and/or (breeding) density. I also urge that studies employing an experimental 
approach pay specific attention to any other (socio-ecological) factor that can be affected by 
the experimental manipulation of the variable(s) of interest (e.g. a change in food availability 
while manipulating breeding density) and control for this in the analyses. Finally, I think that 
to further our global understanding on the variation in EPP across levels (from individuals 
to populations and species), more research assessing inter-population and, especially, 
inter-specific variation is advisable. To avoid the confounding effect of phylogeny, the 
relationship between socio-ecological factors and EPP/EGP should be addressed either in 
groups of closely related species (Brouwer et al. 2017) or across distantly related taxa too, 
but employing specific software to correct for phylogeny.

6.3. Indirect genetic benefits of infidelity

Some of the most influential hypotheses on the evolution of infidelity maintain that this 
mating strategy evolved because it biases paternity towards genotypes that increase the 
genetic quality and, consequently, the fitness of offspring, thus providing an indirect advantage 
to polyandrous females (Hamilton & Zuk 1982; Zeh & Zeh 1996; Brown 1997; reviews: 
Andersson 1994; Jennions & Petrie 2000; Forstmeier et al. 2014). To date, the multitude of 
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studies assessing these adaptive hypotheses on the evolution of infidelity has provided mixed 
evidence and has sparked heated debate (see reviews e.g. Jennions and Petrie 2000; Griffith 
et al. 2002; Westneat and Stewart 2003; Forstmeier et al. 2014).

6.3.1. Indirect ‘good genes’ benefits
According to one of the most influential indirect genetic benefit models, the ‘good genes’ 
hypothesis (Hamilton and Zuk 1982), infidelity enables socially constrained females to 
acquire higher-quality paternal alleles for their young. The only point of general consensus 
across studies assessing indirect ‘good genes’ benefits to promiscuous females has perhaps 
been on the positive association of male age, i.e. an individual trait expected to signal intrinsic 
quality (via viability), and EPP success (see meta-anlyses and references therein: Ackay and 
Roughgarden 2007; Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012; Hsu et al. 2015). However, most studies 
have been unable to differentiate whether this age effect on EPP occurs because higher quality 
males that live longer are preferred by females (the good genes hypothesis; Hamilton and 
Zuk 1982) or, alternatively, because males increase their ability to gain paternity with age, 
via experience and/or physical improvements (the competitive ability hypothesis; Nakagawa 
et al. 2015). Resolving such questions requires an examination of how EPP success changes 
within an individual as it ages, as compared to across individuals that reach different ages.

In chapter 3, I set out to determine within-individual changes in the occurrence of male 
and female infidelity with age, while accounting for between-individual changes that occur 
through selective appearance or disappearance. I found that the production of extra-group 
offspring was predicted by an individual’s age in both sexes, increasing in an individual 
in early life but then displaying a senescent-like decline in late life. Furthermore, the 
probability of losing within-group paternity decreased within males until mid-life and was 
stable thereafter. These results are in accordance with the only other two studies that, to 
my knowledge, have assessed the within-male change in EPP success (Hsu et al. 2017) 
and in WPP loss (Schroeder et al. 2016) with age (both studies were conducted in a natural 
population of the house sparrow, Passer domesticus). Importantly, the results from chapter 
3 indicate that patterns of infidelity are determined by within-individual changes with male 
age, rather than by differences between males in intrinsic quality (reflected by longevity and/
or age of first dominance/reproduction). This challenges the idea that patterns of age-related 
EPP success support the good genes hypothesis (Kokko 1998; Brooks and Kemp 2001), 
which maintains that the association between male age and EPP is due to females seeking 
high quality paternal genes for their offspring.
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The results from chapter 3, however, are in apparent contrast with previous research in the 
Seychelles warbler, which has provided evidence for indirect genetic benefits in the form 
of heterozygosity. This work has shown that dominant females that are paired with males 
exhibiting low MHC diversity (heterozygosity) appear to use extra-pair fertilisations (with 
more MHC-diverse males) to gain higher MHC diversity in offspring, which is associated 
with improved offspring survival (Richardson et al. 2005; Brouwer et al. 2010). However, 
such female (pre-/post-copulatory) preference for MHC-diverse extra-pair males would not 
cause a between-individual age-dependent effect on EPP because the survival benefit of 
MHC diversity is only observed in juveniles, and my analyses in chapter 3 included sexually 
mature males with a breeding opportunity (i.e. in a dominant position). In these males, there 
is no differential survival linked to MHC diversity, so any (pre-/post-copulatory) preference 
for MHC-diverse males would not generate an age-related pattern of infidelity. Further work 
is now required to understand the mechanisms through which males improve their ability to 
gain EGP with age, and whether this also provides any benefits to females.

Most studies to date have assessed the occurrence of good genes benefits to unfaithful females 
via phenotype-based investigations, i.e. by testing for a relationship between phenotypic 
traits signalling intrinsic male quality (e.g. sexual ornaments) and paternity (EPP and 
WPP) success, or by comparing the phenotypic fitness components of within- vs extra-pair 
offspring. These studies have provided contrasting results (reviewed in e.g. Griffith et al. 
2002; Ackay and Roughgarden 2007; Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012; Hsu et al. 2015). On 
the other hand, the evolutionary (genetic) mechanism underlying the good genes hypothesis 
itself, i.e. the strength of selection on female infidelity via indirect additive genetic benefits, 
or, at least, individual components of such selection, including heritability, have been very 
rarely estimated (Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Reid et al. 2011b).

In chapter 4, I quantified the additive genetic variance and narrow-sense heritability of female 
extra-group reproduction to understand the role that indirect additive genetic benefits may 
play in driving the evolution of female infidelity in the Seychelles warbler. We found both 
additive genetic variance and heritability of female likelihood of extra-group reproduction to 
be non-zero, but heritability was moderately low (h2 = 0.12). This indicates that the indirect 
additive genetic benefits are unlikely to be that important in the evolution of infidelity in this 
species. This is because the maximum force of selection that can act on female extra-pair 
reproduction via indirect additive genetic benefits (i.e. ‘good genes’) is equivalent to the 
mathematical product of heritability (which was moderately low), the maximised phenotypic 
standard deviation in extra-pair reproduction in the population (which was also not high) 
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and the difference in mean additive genetic fitness of extra-pair vs within-pair offspring (not 
estimated here; see Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Reid et al. 2011b).

Female EGP likelihood in Seychelles warblers showed a similar heritability to female EPP rate 
in a natural population of the song sparrow (Melospiza melodia), a species in which it was also 
concluded that female infidelity does not seem to have evolved via indirect additive genetic 
benefits  (Reid et al. 2011b; Reid and Sardell 2012). Female EGP likelihood in Seychelles 
warblers was also similar to the heritability in female EPP likelihood in the same wild song 
sparrow population (Reid 2012; Reid, Arcese, Keller, et al. 2014) and to female EPP rate in 
a captive population of the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata; Forstmeier et al. 2011). To my 
knowledge, the aforementioned song sparrow studies are the only ones that have quantified 
the additive genetic variance and heritability of female extra-pair offspring production in a 
socially monogamous natural population (see also: Reid and Wolak 2018). More, though 
still few, studies have calculated the narrow-sense heritability of polyandry, in terms of 
multi-male mating by females, in promiscuous species (commonly in lab systems). These 
have also provided moderately low heritability estimates (see e.g. Simmons 2003; Shuker et 
al. 2007; Evans and Simmons 2008; McFarlane et al. 2011). Moreover, to my knowledge, 
only one study has compared the additive genetic value (rather than just phenotypic fitness, 
which mirrors both genetic and environmental effects) of extra- and within-pair offspring 
(Reid and Sardell 2012). This study on song sparrows found that extra-pair offspring had 
lower additive genetic value (for recruitment) and has suggested that there may actually be 
(weak) indirect selection against female extra-pair reproduction in this species.

In the Seychelles warbler, MHC-related studies have shown that extra-pair offspring may 
be fitter (in terms of higher first year survival) than the within-pair offspring that they 
have substituted, and that this fitness difference is due to over-dominance genetic effects 
(heterozygous advantage; Richardson et al. 2005; Brouwer et al. 2010). By definition, such 
effects would not be detected by studies quantifying additive genetic effects. Whether within- 
and extra-pair offspring differ in their additive genetic fitness in the Seychelles warbler is not 
yet known. In any case, the moderately low heritability of female extra-pair reproduction, 
suggests that the force of selection via indirect additive genetic benefits is unlikely to be 
strong in this species. Future comparisons of the additive genetic value of extra-group 
offspring and the within-pair offspring they have substituted may be helpful in providing 
further evidence for a weak strength of selection via indirect good genes benefits to females. 
Taken together, the results emerging from chapters 3 and 4 do not seem to provide support 
for the good genes hypothesis on the evolution of female infidelity.
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6.3.2. Inbreeding avoidance
Mechanisms other than selection via indirect additive genetic benefits are likely responsible 
for the evolution of infidelity in the Seychelles warbler. In chapter 2, I tested whether 
extra-group reproduction may enable females to avoid inbreeding when the dominant male in 
their group is a close relative, thus conferring an adaptive advantage to polyandrous females 
(the inbreeding avoidance hypothesis, part of the genetic compatibility framework). I found 
support for this hypothesis for subordinate females only: I showed that subordinate females 
were more likely to produce extra-group offspring when the dominant male in their territory 
was more closely related to them. Given that the level of pairwise relatedness between 
dominant vs subordinate females and the dominant male in their group did not differ, it is 
unclear why only subordinate females would avoid inbreeding via infidelity. Subordinate 
females may have more opportunities to obtain extra-group copulations, as they are generally 
less mate-guarded than dominant females (Komdeur J, unpublished data). However, given 
that close inbreeding does occur in Seychelles warblers (Richardson et al. 2004) and 40% 
of offspring from dominant females have EGP, there may be other reasons why dominant 
females do not avoid inbreeding. 

6.4. Other explanations for the evolution of female infidelity

Overall, the results from this thesis do not provide evidence for the good genes hypothesis 
(chapter 3 and 4) and offer limited support for the inbreeding avoidance hypothesis (chapter 
2), though they do not rule out non-additive genetic benefits gained from mating with 
MHC-diverse (heterozygous) males (Richardson et al. 2005; Brouwer et al. 2010). Given that 
female extra-pair reproduction shows non-zero heritability, there seems to be potential for a 
continued response to selection on this female trait, which is likely to occur via mechanisms 
other than indirect additive genetic benefits. Such mechanisms may be, in addition to indirect 
genetic benefits (in terms of MHC diversity), direct material (non-genetic) benefits to 
promiscuous females or genetic constraints (see below). 

6.4.1. Direct material benefits
Among the adaptive hypotheses for the evolution of EPP, explanations involving direct 
material benefits to female have perhaps received less attention than hypotheses on indirect 
genetic benefits. An explanation of infidelity based on direct material benefits, which may 
fit the Seychelles warbler system, is the fertility assurance hypothesis (Sheldon 1994). This 
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hypothesis maintains that polyandry ensures that females obtain adequate sperm supplies 
for fertilization. Until now, most empirical work, including an experimental study in a 
captive zebra finch population (Ihle et al. 2013), has provided mixed evidence on the fertility 
assurance hypothesis. Furthermore, theoretical models have shown that benefits of fertility 
assurance are only present under specific circumstances, i.e. true male infertility caused by 
low sperm counts/mobility (Hasson and Stone 2009). Given that there is strong selection 
against infertility in nature, this trait is likely to be very rare and, therefore, the potential costs 
associated with infidelity (including polyspermy) are probably not offset for most females 
(Forstmeier et al. 2014). Moreover, in the Seychelles warbler, knowledge of age-dependent 
patterns of EGP and WGP gain and loss, render fertility assurance unlikely (see chapter 
3) – i.e. throughout their lives, many males can gain both WGP and EGP, as well as loose 
WGP, and the likelihood of WGP loss is not higher in very old males (which are less fertile). 
However improbable, it may still be worth confirming whether fertility assurance, at least 
against truly infertile males, does or does not occur in this system. An accessible way to do so 
is to use lifetime reproductive success (RS) data of stable pairs (i.e. males and females paired 
to each other their whole life) and examine whether females paired to truly infertile males (with 
zero lifetime RS) their whole life are those that produce exclusively extra-group offspring. 

Infidelity may also be promoted by other material benefits to promiscuous females, such as 
non-genetic advantages for extra-pair offspring. In particular, in a territorial species as the 
Seychelles warbler, when habitat saturation limits the availability of independent breeding 
positions (which, for males, translates into virtually zero RS, because subordinate males 
almost never sire offspring), extra-group offspring sired by males from adjacent territories 
may be more tolerated by these males. Such tolerance may enable male extra-group offspring 
sired by neighbours to establish new territories that incorporate part of the sire’s territory, in 
addition to the natal territory. In the Seychelles warblers, the ‘budding off’ of territories from 
the natal territory and neighbouring territories has been documented (Komdeur and Edelaar 
2001). Moreover, it has been shown that ‘budders’ have higher lifetime RS than subordinate 
and floater males (Komdeur and Edelaar 2001). Therefore, I recommend assessing whether 
budding from adjacent territories is more often undertaken by extra-group offspring sired 
by males from such territories. In the Seychelles warbler, both genetic relatedness and 
social familiarity are known to reduce the likelihood of fights between male neighbours 
(Bebbington et al. 2017), but whether males can identify extra-group offspring sired in 
neighbouring territories is unknown. A first clue may be provided by examining interactions 
among socially familiar male neighbours and assessing whether they are even less aggressive 
when they occur between sires and their extra-group offspring. 
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6.4.2. Non-adaptive hypotheses
The rarely considered non-adaptive hypotheses for the evolution of EPP propose that 
infidelity does not increase female fitness and that it evolves simply because it is genetically 
correlated to other traits under positive selection in males or females (Halliday and Arnold 
1987; Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Forstmeier et al. 2011; Forstmeier et al. 2014). In 
particular, cross-sex genetic correlations between polyandry and (traits increasing) paternity 
success have been hypothesised to arise via pleiotropic effects (Halliday and Arnold 1987) 
and/or linkage disequilibrium caused by assortative mating between promiscuous females 
and successful sires (Keller and Reeve 1995). The very few studies that have estimated 
cross-sex genetic correlations between female infidelity and components of male fitness 
have, however, failed to support this hypothesis. To my knowledge, the only exception is a 
study on captive zebra finches, which showed a high positive between-sex genetic correlation 
for propensity to engage in extra-pair copulations (Forstmeier et al. 2011). On the other 
hand, in a natural population of the song sparrow, female liability for extra-pair reproduction 
showed a near-zero genetic correlation with male within-pair paternity success (Reid, Arcese, 
Keller, et al. 2014) – which is positively correlated to EPP success in song sparrows (Reid, 
Arcese, and Losdat 2014) –  and with male lifetime reproductive success (Reid and Wolak 
2018). Moreover, a study in humans failed to find a cross-sex correlation in extra-pair mating 
behaviour, suggesting that the predisposition of women for polyandry was unlikely to result 
from selection on men (Zietsch et al. 2015).  

Female infidelity may also have evolved because it is genetically correlated to traits enhancing 
female fitness, via pleiotropic effects (Arnqvist and Kirkpatrick 2005; Forstmeier 2007). To 
our knowledge, only two studies have estimated any such correlations and failed to provide 
supporting evidence. Specifically, these studies estimated the genetic correlation between 
female propensity for extra-pair mating and female responsiveness to the social male (a trait 
enhancing female RS) in captive zebra finches (Forstmeier et al. 2011) and between female 
liability to produce extra-pair offspring and two female fitness components (annual RS and 
survival to recruitment) in wild song sparrows (Reid 2012).

In the future, when a larger pedigree is available for the Seychelles warbler, there may be 
enough power to perform analyses addressing genetic correlations between infidelity and 
traits under positive selection (which, unfortunately, require a vast amount of data). In 
particular, I encourage the quantification of a genetic correlation between female extra-pair 
reproduction and the lifetime RS of females (within-sex genetic correlation) and males 
(between-sex genetic correlation). I urge more studies to test for such correlations whenever 
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data is available. In general, I think that more work that quantifies the variance and covariance 
components of infidelity in females and males is needed if we are to fully understand the 
genetic mechanisms underlying the evolution of this enigmatic mating behaviour.

6.5. Infidelity and sexual selection 

Extra-pair paternity is expected to play a key role in promoting sexual selection in socially 
monogamous species (Webster et al. 1995). Several studies to date have tested whether, and 
by how much, EPP increases the variance in male RS and, consequently, the ‘opportunity 
for selection’ (i.e. the maximum strength of selection that can act on any trait) beyond that 
resulting from the social (monogamous) mating system, but results have been very variable 
across studies (reviewed in: Lebigre et al. 2012). Due to the challenges involved in gathering 
complete data on social and genetic lifetime reproduction for all males within a population, 
most studies were unable to perform accurate comparisons of the variance in actual (genetic) 
vs apparent (social) RS. Moreover, the few studies that have analysed lifetime reproductive 
data, have mostly done so without analysing age-specific patterns (Webster et al. 2007; 
Lebigre et al. 2012; Grunst et al. 2019)(but see: Lebigre et al. 2013), despite the fact that 
EPP has been shown to be age-dependent in many species (Ackay and Roughgarden 2007; 
Cleasby and Nakagawa 2012; see meta-analyses: Hsu et al. 2015). 

In chapter 5, I used complete lifetime data for male Seychelles warblers in the Cousin 
population and found that the overall variance contribution of lifetime EGP to the total 
(lifetime) opportunity for selection was roughly two thirds of the variance contribution of 
WGP. Consequently, the pattern of EGP moderately increased (by 22%) the variance in RS 
over that arising from the social mating system. I went on to partition the total opportunity for 
selection (across all males) and the age-specific opportunity for selection (of males surviving 
to each age) into their age-specific (co)variance components, which has only previously been 
done by one other study (Lebigre et al. 2013). The results revealed that the contribution of 
EGP to the variance in RS was substantial (though smaller than that of WGP) at most, but not 
all, ages, and varied considerably with age. Such age-related differences were probably partly 
driven by age-dependent patterns of EGP and WGP success that occur in Seychelles warblers 
(see chapter 3). These findings suggests that EGP may re-shape the distribution of RS 
across ages, influencing population growth and evolutionary dynamics via genetic drift and 
inbreeding (Arnold and Wade 1984; Engen et al. 2005; Lebigre et al. 2013), in this and other 
age-structured populations. Therefore, I urge more studies to address age-specific patterns 
of variance in EPP and RS across taxa, especially when EPP is known to be age-dependent. 
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6.6. Conclusions

Despite decades of research, the forces underlying the evolution of infidelity in socially 
monogamous systems are still unclear. In this thesis, I showed that both extrinsic (social) and 
intrinsic (individual) factors are related to patterns of infidelity in the Seychelles warbler, a 
facultatively cooperative breeder that is socially monogamous but genetically promiscuous. 
In particular, I found that a social condition – group size – but no demographic and ecological 
conditions, was positively associated to the likelihood of female infidelity. Moreover, I 
showed that patterns of both male and female extra-group reproduction are age-dependent 
(changing within-individuals with age) and that this probably influences changes in the 
age-specific contribution of EGP to the variance in both age-specific and lifetime RS of 
males. Upon addressing indirect genetic benefits to polyandrous females, I provided limited 
evidence for the inbreeding avoidance hypothesis and found that the age-related patterns of 
infidelity did not provide support for the good genes hypothesis. The latter finding did not 
contradict previous work in this species, which found females preferentially gain EGP from 
males of higher MHC diversity, as MHC diversity and adult survival are not linked. Overall 
my findings, in combination with the moderately small heritability of female extra-pair 
reproduction, suggest that infidelity is unlikely to evolve via indirect additive genetic benefits 
to promiscuous females. Other mechanisms, including those that are adaptive to females, 
i.e. indirect non-additive genetic benefits (as evidenced by the MHC studies) and direct 
(non-genetic) material benefits (i.e. adaptive mechanisms), and those that are non-adaptive, 
i.e. genetic constraints, may be at play in the evolution of this mating strategy. In conclusion, 
I propose four main directives for future studies. First, whenever possible, a direct assessment 
of the genetic mechanisms underlying any hypothesis proposed to explain infidelity or, 
at least, the components involved in such mechanisms – e.g. the heritability of extra-pair 
reproduction, the strength of selection on female infidelity via indirect additive genetic 
benefits, genetic correlations between female infidelity and traits linked to RS in males and 
females. Second, more focus on hypotheses that have received little attention but constitute 
a promising avenue of future research, especially non-adaptive hypotheses on the evolution 
of infidelity. Third, whenever possible and ethical, the use of an experimental approach to 
understand the influence of extrinsic factors on the occurrence of infidelity within natural 
populations, in combination with phylogenetically controlled investigations (experimental or 
correlational) to understand inter-specific differences. Lastly and more generally, the inclusion 
of age into analyses assessing the variation in traits, including infidelity, and population and 
evolutionary dynamics, such as sexual selection, within age-structured populations. 
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English summary

Infidelity, often resulting in extra-pair paternity, occurs frequently across socially 
monogamous taxa, yet the evolutionary forces underlying this behaviour remain elusive 
and highly debated. In particular, given that infidelity can be costly for females and that, 
unlike for males, extra-pair fertilisations do not necessarily increase a female’s reproductive 
success, it is unclear why females engage in extra-pair mating. Several hypotheses have 
been proposed to explain the evolution of female infidelity and can be grouped in two broad 
categories: adaptive vs non-adaptive hypotheses.

Adaptive models maintain that infidelity has evolved under positive selection, as it improves 
female fitness by limiting the costs of additional mating (in systems where males force 
copulations or commit infanticide) or by providing either direct material benefits (e.g. fertility 
assurance, extra parental care or nutrients) or indirect genetic benefits (high-quality genes in 
offspring). Indirect genetic benefits can be subdivided into ‘good genes’ and ‘compatible 
genes’ benefits. Under the good genes scenario, infidelity enables the acquisition of high 
quality paternal gene variants in offspring (i.e. alleles that increase offspring fitness by 
additive effect). This is expected to occur via female choice based on male phenotypic features 
signalling genetic quality, such as body size, ornaments and/or age. The compatible genes 
hypothesis, on the other hand, maintains that female preference (pre- or post-copulation) 
is based on the level of genetic compatibility between maternal and paternal genomes – 
‘compatible alleles’ being those that increase fitness via either epistasis, dominance or 
over-dominance. In this scenario, females should, for instance, avoid mating with close 
relatives – to avoid inbreeding – and with males carrying genetic elements which would 
cause intra-genomic conflict in the embryo. In contrast to adaptive models, non-adaptive 
hypotheses propose that infidelity does not increase female fitness and that it evolves because 
it is genetically correlated to traits under positive selection in males or females.

About four decades after the question was posed, the evolution of infidelity remains an 
enigma. Work assessing non-adaptive explanations has been very scarce and more research is 
needed to provide any clear evidence of such hypotheses. Despite their high number, studies 
addressing adaptive explanations have produced contrasting results. One of the main issues 
with most of these studies is their short time-frame. Infidelity can vary across years due to 
changing environmental conditions, such as habitat quality, and socio-demographic factors, 
including breeding density and breeding synchrony. Short-term studies are therefore unlikely 
to detect any real trends in the occurrence and frequency of infidelity. Another problem with 
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the majority of past studies is that they work on open systems, where individual movement 
and dispersal make it impossible to sample most individuals within a study population. This 
leads to a significant lack of paternity and survival data, which are crucial in shedding light 
on the evolution of mating strategies.

In this thesis, I investigated several potential drivers of infidelity in the Seychelles warbler 
(Acrocephalus sechellensis), a socially monogamous passerine displaying high rates of 
infidelity and facultative cooperative breeding. Moreover, I addressed a consequence of 
infidelity in this species, i.e. the contribution of extra-group paternity to the variation in 
male reproductive success. The study population used resides on a small island (Cousin, 
Seychelles), features virtually no dispersal and has been monitored since 1985 as part of a 
long-term project.

In chapter 2, I simultaneously addressed multiple socio-ecological conditions potentially 
influencing female infidelity over a period of 18 years. In particular, I tested hypotheses 
predicting the influence of territory quality, breeding density and synchrony, group size and 
composition (number and sex of subordinates/helpers) on the likelihood of female infidelity. 
Also, I assessed whether females use infidelity to avoid inbreeding when they are closely 
related to the dominant male in their group (in the Seychelles warbler, maternity is gained 
by both dominant and subordinate females, while paternity is almost always gained by 
dominant males). I showed that group size, rather than group composition, best predicts the 
likelihood of producing an extra-group offspring for both dominant and subordinate females 
(via a positive association). Higher genetic relatedness between a female and the dominant 
male in her group also resulted in more extra-group paternity — but only for subordinate 
females — and this does not prevent inbreeding occurring in the population. These findings 
provide limited evidence for inbreeding avoidance via infidelity (indirect ‘compatible genes’ 
benefits) and highlight the role that social conditions play in promoting infidelity in this and 
possibly other cooperative species.

In chapter 3, I assessed patterns of male and female extra-group reproduction in relation 
to age, a key phenotypic trait that appears to underlie considerable individual variation 
in infidelity. Numerous studies have shown that older males are generally more likely to 
obtain extra-pair paternity and less likely to be cuckolded. However, whether this occurs 
because males get better at gaining paternity as they grow older, or because higher quality 
males that live longer are preferred by females, has rarely been tested.  Here, I disentangled 
within-individual changes in infidelity through life from between-individual differences in 
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infidelity due to longevity or age of first dominance/reproduction. I found that the production 
of extra-group offspring was predicted by an individual’s age in both sexes, increasing in 
early life before declining in late life. Furthermore, males were cuckolded less as they grew 
older. These results indicate that patterns of infidelity are determined by within-individual 
changes with age, rather than by differences between individuals in intrinsic quality. This 
challenges the hypothesis that the association between male age and extra-group paternity is 
due to females seeking high quality paternal gene variants for their offspring (indirect ‘good 
genes’ benefits). Moreover, I showed that extra-group paternity explained a high proportion 
(ca 50%) of the total reproductive success of males and is thus likely to be under strong 
selection. 

In chapter 4, I estimated key components of the genetic mechanism at the basis of the 
‘good genes’ hypothesis, i.e. the selection on female infidelity via indirect additive genetic 
benefits. I used 25 years of genetic pedigree data to quantify the additive genetic variance and 
heritability of female infidelity. I found non-zero additive genetic variance and heritability 
of female extra-group reproduction, but heritability was moderately low (h2 = 0.12). These 
results suggest that, in the Seychelles warbler, selection on female extra-group reproduction 
via indirect additive genetic benefits is unlikely to be strong and, therefore, unlikely to play 
an important role in the evolution of infidelity.

In chapter 5, I addressed the impact of infidelity on the variation in male reproductive 
success. I quantified the contribution of extra-group paternity to the total and age-specific 
variance in reproductive success standardised by the squared mean, i.e. the ‘opportunity for 
selection’ (the maximum possible strength of selection that can act on any trait). Moreover, 
I compared the standardised variance in actual (genetic) vs apparent (social) reproductive 
success to assess if extra-group paternity increased the opportunity for selection over that 
resulting from the social mating system (monogamy). Overall, the contribution of extra-group 
paternity to the variance in lifetime reproductive success was two thirds of the contribution 
of within-group paternity, and it provided a modest increase in the variance in reproductive 
success (22%). Partitioning the total opportunity for selection (across all males) and the 
age-specific opportunity for selection (of males surviving to each age) into their age-specific 
(co)variance components, showed that the relative contribution of extra-group paternity was 
often smaller than that of within-group paternity. However, the contribution of extra-group 
paternity to the variance in reproductive success was still substantial at most ages and varied 
considerably with age. Therefore, extra-group paternity provided an important age-dependent 
contribution to the opportunity for selection in the Seychelles warbler, potentially influencing 
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evolutionary processes in this age-structured population. This highlights the importance of 
accounting for age-specific variation in age-structured systems.

In conclusion, I showed that both extrinsic (social) and intrinsic (individual) factors were 
related to patterns of infidelity in the Seychelles warbler. Both male and female extra-group 
reproduction were age-dependent (changing within-individuals with age). In males, such 
age-related changes probably altered the age-specific contribution of extra-group paternity 
to the variance in reproductive success. Upon assessing indirect genetic benefits of female 
infidelity, I provided limited evidence for inbreeding avoidance. Further, the age-related 
patterns of infidelity did not offer evidence that females use extra-group reproduction to 
acquire good paternal genes in offspring. This finding, in combination with the moderately 
low heritability of female extra-group reproduction, suggests that infidelity is unlikely to 
evolve via indirect additive genetic benefits. Other mechanisms – including those that are 
adaptive to females (i.e. indirect non-additive genetic benefits and non-genetic benefits) and 
those that are non-adaptive (i.e. genetic constraints) may be at play in the evolution of this 
mating strategy.
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Translation by Mirjam Borger

Overspel komt veel voor in sociaal monogame soorten, vaak ook resulterend in buiten-paar 
vaderschap. Echter, de evolutionaire krachten achter dit gedrag zijn nog steeds onbekend 
en omstreden. Het is vooral onduidelijk waarom vrouwtjes overspel plegen, aangezien 
overspel kostbaar kan zijn en het niet automatisch het reproductief succes van vrouwtjes 
laat toenemen, in tegenstelling tot mannetjes. Er zijn meerdere hypotheses voorgesteld om 
de evolutie van vrouwelijk overspel te verklaren, die gegroepeerd kunnen worden in twee 
categorieën: adaptieve en non-adaptieve hypotheses.

Adaptieve modellen gaan er vanuit dat overspel is geevolueerd onder positieve selectie, 
omdat het de fitness van vrouwtjes verhoogt, door de kosten van extra paren te beperken (in 
systemen waar mannetjes copulaties forceren of infanticide plegen) of door directe vrouwelijke 
voordelen te verschaffen (bijvoorbeeld vruchtbaarheidszekerheid, extra vaderlijke zorg of 
nutriënten) of door indirecte genetische voordelen te verkrijgen (hoge-kwaliteit genen in 
het nageslacht). Indirecte genetische voordelen kunnen opgedeeld worden in ‘goede genen’ 
en ‘matchende genen’ voordelen. In het geval van het goede genen scenario, zorgt overspel 
voor de verkrijging van hoge kwaliteit vaderlijke genen in het nageslacht (i.e. allelen die de 
fitness van nakomelingen verhoogt door additieve effecten). Naar verwachting gebeurt dit 
via vrouwelijke kieskeurigheid gebaseerd op mannelijke fenotypes die genetische kwaliteit 
aanduiden, zoals lichaamsgrootte, ornamenten en/of leeftijd. Anderzijds voorspelt de 
matchende genen hypothese dat vrouwelijke voorkeur (pre- of postcopulatie) is gebaseerd 
op het niveau van genetische compatibiliteit tussen vrouwelijke en mannelijke genomen. 
Daarbij zijn ‘compatiebele allelen’ allelen die fitness verhogen via epistasie, dominantie of 
over-dominantie. In dit geval zouden vrouwtjes bijvoorbeeld proberen te voorkomen om 
met naaste familieleden te paren, om inteelt te voorkomen, en proberen te voorkomen om 
met mannetjes te paren die genetische elementen dragen die intra-genomische conflicten 
in het embryo zouden kunnen veroorzaken. In tegenstelling tot adaptieve modellen, stellen 
non-adaptieve hypotheses voor dat overspel niet de fitness van vrouwtjes verhoogt, maar dat 
het is geevolueerd omdat het gecorreleerd is met andere eigenschappen die onder positieve 
selectie staan in mannetjes of vrouwtjes.

Ongeveer vier decennia nadat de vraag was voorgelegd, blijft de evolutie van overspel nog 
steeds een raadsel. Studies die non-adaptieve verklaringen onderzoeken zijn zeer schaars 
en meer onderzoek is nodig om duidelijke bewijzen hiervoor te vinden. Ondanks dat er 
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vele studies zijn gedaan naar de adaptieve hypotheses, zijn er contrasterende resultaten 
gevonden. Een van de grootste problemen met veel van deze studies is hun korte tijdspanne. 
Overspel kan variëren tussen jaren door een veranderende omgeving, zoals habitat kwaliteit 
en sociaal-demografische factoren (onder andere broeddichtheid en broedsynchrony, i.e. 
gelijktijdigheid van broeden). Korte-termijn studies hebben daarom een kleinere kans om 
echte trends in het voorkomen van en de frequentie van overspel te detecteren. Een ander 
probleem met de meeste voorgaande studies is dat ze werken in een open systeem, waar 
individuele bewegingen en verpreiding het onmogelijk maken om de meeste individuen in 
een populatie te samplen. Dit leidt tot een groot gebrek aan vaderschaps- en overlevingsdata, 
welke cruciaal zijn om de evolutie van paringsstrategieën te begrijpen. 

In dit promotieonderzoek heb ik verschillende potentiële drijvers van overspel in de 
Seychellenrietzanger (Acrocephalus sechellensis, hierna Seychellenzanger) onderzocht. Dit 
is een sociaal monogame zangvogel die een hoge mate van overspel laat zien en facultatief 
coöperatief broedt. Daarnaast heb ik een consequentie van overspel in deze soort bekeken, 
namelijk de contributie van buiten-groep vaderschap aan de variatie in mannelijk reproductief 
succes. De onderzochte studiepopulatie leeft op een klein eiland (Cousin, Seychellen), laat 
geen verspreiding naar andere eilanden zien en wordt gemonitord sinds 1985 als onderdeel 
van een lange-termijn project.

In hoofdstuk 2 heb ik over een periode van 18 jaar meerdere sociaal-ecologische factoren 
onderzocht die potentiëel vrouwelijk overspel kunnen beïnvloeden. Specifieker, ik heb 
hypotheses getest die de invloed van territoriumkwaliteit, broedseldichtheid en broedsynchrony, 
groepsgrootte en groepscompositie (het aantal en het geslacht van subordinaten/helpers) op 
de kans van vrouwelijk overspel voorspelden. Ook heb ik gekeken of vrouwtjes overspel 
gebruiken om inteelt te voorkomen wanneer ze nauw verwant zijn aan het dominante 
mannetje in hun groep (in de Seychellenzanger kunnen zowel dominante als subordinate 
vrouwtjes moederschap verkrijgen, terwijl vaderschap alleen maar verkregen wordt door 
dominante mannetjes). Ik heb laten zien dat groepsgrootte, en niet de groepscompositie, als 
beste de kans op buiten-groep nakomelingen voorspelt voor zowel dominante als subordinate 
vrouwtjes (via een positieve associatie). Hogere genetische gerelateerdheid tussen vrouwtjes 
en het dominante mannetje in haar groep voorspelde ook meer buiten-groep vaderschap, 
maar alleen voor subordinate vrouwtjes, en dit gedrag voorkomt inteelt niet in de populatie. 
Deze bevindingen verschaffen beperkt bewijs voor de vermijding van inteelt via overspel 
(indirecte ‘matchende genen’ voordelen) en benadrukken de rol van sociale factoren op 
overspel in deze en eventuele andere coöperatieve diersoorten.
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In hoofdstuk 3 heb ik de rol van leeftijd op de patronen van mannelijke en vrouwelijke 
buiten-groep reproductie onderzocht. Leeftijd is een belangrijke fenotypische eigenschap dat 
aanzienlijke individuele variatie in overspel lijkt te veroorzaken. Meerdere studies hebben 
laten zien dat oudere mannetjes meer kans hebben om buiten-paar vaderschap te verkrijgen 
en minder kans hebben om te worden bedrogen. Echter, of dit komt doordat mannetjes beter 
worden in vaderschap verkrijgen als ze ouder worden of omdat hogere kwaliteit mannetjes 
die langer leven geprefereerd worden door vrouwtjes, is zelden getest. Hier heb ik de 
binnen-individuele veranderingen in overspel over tijd onderscheiden van tussen-indviduele 
verschillen in overspel door levensduur of leeftijd van eerste dominantie/reproductie. Ik vond 
dat de productie van buiten-groep nakomelingen werd voorspeld door de leeftijd van een 
individu in beide geslachten. Overspel nam toe aan het begin van het leven en nam weer af 
later in het leven. Verder vond ik dat mannetjes minder werden bedrogen als ze ouder werden. 
Deze resultaten laten zien dat patronen van overspel worden bepaald door binnen-individuele 
veranderingen met leeftijd en niet door verschillen tussen indviduen in hun intrinsieke 
kwaliteit. Dit tart de hypothese dat de associatie tussen mannelijke leeftijd en buiten-groep 
vaderschap komt doordat vrouwtjes hoge kwaliteit vaderlijke genetische varianten voor 
hun nageslacht zoeken (indirecte ‘goede genen’ voordelen). Daarnaast heb ik laten zien dat 
buiten-paar vaderschap een hoge proportie (ca 50%) van het totale reproductieve succes van 
mannetjes verklaarde en dat overspel dus waarschijnlijk onder sterke selectie staat.

In hoofdstuk 4 heb ik een belangrijk component van het genetisch mechanisme achter de 
basis van de ‘goede genen’ hypothese geschat, namelijk de selectie op vrouwelijk overspel 
via indirecte additieve genetische voordelen. Ik heb 25 jaar van genetische stamboom data 
gebruikt om de additieve genetische variantie en de erfelijkheid van vrouwelijk overspel te 
kwantificeren. Ik heb significante additieve genetische variantie gevonden en een erfelijkheid 
van vrouwelijk buiten-groep reproductie gevonden, maar de erfelijkheid was matig (h2 = 
0.12). Deze resultaten suggereren dat selectie op vrouwelijke buiten-groep reproductie via 
indirecte additieve genetische voordelen waarschijnlijk niet sterk is in de Seychellenzanger 
en daarom waarschijnlijk niet een grote rol speelt in de evolutie van overspel.

In hoofdstuk 5 heb ik het gevolg van overspel op de variatie in mannelijk reproductief 
succes onderzocht. Ik heb de contributie van buiten-groep vaderschap aan de totale en 
leeftijdsspecifieke variantie in reproductief succes gekwantificeerd, gestandaardiseerd 
door de wortel van het gemiddelde, met andere woorden ‘de gelegenheid voor selectie’ (de 
maximum mogelijke sterkte van selectie dat op een eigenschap kan aangrijpen). Daarnaast 
heb ik de gestandaardiseerde variantie van het echte (genetische) en ogenschijnlijke (sociale) 
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reproductief succes vergeleken om te schatten of buiten-groep vaderschap de gelegenheid 
voor selectie verhoogde ten opzichte van de gelegenheid voor selectie in een sociaal 
broedsysteem (e.g. monogamie). In het algemeen was de contributie van buiten-groep 
vaderschap op de variantie van het levenslange reproductieve succes twee derde van de 
contributie van de binnen-groep vaderschap en het verhoogde de variantie in reproductief 
succes enigszins (met 22%). Ik heb de totale gelegenheid voor selectie (tussen alle mannetjes) 
en de leeftijdsspecifieke gelegenheid voor selectie (van alle manntjes die tot een bepaalde 
leeftijd overleven) uitgesplitst in hun leeftijdsspecifieke (co)variantie componenten en dat liet 
zien dat de relatieve contributie van buiten-groep vaderschap vaak kleiner was dan dat van 
binnen-groep vaderschap. Echter, de contributie van buiten-groep vaderschap aan de variantie 
in reproductief succes was nog steeds aanzienlijk in de meeste leeftijden en varieerde enorm 
met leeftijd. Daarom verschaft buiten-groep vaderschap een belangrijke leeftijdsafhankelijke 
contributie aan de gelegenheid voor selectie in de Seychellenzanger, wat potentiëel zelfs 
invloed kan hebben op de evolutionaire processen op deze leeftijdsgestructureerde populatie. 
Dit benadrukt het belang van het in ogenschouw nemen van leeftijdsspecifieke variatie in 
leeftijdsgestructureerde systemen.

Concluderend heb ik laten zien dat zowel extrinsieke (sociale) als intrinsieke (indviduele) 
factoren gerelateerd zijn aan de patronen van overspel in de Seychellenzanger. Zowel de 
mannelijke als vrouwelijke buiten-groep reproductie zijn leeftijdsafhankelijk (veranderend 
binnen individuen met leeftijd). In mannetjes, zulke leeftijdsgerelateerde veranderingen 
hebben waarschijnlijk de leeftijdsspecifieke contributie van buiten-groep vaderschap aan 
de variantie in het reproductieve succes gewijzigd. Bij het onderzoeken van de indirecte 
genetische voordelen van vrouwelijk overspel, heb ik beperkt bewijs gevonden voor de 
vermijding van inteelt. Daarnaast heb ik laten zien dat de leeftijdsgerelateerde partronen 
van overspel geen bewijs leveren dat vrouwtjes buiten-paar reproductie gebruiken om goede 
vaderlijke genen te verkrijgen voor hun nageslacht. Dit resultaat, samen met de vrij lage 
erfelijkheid van vrouwelijke buiten-groep reproductie, suggereert dat overspel waarschijnlijk 
niet is geëvolueerd via indirecte additieve genetische voordelen. Andere mechansimen, 
inclusief mechanismen die adaptief zijn voor vrouwtjes (i.e. indirecte non-additieve 
genetische voordelen en niet-genetische voordelen) en mechanismen die non-adaptief zijn 
voor vrouwtjes (i.e. genetische beperkingen) zouden een rol kunnen spelen bij de evolutie 
van deze paringsstrategie.
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